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Thursday, May 2, 2019 
ACADEMIC ASSEMBLY
8:00 a.m.




Taggart Student Center and University Quad to Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
9:00 a.m.
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
COLLEGE CONVOCATIONS
12:00 noon 
College of Engineering – Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
Caine College of the Arts – Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center
S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources – Morgan Theatre, Chase Fine Arts Center
2:30 p.m. 
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences – Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
College of Science – Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center
Office of the Provost (Integrated Studies and Associates Degrees) – Morgan Theatre, Chase Fine Arts Center
Friday, May 3, 2019
COLLEGE CONVOCATIONS
9:00 a.m.
College of Humanities and Social Sciences – Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services Graduate Hooding Ceremony – Newel & Jean Daines 
  Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center
11:30 a.m.
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services Undergraduate Ceremony – Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
2:00 p.m.
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business – Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
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UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
Thursday, May 2, 2019
President Noelle E. Cockett, Conducting
8:30 a.m.
ACADEMIC PROCESSION
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps
James Pitts, Professor of Biology, Director
Andrew Earl, Pipe Major
Mara Ferrin, Pipe Sergeant
Emily Densley, Drum Sergeant
Squire Augustine, Andrew Earl, Mara Ferrin, Owen Lambert, 
  Casey Peterson, Bagpipers
Emily Densley, Jacob Pedersen, Courtney Sorenson, Drummers
9:00 a.m.
PROCESSIONAL
“Highland Cathedral,” Traditional; arr. Chad S. Steffey
Featuring USU Scotsman Pipe and Drum Corps
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
USU Chamber Singers, directed Dr. Cory Evans
PRESENTATION OF COLORS
Air Force and Army ROTC
NATIONAL ANTHEM
“Star Spangled Banner,” Francis Scott Key
 Savanah Despain
PRESIDENT’S GREETING
President Noelle E. Cockett
MUSICAL SELECTION
“Rise Up,” Andra Day, arranged by Mac Huff
USU Chamber Singers, directed Dr. Cory Evans 
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Eric E. Hipple
RECOGNITION OF SPECIAL AWARDS
President Noelle E. Cockett
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
President Noelle E. Cockett
Eric E. Hipple, citation read by Kent K. Alder, Trustee
Mehdi Heravi, citation read by John Y. Ferry, Trustee
Ronald W. Jibson, citation read by Crystal C. Maggelet, Trustee
ADDRESS TO THE GRADUATES
Abigail Bennion Erickson, Valedictorian – Caine College 
of the Arts
REMARKS AND PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
FOR GRADUATION
Francis D. Galey, Executive Vice President and Provost
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
President Noelle E. Cockett
CONCLUDING REMARKS
President Noelle E. Cockett
MUSICAL SELECTIONS
“Homeward Bound,” words and music, Marta Keen; arr. 
Mack Wilberg
Soundtrack prepared by Dr. Michael Huff and the Fry Street 
Quartet
Flute, Leslie Timmons
USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. Cory Evans
“Alma Mater Hymn,” Theodore M. Burton
USU Chamber Singers and USU Wind Orchestra, 
directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
RECESSIONAL
“Regal Procession,” Clifton Williams
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
54
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY’S CEREMONIAL MACE
The top of the mace depicts the circle of learning, the cycle of study, practice 
and tradition in which we learn, grow and teach. In the same way the students, 
alumni, professors and practitioners of Utah State University represent our highest 
achievements, the brushed copper disk emblazoned with the university’s official 
seal crowns the mace and sends light upward in every direction, symbolizing the 
illumination of truth reaching out across our community, our state and our world. 
The copper bezel has thirteen sunstones set into it. These symbolize the thirteen 
presidents who guided the institution through its first century. 
The white oak shaft comes from wood that was originally part of the banisters of Old 
Main and rescued from the building after the fire of 1983. 
The base consists of limestone provided by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints and taken from the same quarry that was used to build the Logan Temple. 
The mace of Utah State University envisions the very essence of our land-grant 
institution: seated in the bedrock of our community, striving and growing ever 
higher, sealed on top by a ring of metal, an emblem of our timeless quest for the 
merits born of learning. 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF MACES 
Maces have long been part of academic heraldry, though their function was not 
always ceremonial. Originally weapons of war, maces are featured often in ancient 
Egyptian art where kings are shown ritually smiting their foes. This original function 
has not been entirely lost. Campus officials in the Middle Ages more than once 
kept students in line by employing their university’s mace in a manner recalling 
its primitive function. Even in the modern age, it is not unknown for a university 
mace to be used in this way. For instance, during the commencement ceremonies 
at Cornell in 1973, when a professor of medieval studies who was carrying the 
university’s mace in a procession was confronted by protesters, he wielded his 
academic training and the mace in its original fashion. 
University maces today are, for the most part, treated as decorative emblems 
symbolizing the institution’s authority. Seen most often at commencement and other 
solemn occasions, they remind those in attendance of the deep traditions inherent 
in a student’s journey through university studies. Like the word for the ceremony 
itself, “commencement”—which admonishes its participants to remember that 
this is a celebration of beginnings, not endings —the mace turns the eye forward 
to the life to come by recalling the rich academic heritage of higher learning and 
the promise of attainment that comes through education and self-betterment. Our 
mace, thus, combines elements of both the old and the new, traditional features like 
gems and stone enhanced with modern designs such as arcs of faceted crystal. Both 
an impressive work of art and a hallmark of the university’s history, this mace brings 
to light everything that is best about Utah State University.
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ACADEMIC HERALDRY
The history of academic heraldry reaches 
back into the early days of the university. 
A statute of 1321 required that all 
“Doctors, Licentiates and Bachelors” of 
the University of Coimbra wear gowns. 
In England, in the fourteenth century, 
the statutes of certain colleges forbade 
“excess in apparel” and prescribed the 
wearing of a long gown, necessary, 
no doubt, for warmth in the unheated 
buildings frequented by medieval 
scholars. Hoods were used to cover the 
head until replaced by the skull cap and 
later academic caps. Both Cambridge 
and Oxford have made academic dress a 
matter of university control down to the 
most minor detail, and in Oxford during 
the seventeenth century any tailor who 
changed the authorized design “even 
by a nail’s breadth” was punished by the 
vice-chancellor of the university. When 
American colleges and universities 
decided to adopt some suitable system 
of academic apparel, it seemed best 
to agree on one that all might follow. 
Accordingly, there was held on May 
16, 1895, at Columbia University, a 
conference of representatives of the 
boards of various interested institutions. 
From that meeting came a code of 
academic dress for the colleges and 
universities of the United States, which 
most institutions of higher learning 
have adopted.
GOWNS 
The academic gown for the bachelor’s 
degree has pointed sleeves and is designed 
to be worn closed. The gown for the 
master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, 
open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs 
down in the traditional manner. The rear 
part of its oblong shape is square cut, and 
the front part has an arc cut away. It is 
designed this way so that it can be worn 
open or closed. The gown for the doctoral 
degree has bell-shaped sleeves and may 
be worn open or closed.
COLORS 
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctoral gowns, edging of hoods 
and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different academic disciplines are 
as follows:
Agriculture and Applied Sciences, Maize
Arts, Brown
Business, Drab
Education and Human Services, Light Blue
Engineering, Orange
Humanities and Social Sciences, White 
Natural Resources, Russet
Science, Gold-Yellow
School of Graduate Studies, Black
Associates Degrees, Black
The white ribbon with the Greek key on the robe of a graduate identifies an inductee 
into Phi Kappa Phi, the National Scholastic Society. Those wearing gray collars and 
a medallion are Mortar Board Senior Honor Society members. A gold braided cord 
draped over the cowl distinguishes a graduate of Honors.
HOODS 
Academic hoods are worn by recipients of advanced degrees. The master’s degree 
hoods are three-and-one-half feet in length and are lined with the official color or 
colors of the college or university conferring the degree, which at Utah State University 
are navy blue and white, displayed in a heraldic chevron. The doctoral hood consists 
of a larger and longer assemblage of institutional color draped over the recipient’s 
shoulders and falling well down the back. The binding or edging of the hoods is of 
velvet or velveteen, three inches wide for the master’s degree and five inches wide for 
the doctoral degree.
CAPS 
Academic caps come in two forms: the traditional mortarboard (from Oxford) or 
square cap; and a soft cap that resembles an oversized beret (from Cambridge). The 
mortarboard used by Utah State University is worn with a tassel. The color of the 
tassels designates the graduate’s major field of learning, and gold tassels indicate 
doctors and the governing officials of institutions.
ACADEMIC PROCESSION
The commencement procession originates at the University Quad and the line of 
march proceeds to the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum. The procession is composed of 
three divisions: (1) color guard, University President, Regents and the Board of 
Trustees, administrative officers and special guests; (2) the faculty; and (3) candidates 
for degrees. The procession stops at the tunnel entrance to the Spectrum, the first 
two divisions dividing so that the candidates for graduation pass between them and 
enter the hall first.
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A MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT
Noelle E. Cockett
Congratulations, graduates, on the many things you have 
accomplished to reach this special occasion. Today, you both 
complete an important life journey and embark on another. 
For some, that will mean beginning a new career; for others it 
will mean continuing graduate or professional school training. 
I wish you great success in whatever comes next and trust that 
your experience at Utah State University has prepared you well 
for what is ahead.
You graduate today from one of America’s fine universities, one 
that has achieved balance among the three “pillars” of the land-
grant university system—learning, discovery, and engagement. 
Your learning has been enhanced by daily exposure to an 
outstanding faculty. You have been participants in the discovery 
process through your involvement with world-class researchers, 
scholars, and artists from disciplines across the university. You 
have given much back through your engagement in a broad 
range of service activities. You are prepared to make the kind 
of positive impact on your world that proud Aggie graduates 
before you have made and continue to make.
These commencement ceremonies are, for me, an affirmation 
of human potential, an affirmation of hope for communities 
everywhere. A world-class faculty has helped you learn the details 
of your chosen professions. But in addition to that critically 
important preparation for your life’s work, we hope we have 
also instilled in you other ideals, as well. I hope we have fanned 
the fires of caring, of giving, of taking responsibility. I hope we 
have cultivated passion, adventure, and understanding. You are 
a different person today than you were four or more years ago 
when you first walked across the Quad in front of Old Main. 
We hope you see yourself as a better person as well.
I would like each of you to know what an incredible privilege 
and opportunity it is to serve as your president. Thank you for 
the special honor that has been mine to share in this important 
part of your life journey.
Noelle E. Cockett  
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Eric E. Hipple is a former NFL quarterback who has dedicated his life to educating people around the world about the 
dangers of depression and the potential for empowerment and 
mental wellness.  
Born in Texas and raised in Southern California, Mr. Hipple 
came to Utah State University to earn a degree in business 
administration and play for the USU football team. He starred at 
quarterback for the Aggies from 1976-79, and he is still among 
the most prolific passers of all-time. Inducted into the Utah State 
University Athletics Hall of Fame in 2012 and named to USU’s 
All-Century Team in 1993, Mr. Hipple currently ranks sixth in 
career completions (459) and total offense (6,121 yards), seventh 
in passing yards (6,073) and passing attempts (850) and eighth 
in touchdown passes (34). 
Drafted by Detroit in the 1980 NFL Draft, Mr. Hipple had 
a successful 10-year run with the Lions that included two 
playoff bids, a divisional championship and the Detroit Lions 
Most Valuable Player Award for the ’81 season. He finished 
his professional career with 55 touchdown passes and 10,711 
passing yards. After retiring from the NFL, Mr. Hipple worked 
as a color analyst for the Fox NFL pregame show in Detroit 
from 1995-2000. 
Since his 15-year-old son Jeff ’s suicide in 2000, Mr. Hipple has 
devoted his life to building awareness and breaking down the 
stigma surrounding depressive illnesses. He has spent extensive 
time traveling globally to give speeches to high school students, 
their teachers, healthcare programs, U.S. military personnel 
and corporations, both large and small, discussing the topics 
of suicide prevention, mental illness, mindfulness and the 
importance of being mentally fit. 
Mr. Hipple’s straightforward approach to discussing mental 
health has garnered him much recognition. He received the 
University of Michigan 2015 Neubacher Award for work with 
stigma associated with disabilities, the Detroit Lions 2010 
Courage House Award and the 2008 Life Saver Achievement 
Award given by the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. 
In addition, Mr. Hipple was awarded a presidential citation at the 
American Psychological Association 2006 Annual Convention 
for his six years of national community-based work combating 
adolescent depression and suicide prevention. His book Real 
Men Do Cry, which chronicles his life of football, tragedy and 
return to triumph, received a Publisher Presidential Award.
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE
Eric E. Hipple
After retiring from the University of Michigan Comprehensive 
Depression Center, where he spent 11 years in outreach, Mr. 
Hipple helped establish the After the Impact Program, a neuro-
behavioral residential treatment program serving military 
veterans and former NFL players.  He currently serves in 
professional relations for Transformations, a mental health/
addiction treatment facility in Delray Beach, Florida, and also 
works with Living Life on the Offense, a Michigan school-based 
education program sponsored by the Mental Illness Research 
Association.
Mr. Hipple resides in Michigan with his wife Shelly. They have 
three married daughters: Erica and Ben, Taylor and Kenny, 
and Tarah and Seth. They have four grandchildren with the 
fifth on its way.
Mr. Hipple, for your resilience in the face of adversity and for 
your willingness to share the message of hope with others, Utah 
State University is proud to bestow upon you the honorary 
degree, Doctor of Humane Letters.
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From a young age, Iranian born Mehdi Heravi was not one to back away from a challenge or a dream. The scholar, author, 
philanthropist and Utah State University graduate believes that 
humanity is a priority and one should always strive to make the 
world a better place. 
Mr. Heravi is a visionary, who despite his fears, left his home 
in Tehran as a teenager to pursue his dream of receiving an 
education in America. He came to Logan and finished his senior 
year of high school thanks to the help of an international student 
advisor at USU. Extending his roots in the area, he enrolled at USU 
where he studied political science, eventually graduating with 
both a bachelor’s (1963) and master’s (1964). While at USU, Mr. 
HONORARY DEGREE
Mehdi Heravi
Heravi became the first international student in the university’s 
history to become a campus-wide independent senator. His 
education at Utah State, Mr. Heravi feels, was exceptional and 
he fondly recalls that behind all of the academic rigors were the 
people who inspired him, nurtured him and whom he came to 
respect and admire.
His love for USU solidified, Mr. Heravi served as a teaching 
assistant in political science before going on to the American 
University School of International Service in Washington, 
D.C., to earn his doctorate. He began his professional career at 
Tennessee Technological University at the height of the Vietnam 
War when jobs for academics were few and far between, and 
then, in 1973, returned to Iran to serve as vice president at the 
National University of Iran. Six years later with the rise of the 
Islamic republic, the higher education system in Iran changed 
drastically and Mr. Heravi’s life changed direction.
Following the Iranian Revolution, Mr. Heravi devoted himself 
to philanthropy and humanitarian work. He sees the act of 
connecting to others as one of the most important parts of being 
human. He has helped support an orphanage in northern Iran 
along the Caspian Sea and helps support several organizations 
related to cerebral palsy, a disease that afflicts his son. 
When it comes to remembering his alma mater, Mr. Heravi is no 
less generous. He has established several scholarships at USU, 
including an agricultural scholarship in his father’s name and 
another for education students intending to help those with 
special needs. Although his travels take him around the world, 
Mr. Heravi never forgot his roots and feels it is his duty to give 
back and help anyone in need.
Mehdi Heravi, for your faith in humanity and your ability to 
inspire others through your endless generosity and life story, 
Utah State University is proud to bestow upon you the honorary 
degree, Doctor of Humane Letters.
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Ronald W. Jibson is a visionary who is able to look to the needs of the current generation without compromising 
the outlook of future generations. During his 36-year career at 
Questar Corporation, Mr. Jibson worked his way up from an 
entry-level engineer to become the corporation’s president and 
CEO before retiring in 2016. His mutual respect for colleagues 
allowed him to serve with excellence and distinction. 
An instrumental player in building Questar Corporation into 
one of the nation’s premier energy firms and a driving force for 
economic development in Utah, Mr. Jibson held various positions 
during his years of employ. His ability to treat others with respect 
and kindness allowed him to serve in a unique and successful 
capacity, no matter the position. Over the years, he served as 
chairman, director, executive vice president, vice president 
of operations, general manager of operations and director of 
engineering. He also served as president and CEO of Questar 
subsidiaries Wexpro Company and Questar Gas Company and 
as chairman of Questar Pipeline Company. 
Mr. Jibson’s self-discipline, education and strong ethical 
commitment provided him the foundation to succeed not only 
in business, but also in life. He continuously steps up to become 
a deeply engaged community leader in the Intermountain West 
with service on many boards over the years including USU’s 
Board of Trustees, where he served as chair; Utah Symphony; 
Utah Opera; Women’s Leadership Institute; Salt Lake Chamber; 
EDCUtah Corporation; Junior Achievement of Utah; Davis 
County Chamber of Commerce and the USU Engineering 
Advisory Board.
His expertise and innovative ideas in the energy industry, 
combined with his humility and genuine demeanor, have 
provided Mr. Jibson many accolades including A Giant in our 
City from the Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce, USU Alumnus 
of the Year, USU College of Engineering Distinguished Alumnus, 
Father of the Year–Utah Diabetes Association, Utah Business 
Hall of Fame–Junior Achievement of Utah and the Titan Award 
from the Sandy Chamber of Commerce.
HONORARY DEGREE
Ronald W. Jibson
After graduating from Utah State University with a degree in civil 
engineering, Mr. Jibson went on to earn a master’s of business 
administration from Westminster College. He gives generously 
of his time and gives back through endowed scholarships at 
USU, where he also has served on the College of Engineering 
Advisory Board. 
Mr. Jibson and his wife, Janet, have three sons and 10 
grandchildren. The couple enjoy many hobbies including golf, 
fly fishing, biking, pickleball and spending time with family at 
their mountain ranch. 
Ronald W. Jibson, for your innovative and inspiring leadership 
in your profession and in your service, Utah State University 
is proud to bestow upon you the honorary degree, Doctor of 
Engineering.
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Karin deJonge-Kannan is principal lecturer of linguistics in the Department of Languages, Philosophy, and 
Communication Studies in the College of Humanities and Social 
Sciences. Since early childhood, she has been exploring linguistic 
and cultural aspects of individuals and their communities. 
Originally from the Netherlands, Dr. deJonge-Kannan earned 
a bachelor’s degree in international management from Central 
College in Pella, Iowa, followed by master’s and doctorate 
degrees in linguistics from Indiana University. Prior to joining 
the faculty at USU, she taught at Eastern Mennonite University 
in Virginia. 
During her 18 years at Utah State University, she has taught 
undergraduate courses in linguistics, some of which fulfill 
general education requirements. She has also taught a wide range 
of courses in the Master of Second Language Teaching program, 
serving as co-director of the program from 2005 to 2018. She 
has also taught in the Connections program multiple years. 
Dr. deJonge-Kannan’s teaching philosophy is rooted in her 
desire to create the conditions in which students cannot help 
but learn. She does this in face-to-face settings, interactive-video 
conferencing classes, and online courses. She designs her courses 
to maximize student engagement through innovative teaching 
ELDON J. GARDNER TEACHING AWARD
Karin deJonge-Kannan
practices, a subject on which she often presents at professional 
conferences. In addition to her classroom instruction, she has 
served on over 130 master’s student committees, chairing 50. 
For her dedication to teaching and mentoring, Dr. deJonge-
Kannan was recognized by the College of Humanities and 
Social Sciences with Lecturer of the Year Award in 2009 and 
the Ed Glatfelter Faculty Service Award in 2013. She was the 
university’s recipient of the Faculty Diversity Award in 2012 
for promoting linguistic and cultural diversity in her work on 
campus and in the community. 
Aside from her regular teaching, Dr. deJonge-Kannan has 
designed and implemented several Fulbright professional 
development programs that have brought teachers and scholars 
from developing countries to USU. She is herself a Fulbright 
Scholar, having spent three months in 2015 at Pontifícia 
Universidad Católica de Valparaíso, Chile, where she taught 
future English teachers. Dr. de Jonge-Kannan has also presented 
her work on applied linguistics and foreign-language teaching in 
Turkey, South Africa, Singapore, and Canada, and served as guest 
lecturer in teacher preparation programs in China and Chile. 
When not teaching, Dr. deJonge-Kannan continues to learn by 
reading, traveling, and exploring the outdoors.
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Charles “Chuck” Hawkins, professor in the Department of Watershed Sciences in the S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College 
of Natural Resources, combines the drive to understand the 
world through exploration of basic science with the ability to 
use that knowledge to help better manage water resources. Dr. 
Hawkins received both his bachelor’s and master’s in biology 
from California State University–Sacramento. He then went on 
to complete his doctorate at Oregon State University, studying 
entomology. 
Dr. Hawkins came to Utah State in 1983, where he has taught 
in the Departments of Fisheries and Wildlife and Watershed 
Sciences for the past 35 years. Dr. Hawkins’ accomplishments 
have been instrumental in the forwarding of research in the field 
of watershed sciences. His research deals with understanding 
the factors that influence the biodiversity of aquatic ecosystems. 
A prolific researcher, Dr. Hawkins has published more than 100 
articles during his time at USU. The influence of these papers 
has spread beyond publication, with greater than 30 of them 
cited more than 100 times and more than 11,000 total citations 
on Google Scholar alone. 
D. WYNNE THORNE CAREER RESEARCH AWARD
Charles Hawkins
Dr. Hawkins’ accomplishments are not limited to research. He 
is the two-time awardee of his departments’ Graduate Student 
Mentor of the Year for his work mentoring students, and he 
and his department received the USU Department Teaching 
Excellence A ward in 2009. Over the years, Dr. Hawkins has 
mentored nearly 30 students, many who have gone on to hold 
prominent positions in ecological research. In addition, he has 
served on doctoral committees for students all over the world 
and hosted researchers from six other countries in his lab. In 
addition to teaching, Dr. Hawkins is a member of multiple 
ecological societies, including the Society for Freshwater 
Science, where he serves as the editor-in-chief for the society’s 
journal, Freshwater Science. The last two decades of his career 
have been filled with leadership and service opportunities as he’s 
been a chair and member of multiple committees and advisory 
groups across the nation and contributed to many Environmental 
Protection Agency reports. He has also been invited to present 
at conferences around the globe. 
For his unmatched force in watershed research throughout his 
career, Dr. Hawkins is highly deserving of the 2019 D. Wynne 
Thorne Career Research Award.
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Dr. Idalis Villanueva, assistant professor in the Department of Engineering Education at Utah State University, has been 
a productive research scholar and advocate for engineering 
education. Dr. Villanueva received her bachelor’s in chemical 
engineering from the University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez and 
then went on to get her master’s and doctorate at the University 
of Colorado-Boulder and her post-doctorate in analytical cell 
biology at the National Institutes of Health. From 2011 to 2013, 
she worked as a lecturer at the University of Maryland before 
coming to Utah State in 2013, where she has worked for the 
past 5 ½ years. 
Dr. Villanueva studies the interface of classroom learning 
environments and accessibility of resources (mentoring, student 
support, training materials) in the well-being of engineering 
students. During her time at USU, she has gained nationwide and 
international recognition in her research by becoming the first 
female Latinx faculty member to receive a prestigious National 
Science Foundation CAREER Award. She has accumulated an 
impressive amount of research funding, around $2.4 million, 
as a junior faculty member and continues to demonstrate 
a steady trajectory of research. Dr. Villanueva has garnered 
over 27 honors and awards, 13 journal publications, 1 book 
chapter, 20 published conference proceedings, 24 national and 
international conference presentations, and 6 invited talks. She 
has mentored 39 undergraduates and graduate students in her 
years at Utah State. 
Dr. Villanueva is a strong advocate for inclusion, equity, and 
access to undergraduates and graduate students. Her efforts 
have been recognized through numerous awards, including 
recognitions as her department’s Undergraduate Research 
Faculty Mentor of the Year in 2017, Graduate Mentor of the Year 
in 2018, the College of Engineering’s Researcher of the Year in 
2019, and the Best Diversity Paper Award in the engineering 
ethics division of the American Society of Engineering Education 
in 2018. These awards demonstrate her caliber and talents in 
engineering education research, and they have also increased 
the academic reputation of her department and program, both 
inside and outside the university. Dr. Villanueva’s passion and 
dedication to her research and the department have made her 
highly deserving of the 2019 Faculty Researcher of the Year Award. 
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Idalis Villanueva
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Michael Kuhns has been a professor and Extension forester at Utah State University in the Department of Wildland 
Resources in the S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural 
Resources since 1992. He has served as wildland resources 
department head since 2012 and has remained involved in 
Extension forestry during this time. Dr. Kuhns’s recent Extension 
programs focus on how to change urban forestry practices to 
protect trees and surrounding infrastructure. His research and 
Extension work on utility tree pruning have helped many electric 
utility companies save money by reducing pruning costs and 
power outages due to trees, while helping the companies interact 
with customers who are concerned about the appearance of the 
trees after they are pruned. 
Dr. Kuhns is past president of the Association of Natural 
Resource Extension Professionals (ANREP) and has chaired 
the national conference in Park City in 2006. Also in 2006, he 
helped organize the first Restoring the West Conference and 
continues to help lead this growing, annual conference. He has 
published 14 books/booklets and more than 160 Extension and 
research publications. He was one of the first in USU Extension 
to see the promise of the internet, and in 1996 launched one of 
E. G. PETERSON EXTENSION AWARD
Michael Kuhns
the first USU Extension content-rich websites. His Utah Tree 
Browser web resource provides detailed information on 245 
trees and was used by at least 10,895 visitors accessing 139,951 
pages of content last year. 
Dr. Kuhns was awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award, 
Distinguished Service Award and President’s Award from the 
Utah Community Forest Council; a President’s Award from 
ANREP; a Utah Forest Stewardship Achievement Award by 
the Utah Division of Forestry, Fire and State Lands; and the 
Forester of the Year Award from the Intermountain Society 
of American Foresters. In Extension, he has received the New 
Specialist Award, Innovative Program Award and Overall 
Extension Specialist Award. He was also awarded the University 
of Nebraska’s New Specialist Award. He received his bachelor’s 
in forest management and master’s in forest ecology/physiology 
from the University of Missouri-Columbia and his doctorate 
from Auburn University in tree physiology. 
For his contributions in improving forestry on the local, state and 
national levels, it is fitting that Dr. Kuhns is the 2019 recipient 
of the E. G. Peterson Extension Award.  
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Jessica Lucero is an associate professor of social work in the Department of Sociology, Social Work, and Anthropology 
at Utah State University. Prior to joining the faculty at USU, 
she completed her doctoral studies at Wayne State University 
in Detroit and her master of social work at the University of 
Wyoming. 
Dr. Lucero has practice experience in domestic violence, crisis 
intervention, welfare-to-work and community organizing. 
Broadly speaking, her work examines how neighborhood 
and school contexts influence the life chances of vulnerable 
children and families. Dr. Lucero works on issues such as 
housing, violence, marriage, fertility and education. Her 
research orientation is very interdisciplinary, and she enjoys 
exchanging ideas and working to improve social systems with 
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Jessica Lucero
other interdisciplinary scholars, practitioners and students who 
are committed to social justice. She is particularly interested in 
research that produces real-world recommendations for bringing 
social justice to marginalized communities. She finds great joy 
in teaching community practice and research methods in which 
her students get out in their communities and do community-
based research and intervention.
Dr. Lucero is an active member of Aggies Think, Care, Act; 
serves on the Institutional Review Board; and is currently the 
chair of CHaSS’s Equity and Diversity Committee. In addition, 
she regularly collaborates with USU’s Center for Community 
Engagement, directs a community-engaged teaching and 
research initiative at USU and is co-leading the institutional effort 
to obtain the Carnegie Community Engagement Classification.
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TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 
Through an extensive selection process involving both students and faculty in the various academic colleges, eight members of the 
faculty have been designated for special recognition for excellence in teaching representing the eight colleges of the University: 
Agriculture and Applied Sciences; Caine College of the Arts; Jon M. Huntsman School of Business; Emma Eccles Jones College 
of Education and Human Services; Engineering; Humanities and Social Sciences; S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural 
Resources; and Science. From all the eight, the Eldon J. Gardner Teaching Award recipient is chosen; the seven remaining follow:
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
MATEJA SAVOIE ROSKOS
Successful careers in community nutrition, dietetics, and health promotion require 
a blend of science-based knowledge, understanding human behavior, and honed 
communication skills. Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos’ students in the Department of 
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences credit her as a teacher who helps them develop 
“both the brain and the heart” for their profession.
Dr. Savioe Roskos teaches numerous undergraduate courses including: Community 
Nutrition, Education and Counseling in Dietetics II, Maternal and Child Nutrition, 
and Medical Terminology. In addition, she developed an online graduate course 
titled Motivational Interviewing for Health Professionals and this year launched two 
more graduate-level courses: Epidemiological Methods in Public Health, and Hunger 
Issues and Solutions.
Students praise her as a teacher who promotes lively discussions, delivers passionate 
lectures, designs meaningful assignments, and gets to know students and their interests 
so she can connect them to opportunities that will be meaningful in shaping their 
careers. She sometimes moves her classes outdoors to add fresh air to discussions and 
students appreciate her use of engaging visuals that clarify concepts. Though there 
is a great deal of challenging material to cover, students say the variety of teaching 
techniques she employs helps them retain information from her classes.
In addition to her classroom teaching, Dr. Savoie Roskos is a member of the Master of 
Public Health Steering Committee, co-advisor for the Dietetics Student Association, 
and a committee member for numerous graduate students. She also collaborates 
with the Food $ense (SNAP education) program, focused on community nutrition 
education, and youth gardening programs. Seeing her honored as the 2016 Utah 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Young Dietitian of the Year further inspired her 
students to pursue excellence. As one student noted, “There are many teachers who 
provide good lectures, but there are few who are so involved and inspiring that they 
change lives,” and Dr. Savoie Roskos is clearly changing lives.
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Caine College of the Arts
ANNE FRANCIS BAYLESS
When asked about her proudest achievement as a teacher, Anne Francis Bayless says, 
“The fact that none of my students sound like each other! It is not my aim to teach 
them all to sound a certain way, or to mimic me; my responsibility is to help them 
foster their own artistry sincerely and with total commitment.” As the cellist of the Fry 
Street Quartet, Professor Bayless is part of a unique model; USU has one of the only 
residencies in the country in which a professional string quartet also comprises the 
core of the string faculty. It’s a model built upon a balance of individual mentorship 
and close teamwork. 
The members of the quartet pride themselves on instilling in their students the ability 
to learn “from the inside out” in discovering their own artistic voices with honesty 
and integrity. Through the tightly-knit program they have created at USU, they are 
committed to creating an environment that inspires the discipline, commitment, and 
authenticity necessary to be a musician, while igniting a sincere curiosity that leads 
to life-long learning. Their multi-faceted performing career serves to enhance their 
ability to inspire students while setting high expectations. 
With the Fry Street Quartet, Professor Bayless has performed at major venues, 
festivals, and distinguished series around the world and recorded a wide-ranging 
discography of works from Haydn and Beethoven to commissioned works by the 
most exciting composers of our time. Their innovative multi-disciplinary work on 
climate change, The Crossroads Project: Rising Tide, has been performed over 40 times 
in three different countries.  
Professor Bayless’ students have gone on to top-ranked graduate schools both in the 
United States and abroad and have successful careers as teachers, performers, and 
entrepreneurs, as well as professionals outside the field of music. Both current and 
former students often speak of her energy, enthusiasm, and unwavering support for 
their endeavors. Undergraduate cellist Kimberly Lewin says “She sees my unique 
musical voice and potential, wholly believes in me, and supports me unequivocally. 
Anne is teaching me how to become a professional.”
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Jon M. Huntsman School of Business
DEVON ERICKSON
Devon Erickson grew up in Bountiful, Utah, as the second child of four. Both of his 
parents attended college, but neither of them graduated, which was something they 
regretted later in life. As Devon grew up, his parents expressed these regrets and 
developed in him an affinity for reading and learning and the determination to pursue 
a college education, for which he is very grateful. Dr. Erickson explored several majors 
before taking his first accounting class and discovering that he loved the challenge of 
the subject. At the same time, he was teaching Spanish and realized he had a passion 
for teaching. The academic path gave him the opportunity to pursue his passion in 
a subject area he loves. 
After completing an internship with KPMG and debating whether to work in public 
accounting for a few years before pursuing his Ph.D., Dr. Erickson decided to continue 
his education immediately following the completion of his bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees. He attended Indiana University and received his doctorate in business with 
an emphasis in accounting and a minor in psychology. He accepted his first job at 
Northeastern University in Boston. Three years after he and his family adapted to 
life in a big city, a friend and Aggie encouraged him to make the move to Cache 
Valley. Dr. Erickson was blown away by his interview at USU and by the growth and 
momentum at the Huntsman School of Business. He and his family could not be 
happier with that decision. Utah State’s emphasis on teaching excellence has been a 
perfect fit for his true passion. His favorite thing about Utah State is the humility and 
grit of the students here. 
Dr. Erickson has been married to his wife, Erin, for 14 years. Erin has an undergraduate 
degree in exercise science and a master’s degree in nutrition. She is a registered 
dietician currently developing her own consulting practice here in Cache Valley. 
They have four daughters (future Aggies) – Ellie (12), Jane (9), Kate (7), and Finley 
(3), who they love dearly. 
Outside of his professional life, Dr. Erickson loves to ski, wakeboard, surf, golf, bike, 
and do pretty much anything active, although four knee surgeries have forced him 
to cut back in many ways. His favorite and most influential teacher was Professor 
Kay Stice, an accounting professor who gave him the first ‘F’ he had ever received 
on an exam. That experience, combined with Professor Stice’s incredible instruction 
and mentorship, created a drive in him to master financial accounting and to help 
others to do the same. Dr. Erickson prides himself on taking complex accounting 
concepts and issues, and communicating them in simple and understandable ways. 
His communication skills, his care for his students, and his guided-lecture-note 
approach help to make him a superior accounting instructor.
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Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services
JENNIFER GREWE
Honored as the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 
Teacher of the Year, Dr. Jennifer Grewe is a professional practice assistant professor 
with the Department of Psychology at USU and has taught thousands of students in 
the undergraduate psychology program. 
When asked about the secret to her success, Dr. Grewe described the way she assesses 
the background and experience of each group of students and then adjusts her courses 
to best serve their needs. “Everything I do in the classroom is intentional and supported 
by research. I want to match the particular needs of my students; for example, when 
I’m teaching a section on memory, I can weave in strategies that the students can use 
right now to remember information in their college classes.” 
Dr. Renee Galliher, professor of psychology at USU, said, “Comments over the years 
from students highlight Dr. Grewe’s sunny disposition, engaging and enthusiastic 
style, knowledge of her subjects, fairness in her treatment of students, and relevance 
of her courses to students’ lives.” 
“She is very approachable and makes all of her classes captivating and useful,” said 
former student Courtney Morgan. “It was because of her Psychology 1010 class that I 
knew for sure psychology was the path I wanted to follow.” Dr. Grewe’s students often 
go on to graduate programs in psychology, law school, or medical school. Many of her 
former students also have faculty positions at other universities. Chandler Whitlock, 
now an academic advisor for humanities at Dixie State University, praised his former 
professor: “Dr. Grewe pushes her students past what they expect of themselves, and 
inspires them to work hard and dig deeper. She knows they have the strength to move 
past times of hardship, even when they doubt their own abilities.” 
“I truly love and enjoy interacting with my students,” said Dr. Grewe. “They know I 
am their advocate. They see that I care about their progress and I’m invested in giving 
them the tools to be successful.” Through her various service roles in community and 
research projects, Dr. Grewe often mentors students outside of the classroom as well. 
“I love it when students tell me I have made a difference in their lives. The learning 
process is collaborative, and my students have challenged me and enriched my life.” 
Dr. Grewe teaches on-campus and online courses at Utah State University, including 
Introduction to Psychology, Undergraduate Apprenticeship, Health Psychology, and 
Scientific Thinking and Methods in Psychology. Among many other activities, she 
is the advisor for the local chapter of Psi Chi and is the department’s honors advisor. 
She is an active member of the Connections program for first-year students, and 





Wade Goodridge, an assistant professor in the Department of Engineering Education 
in the College of Engineering for six years, has been widely recognized for his many 
contributions to teaching. During his time at the university, Dr. Goodridge has received 
six department and college mentoring awards for his work with undergraduate 
researchers and was recognized by the American Society for Engineering Education 
with a regional teaching award. 
Much of Dr. Goodridge’s research has focused on gaining a better understanding of 
the development of spatial intelligence in engineering students, with particular focus 
on blind and low-vision high school students who engage in engineering problems 
and design projects. Working with the National Federation of the Blind for the last 
three years, Dr. Goodridge’s efforts have helped facilitate the delivery of engineering-
centered summer programs. Continually contributing to the engineering profession, Dr. 
Goodridge has developed and taught fluid mechanics curriculum centered on “Open 
Channel Flow Principles” to federal, state and local engineering professionals. He has 
consulted on the development of an online curriculum style guide for SIEMENS and 
has presented at Northwestern and in other university settings regarding his research 
into spatially enhanced interventions for engineering instruction. 
Dr. Goodridge currently serves as an engineering councilor for the Council on 
Undergraduate Research (CUR), a nationally elected position that allows him to 
work with CUR in developing national objectives for undergraduate research. He 
has published in 12 peer-refereed journals and presented 52 peer-refereed conference 
papers/presentations, many concerning research into the improvement of engineering 
education. 
Dr. Goodridge began his career with Utah State in  Brigham City and later  joined 
the main Logan campus. Since his arrival in Logan, Dr. Goodridge has advised 23 
undergraduate students, four master’s students and four doctoral students. Four of 
Dr. Goodridge’s undergraduate research assistants have received research awards to 
fund their work and one was recognized with a “best presentation” award at a regional 
American Society for Engineering Education Conference.
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S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources
EDWARD HAMMILL
In August of 2015, Edward “Edd” Hammill joined the S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College 
of Natural Resources at Utah State University as an assistant professor in watershed 
sciences and the Ecology Center. He teaches courses on biodiversity and sustainability, 
conservation and the Great Barrier Reef field class. In addition to his teaching, he 
currently mentors two undergraduate researchers and three graduate students. 
Dr. Hammill grew up on a beef farm in northern England before receiving his terminal 
degree from the University of Sheffield in Yorkshire, England. Since completing his 
education, he has worked in Australia, Canada and Costa Rica. He brought this 
international experience into his undergraduate and graduate teaching at USU in order 
to build coursework that expands opportunities for all his students. He developed two 
unique courses that allow students to learn for themselves what being a researcher 
really entails. 
Dr. Hammill’s teaching philosophy centers on teaching students to become lifelong 
learners. “I believe that the role of teacher is not just to deliver knowledge, but to foster 
a passion within students that drives them to seek out knowledge for themselves,” he 
said. This is evidenced in the growing number of students who, after taking his summer 
course researching the Great Barrier Reef, find themselves not only understanding what 
a researcher is and does, but choose to pursue it as a career. Dr. Hammill is admired 
by both colleagues and students, whether he is presenting on stage in his TEDx talk 
or being featured in publications like The New Scientist, The New York Times and 
The Guardian. He is recognized by many of his colleagues and students for being a 
captivating presenter who engages his audience with his knowledge and quick, stand-
up wit. One of his many nominators for Teacher of the Year said, “Professor Hammill 
mixes humor, charisma and passion to teach students, but we don’t just learn biology, 




Innovative and energetic, College of Science biology lecturer and lab coordinator 
Lauren Lucas eschews the “canned” approach to scientific learning and, instead, 
propels students into authentic, challenging research experiences. Offering unique 
learning projects with live organisms, she encourages aspiring scientists to develop their 
own questions, ideas and experimental designs from their first day in the classroom. 
“I teach all students in my classroom, not just those who are already engaged and 
participating,” Dr. Lucas says. “My students are involved in hands-on research and feel 
a part of the scientific community. Regardless of their major, they become scientists.” 
Her task, engaging nearly 1,000 students per semester, is daunting. Mindful that a 
significant number of undergraduates enter college having experienced emotional 
trauma, Dr. Lucas promotes resilience and encourages a supportive atmosphere with 
group dynamics. Within her toolkit is a commitment to training a well-prepared team 
of teaching assistants, who cultivate inclusivity, equity and camaraderie. “Dr. Lucas 
transforms the monotony and discouragement that sometimes accompanies lab work 
into collaboration and fun,” says a graduate assistant. Students describe Lucas as an 
optimistic, determined mentor, who inspires timid scholars to reach high, work hard 
and seize opportunities. 
From undergraduates to doctoral candidates, she counsels students on making the 
most of their research endeavors, providing helpful, constructive instruction and 
instilling confidence in the pursuit of daring and provocative pursuits. Dr. Lucas’ goal 
for each of her students is to not only master new material, but to achieve meaningful 
personal growth. “Dr. Lucas has a contagious love for her field, shows students she 
cares about their learning and creates a work environment of curiosity and fun,” 
says an undergraduate. “With professionalism, she mentored me in my personal and 
academic life, and helped me find my place at Utah State University.”
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Dear USU Graduate and fellow Aggie:
Congratulations on your graduation from Utah State University! Your degree is a 
significant accomplishment, representing years of hard work and sacrifice. Your 
degree will be awarded during the commencement ceremony. “Commencement” 
means a beginning or start, and you should consider your graduation likewise: 
a new start. 
One aspect of your new beginning is a lifelong connection to Utah State University 
and your Aggie family. I hope you will find continued value and meaningful 
experiences and friendships as an Aggie alumnus. The Utah State University 
Alumni Association seeks to contribute to the success of USU by providing 
opportunities for meaningful, lifelong involvement for its alumni, students, and 
friends. There will be many opportunities large and small for you to stay involved 
with Utah State University and the Aggie community. A few easy things you can 
do now include: purchasing an Aggie license plate for your vehicle, participation 
in Aggie professional networks and regional activities sponsored by the Alumni 
Association, and keeping your contact information current so that we can let 
you know what is happening at USU and opportunities that may interest you. 
Contact our Alumni offices in the following ways:




Having finished your degree and the many experiences that come along with that, you are more prepared to succeed and meet 
the challenges of life than you were when you arrived. We wish you all the success in the world and hope you will also be inspired 
to engage as our newest alumni. 
Go, Aggies! 
David Butterfield
USU Alumni Association President, B.S. ‘96
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION LETTER
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CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
CONVOCATION
May 2, 2019
NEWEL AND JEAN DAINES CONCERT HALL
12:00 noon
PRELUDE
6 Hands - 2 Pianos
Sara Chiesa, Emily Ezola, and Kevin Olson, Piano Faculty
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Bagpipe and Drum Corps
James Pitts, Professor of Biology, Director
Andrew Earl, Pipe Major
Mara Ferrin, Pipe Sergeant
Emily Densley, Drum Sergeant
Squire Augustine, Andrew Earl, Mara Ferrin, Owen Lambert, 
  Casey Peterson, Bagpipers
Emily Densley, Jacob Pedersen, Courtney Sorenson, Drummers 
WELCOME
Craig Jessop, Dean
INTRODUCTION OF ABIGAIL BENNION ERICKSON, 
VALEDICTORIAN
Thomas P. Rohrer, Professor of Music
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Abigail Bennion Erickson
INTRODUCTION OF THE FRY STREET QUARTET, 
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Craig Jessop, Dean
March from 3 Divertimenti for String Quartet, 
Benjamin Britten (1913-1976)
TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Anne Francis Bayless, Professional Practice 
Associate Professor of Music
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Jim and Carol Laub
HOODING OF MASTER’S CANDIDATES





2019 CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
AWARD RECIPIENTS
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Fry Street Quartet
SCHOLAR/CREATIVE ARTIST OF THE YEAR
Mike Daines
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Matt Omasta
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Christopher Scheer






USU DIVERSITY AWARD – ADMINISTRATOR
Laura Gelfand
PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR OR THE YEAR
Sally Peterson
STAFF EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
Cary Youmans
GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR OF THE YEAR
Quinn Maher
MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Katriona Drijber
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Alyssa Landroche
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW OF THE YEAR
Emily Wood
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Hunter Bergman




STUDENT ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
Theta Eta Chapter of Tau Beta Sigma
OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Department of Art + Design
Alisa King, Skyler Musgrave, Annette Summers
Department of Music
Tarasine Buck, Michael Hilton, Abby Wuehler
Department of Theatre Arts
Mitch Shira, Jordan Simmons, Kenya Thompson
TALENT OF THE YEAR
Department of Art + Design - Jamie Lancaster
Department of Music - Caesar Perfidio






DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
12:00 noon
WELCOME




Colton Lindstrom, Electrical Engineering
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean
WORDS OF INSPIRATION
Susan Mooney Johnson 
Former President and CEO of Futura Industries
AWARDING OF DIPLOMAS
BY DEPARTMENT HEADS
Biological Engineering: Dr. Keith Roper
Civil & Environmental Engineering: Dr. Paul Barr
Computer Science: Dr. Xiaojun Qi, Interim
Electrical & Computer Engineering: Dr. Jacob Gunther
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering: Dr. Robert Spall
Engineering Education: Dr. Ning Fang, Interim
CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean
2019 COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AWARD RECIPIENTS
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Spencer Wendel, Mechanical Engineering
RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
Idalis Villanueva, Engineering Education
TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Wade Goodridge, Engineering Education
FACULTY GRADUATE MENTOR 
Elizabeth Vargis, Biological Engineering
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
Ryan Berke, Mechanical Engineering
UNIVERSITY SERVICE
David Britt, Biological Engineering
OUTSTANDING SENIOR
Cory Goates, Mechanical Engineering
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S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY COLLEGE OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES CONVOCATION
May 2, 2019






Conservation & Restoration Ecology
Escorted by Kristin Hulvey





Conservation & Restoration Ecology







TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Edd Hammill 
Department of Watershed Sciences and Ecology Center
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Peter Howe




SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Anders Hart
Conservation & Restoration Ecology
WATERSHED SCIENCES OUTSTANDING SENIOR
Audree Provard
Fisheries & Aquatic Sciences
 




WILDLAND RESOURCES OUTSTANDING SENIOR
Delaney Phariss
Conservation & Restoration Ecology
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
APPLIED SCIENCES CONVOCATION
May 2, 2019
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
2:30 p.m.
2018-2019 GRADUATING CLASS PROCESSION INTO 
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM 
INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Brian K. Warnick, Associate Dean
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Kenneth L. White, Dean
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
GRADUATE REMARKS
Abby D. Benninghoff, Associate Dean of Research and Gradu-
ate Student Services
2018-2019 GRADUATE HOODING 
VALEDICTORIAN
Michelle James
School of Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
Valedictorian’s Faculty Escort: Julie Wheeler
Principal Lecturer, School of Applied Sciences, 
Technology and Education
2018-2019 PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATES
2018-2019 GRADUATING CLASS RECESSION FROM 
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
2018-2019 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED 
SCIENCES FACULTY AWARD RECIPIENTS
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR
Jeff R. Broadbent
Professor, Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Mateja Savoie Roskos
Professional Practice Assistant Professor, Nutrition, Dietetics 
and Food Sciences
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Young-Min Lee
Associate Professor, Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR 
OF THE YEAR
Sheryl Aguilar
Professional Practice Associate Professor, Nutrition, Dietetics 
and Food Sciences
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Rebecca Charlton
Professional Practice Assistant Professor, Nutrition, Dietetics 
and Food Sciences
GRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Simon Wang
Associate Professor, Plants, Soils and Climate
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Jeffery Hall
Professor, Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
INTERNATIONAL PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR
David Wilson
Associate Professor, Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
USUSA COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
APPLIED SCIENCES SENATOR
Dexton Lake






NEWEL AND JEAN DAINES CONCERT HALL, 
CHASE FINE ARTS CENTER
2:30 p.m.
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe & Drum Corps
Director: James Pitts, Professor of Biology
Performing: Andrew Earl, Mara Ferrin, Casey Peterson,
Owen Lambert, Squire Augustine, Emily Densley,
Jacob Pederson, Courtney Sorenson
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Maura E. Hagan, Dean
HOODING & AWARDING OF GRADUATE DIPLOMAS
VALEDICTORIAN FACULTY ESCORT





Maura E. Hagan, Dean
RECESSIONAL
Sean J. Johnson, Associate Dean
2018-2019 REPRESENTING THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Maura E. Hagan, Dean
Michelle A. Baker, Associate Dean
Richard J. Mueller, Associate Dean
Sean J. Johnson, Associate Dean
Biology
Diane G. Alston, Department Head
Paul G. Wolf, Associate Department Head
Chemistry & Biochemistry
Alvan C. Hengge, Department Head
Jordan Truex, Undergraduate Advisor
College of Science Interdisciplinary & General Studies
Richard J. Mueller, Associate Dean
Geology
Joel L. Pederson, Department Head
Carol Dehler, Associate Professor, Faculty Advisor
Mathematics & Statistics
Christopher D. Corcoran, Department Head 
David E. Brown, Associate Department Head
Physics
Jan J. Sojka, Department Head
Karalee Ransom, Advisor
2018-2019 COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AWARD RECIPIENTS 
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Lisa M. Berreau, Professor of Chemistry & Biochemistry
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Carol D. von Dohlen, Professor of Biology
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Lauren Lucas, Lecturer of Biology
GRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Lance C. Seefeldt, Professor of Chemistry & Biochemistry 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Nicholas E. Dickenson, R. Gaurth Hansen 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry & Biochemistry
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Dennis Welker, Professor of Biology
DEAN’S SCHOLARS
Sarah Ellis, Mathematics & Statistics
Devin Froerer, Biology
Gretchen Gilbert Knight, Mathematics & Statistics
Christian Peterson, Biology
LEGACY OF UTAH STATE
Calvin Luu, Chemistry & Biochemistry
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Bryce Fredrickson, Mathematics
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW OF THE YEAR
Hannah Demler, Chemistry & Biochemistry
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
David Maughan, Mathematics & Physics
STUDENT SENATOR
Abigail Longaker, Biology
GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Brandon Ashley, Mathematics
MASTER’S GRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Tanner Robison, Biology
Ph.D. GRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Bo Hu, Chemistry & Biochemistry
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INTEGRATED STUDIES AND ASSOCIATES DEGREES
CONVOCATION
May 2, 2019
MORGAN THEATRE, CHASE FINE ARTS CENTER
2:30 p.m.
PROCESSIONAL
2019 Graduating Class Procession into Theatre
WELCOME
Janet B. Anderson, Vice Provost
CONVOCATION ADDRESS
KimberLeigh Hadfield, Mathematics and Statistics Lecturer 
RECOGNITION OF 2019 GRADUATES
Janet B. Anderson, Vice Provost
CLOSING REMARKS
Francis D. Galey, Executive Vice President and Provost
RECESSIONAL
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EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND 
HUMAN SERVICES GRADUATE HOODING CONVOCATION
May 3, 2019
9:00 a.m.
NEWEL AND JEAN DAINES CONCERT HALL
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Dr. Beth E. Foley, Dean
PRESENTATION OF 2018-2019 EMMA ECCLES 
JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN 
SERVICES AWARDS
Dr. Beth E. Foley, Dean
DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER ADDRESS
Clarissa W. Ong, Psychology
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMA COVERS
Dr. Beth E. Foley, Dean
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Dr. Karen F. Muñoz
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Scot M. Allgood
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
Dr. Andrew E. Walker
Kinesiology and Health Science
Dr. Eadric Bressel
Psychology
Dr. Scott C. Bates
School of Teacher Education and Leadership
Dr. Kathy C. Trundle
Special Education and Rehabilitation
Dr. Timothy A. Slocum
CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Beth E. Foley, Dean
2018-2019 
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS
GRADUATE TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Laura J. Reina
School of Teacher Education and Leadership
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Shawn D. Whiteman
Human Development and Family Studies
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Dr. Victor R. Lee
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Dr. Ronald B. Gillam
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Clarissa W. Ong
Psychology
MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Malinda K. Dokos
Human Development and Family Studies
LEGACY OF UTAH STATE AWARD
Megan M. Hamilton
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
*The Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human 
Services expresses deep appreciation to our generous donors.
**The U.S. News and World Report has ranked the Emma 
Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 
in  the top 2.5% in the nation on its annual  list  of  “Best 
Graduate Schools of Education.” Our College took the No.  
13 spot nationally for research funding, receiving $41.4M to 
support research, teaching, and service projects that benefit 
our students, community, state, and nation. USU  is  the  only 
School of Education in Utah to place in the top 50.
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES CONVOCATION
May 3, 2019
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
9:00 a.m.
PROCESSIONAL 
                       
WELCOME 
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN 




INTRODUCTION OF TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Karin deJonge-Kannan, Principal Lecturer
Department of Languages, Philosophy 
& Communication Studies
RECOGNITION OF 2019 DEGREE CANDIDATES
CLOSING REMARKS 
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
RECESSIONAL
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
AWARD RECIPIENTS
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Karin deJonge-Kannan, Languages, Philosophy 
& Communication Studies
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Tammy Proctor, History
LECTURER OF THE YEAR
Clair Canfield, Languages, Philosophy 
& Communication Studies
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Rachael Gulbrandsen, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Michaelann Nelson, English
FACULTY UNDERGRADUATE MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Judson Finley, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR (LIGHT OF 
OLD MAIN AWARD)
Barry Harris, Dean’s Office
OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR (TRUE 
BLUE AWARD)
 Stacey Kelly, Political Science
ED GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE
Jessica Lucero, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Kristen Koci, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Stacie Denetsosie, English
GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR OF THE YEAR
Alicia Ingersoll, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR NOMINEE





Morgan Sanford Graham, English
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EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
AND HUMAN SERVICES UNDERGRADUATE CONVOCATION
May 3, 2019
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
11:30 a.m.
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Dr. Beth E. Foley, Dean
Edith Bowen Laboratory School Honor Choir *
Choral Director: Jill DeVilbiss
“Read Me a Memory”
“The Scotsman”
COLLEGE VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS
Dallen M. Broadbent, Psychology
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMA COVERS
Dr. Beth E. Foley, Dean
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Dr. Karen Munoz
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Scot Allgood
Kinesiology and Health Science
Dr. Travis Peterson




School of Teacher Education and Leadership
Dr. Kathy Trundle
Special Education and Rehabilitation
Dr. Tim Slocum
CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Beth E. Foley, Dean
2018-2019 
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Jennifer Grewe
Psychology
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE 
YEAR
Dr. Yoon Lee
Human Development and Family Studies
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Hannah Gibson
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Dr. Curt Radford
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE 
YEAR
Hailey Ashcroft
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW OF THE YEAR
Molly Tiev
Special Education and Rehabilitation
COLLEGE SENATOR
Deidra Thomas
School of Teacher Education and Leadership
*The Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human 
Services expresses deep appreciation to our generous donors.
**The U.S. News and World Report has ranked the Emma 
Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 
in the top 2.5% in the nation on its annual list of “Best 
Graduate Schools of Education.” Our college took the No. 
13 spot nationally for research funding, receiving $41.4M to 
support research, teaching, and service projects that benefit 
our students, community, state, and nation. USU is the only 
School of Education in Utah to place in the top 50.
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JON M. HUNTSMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
CONVOCATION
May 3, 2019






















GRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR 
Morgan Wood
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Devon Erickson
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Matt Jaremski
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE YEAR 
Polly Conrad




EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
Elisa Hoffman
Valedictorian Escort: Paul Fjeldsted
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DOCTORAL DEGREES










Animal, Dairy, & Veterinary Sciences









Animal, Dairy, & Veterinary Sciences















Dr. Ryan Bosworth and 




Animal, Dairy, & Veterinary Sciences









Animal, Dairy, & Veterinary Sciences



















Nutrition & Food Sciences
Dr. Karin Allen
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE 


























Dr. Thomas S. Higbee











SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES







































Family & Human Development




















Dr. Ryan Knowles and 






































Family & Human Development
Dr. Lisa K. Boyce and Dr. Aryn M. 
Dotterer
















South New Berlin, New York
Doctor of Philosophy
Family & Human Development






























Family & Human Development




Instructional Technology & Learning 
Sciences


























Salt Lake City, Utah
Doctor of Philosophy
Education










































Salt Lake City, Utah
Doctor of Philosophy











































de Souza Almeida, Lilian Maria

































Civil & Environmental Engineering
























Civil & Environmental Engineering




Civil & Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany T. Neilson
Mansourbeigi, Seyed M-H







Civil & Environmental Engineering
Dr. Jeffery S. Horsburgh
Quezada Villalona, Iván Tomás
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Doctor of Philosophy



















































Dr. Rose Qingyang Hu
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Dr. Gretchen Gimpel Peacock
MASTER’S DEGREES









Nutrition & Food Sciences









Nutrition & Food Sciences



























Career & Technical Education
Billat, Danielle Marie
Springville, Utah








Nutrition & Food Sciences
Dr. Donald J. McMahon
Buehler, Amanda L.
Morrisville, Pennsylvania




Nutrition & Food Sciences
Dr. Donald J. McMahon
Bullock, William D.
Highland, Utah









Career & Technical Education
Cannon, Nola M.
Parma, Idaho





















Family and Consumer Sciences 
Education and Extension









Agricultural Extension and Education




Agricultural Extension and Education











Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Education
Career & Technical Education
Eden, Kimberly
O’Fallon, Illinois





Nutrition & Food Sciences
Dr. Donald J. McMahon and 





















Career & Technical Education
Hargrave, Charlotte
Los Angeles, California
Master of Dietetics Administration
Hendrickson, Jackie H.
Lehi, Utah
Master of Public Health
Hennessey, Heather B.
Salem, Oregon









Career & Technical Education
Hunter, Charlotte M.
La Grande, Oregon
















Master of Dietetics Administration
Jennings, Morgan C.
Wellington, Alabama
Master of Dietetics Administration
Johnson, Kathryn Chas
North Logan, Utah





Career & Technical Education
Kay, Misty
Tooele, Utah
Master of Dietetics Administration
King, Captain Kent
Heber City, Utah
Master of Aviation Science
Kirby, Ashlee N.
Grace, Idaho













Career & Technical Education
Maxwell, Jean Marie
Bancroft, Idaho
Master of Public Health
McNeil, Brian T.
Kaysville, Utah




Animal, Dairy, & Veterinary Sciences













Nutrition & Food Sciences
Dr. Heidi Wengreen
Oliver, Mary L.






















Animal, Dairy, & Veterinary Sciences
Dr. E. Bart Tarbet
Peterson, Marquelle Miller
St. George, Utah





























































Technology & Engineering Education
Thomas, Amanda
El Cajon, California




Agricultural Extension and Education





















Career & Technical Education
Watters, Luke K.
Farmington, Utah




















CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
Alward, Tom
Prescott, Arizona






























Master of Fine Arts
Art




Master of Business Administration
Allen, Catherine Jo
Smithfield, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Allison, Mark L.
Alpine, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Allred, Wesley D.
Tremonton, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Anderson, Alec M.
London, Ohio
Master of Business Administration
Anderson, Kevin J.
Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Andrus, Jared
Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Armenta, Luis F.
South Jordan, Utah






Master of Human Resources
Ballard, Baden
Rexburg, Idaho
Master of Business Administration
Bannatyne, Yuri M.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Master of Human Resources
Barger, Travis James
Cedar City, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 













Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Bentley, Abigail Taylor
Sandy, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Bingham, Mitchel
Orem, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Blanton, Patricia
Price, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Bond, Justin Michael
Euless, Texas
Master of Business Administration & 






Master of Management 
Information Systems
Bradshaw, Tiffany
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Brandt, Rich
Payson, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Breeze, Stephen
Midway, Utah
Master of Data Analytics
Brough, Mallin Joseph
Brigham City, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Brower, Parker A.
Freedom, Wyoming






Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Burton, Erik R.
Syracuse, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Burton, William D.
Spanish Fork, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Carlsen, Sharon A.
Logan, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Case, Keagan Merle
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Master of Human Resources
Chambers, Andrew Brent
Layton, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Chase, John A.
Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Chelawat, Ritisha
Udaipur, India








Master of Human Resources
Christoffersen, Erik M.
Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 




Clarke IV, Alva Byron
Blanding, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Clement, Jeffrey
Hyde Park, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Clissold, Connor J.
Holladay, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Condie, Ammon
Lindon, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Cooke, Kyle Allan
Hooper, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Cortez, Chandler Lynn
Bountiful, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Costello, Sean M.
Alpine, Utah





































Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Flake, Hyrum R.
Rexburg, Idaho
Master of Business Administration
Fritzler, James A.
Logan, Utah




Master of Business Administration & 










Master of Business Administration
Garrett, Mark Christopher
Orem, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Gatten, Spencer Jay
Kaysville, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Gessel, Michael Allen
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Goff, McKennon




Master of Business Administration
Green, Kevin R.
Bountiful, Utah




Master of Business Administration
Gubernick, Alex J.
Vineyard, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Hancock, Nathan L.
Sandy, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Hansen, Quintin A.
Rupert, Idaho
Master of Business Administration
Hardester, Evan Barton
San Jose, California
Master of Business Administration
Harding, Brad L.
Providence, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Hardy, Arielle
Logan, Utah












Master of Business Administration
Henke, Alyssa J.
Providence, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Hoffman, Justin L.
Bountiful, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Hoffmann, Joshua
South Jordan, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Hooper, Neal C.
Lincoln, California
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Howe, Lexi




Master of Business Administration
Hudson, Amy Nicole
Kaysville, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Hunt, Jon F.
Murray, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Hunter, Lindsey Michelle
Highland, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Jackson, Marvin B.
Helper, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Jackson, Richard Robert
Orem, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Jain, Navin
Indore, India








Master of Business Administration & 






Master of Human Resources
Johnson, Devon W.
Nashville, Tennessee
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Johnson, Jeremy
Roosevelt, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Johnson, Sterling Pierce
Las Vegas, Nevada
Master of Human Resources
Jones, Morgan David
Perry, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Killen, Michael
West Bountiful, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
King, Aaron
Eagle Mountain, Utah





Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Kofoed, Jence D.
Spanish Fork, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Koopman, Ethan
Fruitland, Idaho
Master of Management 
Information Systems
Kranendonk, Emily
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Kuhn, Tanner D.
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Master of Business Administration
Ladner, Daniel
Logan, Utah




Master of Business Administration & 







Master of Human Resources
Libberton, Joshua K.
Tremonton, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Loveland, Elizabeth Gwen
Fort Hall, Idaho
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Lu, Sha
Yueyang, China
















Master of Business Administration
McGuire, Grace Elena
Annandale, Virginia
Master of Business Administration
McMullin, Shay Marie
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Master of Human Resources
McQueen, Nicholas
Saratoga Springs, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Meifert, Diane Marya
Bolingbrook, Illinois
Master of Business Administration
Mejia, Victor R.
Idaho Falls, Idaho










Master of Business Administration
Montano, Dennise Guadalupe
Moroni, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Moody, Samuel Y.
Orem, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Moore, Gregory J.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Morreale, Nathan
South Jordan, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Mortensen, Brynn Micquel
Ogden, Utah




Master of Business Administration
Mulcock, Julie A.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Murdock, Marcus Lee
Bountiful, Utah
















Master of Business Administration & 













Master of Business Administration
Newman, Kevin
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Nguyen, Thien Vinh-Phuc
Gilbert, Arizona







Master of Business Administration
Orr, Tyler E.
North Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 






Master of Business Administration
Parks, Kirk C.
Grantsville, Utah














Master of Business Administration
Peterson, Sean
Logan, Utah








Master of Business Administration
Porter, Jared S.
Saratoga Springs, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Postelwait, Cameron D.
Lehi, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Powell, Robert B.
Price, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Preston, Rosemary Anne
St. George, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Priskos, Christos L.











Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Raghuwanshi, Sanju
Vidisha, India




Master of Business Administration
Reed, Brock
Hyrum, Utah







Master of Business Administration
Renzo, Nicholas Shawn
Salt Lake City, Utah













Master of Business Administration
Roberts, Wesley McHilton
Leeds, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Rosas, Joseph J.
Tigard, Oregon




Master of Business Administration
Rowe, Daniel
Mesa, Arizona




Master of Business Administration
Rytting, Andrew Lorry
North Salt Lake, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Sabey, Scott Paul
Lehi, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Scott, Clay A.
Fielding, Utah
Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Scoville, Gregory M.
Cottonwood Heights, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Seeley, Rich
Richmond, Utah




Master of Business Administration
Shelley, Devin L.
Fairview, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Shimono, Cainan R.
Kauai, Hawaii
Master of Business Administration
Shippen, Benington Jay
Menan, Idaho













Master of Business Administration
Smith, Jordan K.
Vineyard, Utah





Dr. William F. Shughart
Smith, Travis B.
Logan, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Smyth, Adam C.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Sorenson, Thomas
Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Southwick, Nathaniel
Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Spackman, Brad J.
Eagle Mountain, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Stark, David M.
Los Angeles, California













Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Summers, Makayla M.
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Master of Business Administration
Swallow, William Mitchell
Tremonton, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Tábara Cenador, Adrián
Lehi, Utah












Master of Business Administration
Teerlink, Christopher Andrew
Lehi, Utah






Master of Business Administration
Tietjen, Melanie
Mapleton, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Tolley, Jacob C.
Orem, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Tolman, Jake B.
Honeyville, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Tooke, Shannon R.
Tuba City, Arizona
Master of Human Resources
Truong, Makenzie
North Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Tubb, Nathan Timothy
American Fork, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Tueller, Amie E.
Hyde Park, Utah
Master of Human Resources
Tulett, Nathan
Pleasant Grove, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Ulibarri, Melinda A.
South Jordan, Utah
Master of Human Resources













Master of Business Administration
Wang, Huanjie
Cornish, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Wang, Yadi
Baoding, China
Master of Business Administration
Watkins, Cameron Scott
Lindon, Utah






Master of Business Administration
Weller, Brian, G.
Logan, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Whiting, Craig
Las Vegas, Nevada
Master of Business Administration
Wigginton, Brian D.
Roy, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Wilcox, Richard McKay
Draper, Utah
Master of Business Administration
Wilde, Brandon G.
Las Vegas, Nevada
Master of Business Administration
Wilkinson, Clayton Rex
Logan, Utah




Master of Business Administration & 
Master of Human Resources
Williams, Trevor Warren
Rexburg, Idaho






Master of Human Resources
Wilson, Jordan C.
South Jordan, Utah















Master of Human Resources
Zhang, Hui
Shanghai, China










Master of Business Administration
Zweifel, Amanda L.
Vernal, Utah
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Master of Family and Human 
Development
Amos, Kirkman L.


















































































































Health and Human Movement





Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Master of Arts
























































































Health and Human Movement
Elkins, Joshua J.
Evanston, Wyoming









Communicative Disorders & 
Deaf Education
Ence, Hannah M.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Education




































Family, Consumer, & Human 
Development
Dr. Shawn D. Whiteman
Flanagan, Megan T.
Logan, Utah





Fontana Bautista, Ruth Estefany
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Master of Arts

































































Instructional Technology & 
Learning Sciences
Hansen, McKenna M.








Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Education












































































Master of Rehabilitation Counseling
Hunsaker, Hayley A.
El Dorado Hills, California
Master of Education







































































































Instructional Technology & 
Learning Sciences






































Instructional Technology & 
Learning Sciences
McPhee, Douglas P.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Science










Communicative Disorders & 
Deaf Education
Melini, Madeline R.
















Dr. Thomas S. Higbee
Mineer, Danelle
















Newman, David K. Jr.
San Diego, California
Master of Education


















































Dr. Renee V. Galliher
Pate, Lisa Nichole
Missoula, Montana












Communicative Disorders & 
Deaf Education
Pope, Kiersten Anne
North Salt Lake, Utah
Master of Science



































Master of Fitness Promotion
Robison, Adrianna L.
Tremonton, Utah
















































































































































Van den Akker, Jacob McClure
Magna, Utah
Master of Education
Educational Technology & 
Learning Sciences




























































Instructional Technology & 
Learning Sciences
Wilkinson, David LeRoy
Salt Lake City, Utah


































































Civil & Environmental Engineering















































































Civil & Environmental Engineering





















Civil & Environmental Engineering
Faalafua, Vance Koon Chai Alihikaua
Orem, Utah
Master of Engineering




Civil & Environmental Engineering
Fernández Velásquez, Rosa A.
Santiago, Dominican Republic
Master of Science
Civil & Environmental Engineering




Civil & Environmental Engineering
Dr. William J. Doucette
Gaztambide, Danielle
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Science
Biological Engineering





















































Civil & Environmental Engineering
Ipson, Joseph LeRoy







































































































































Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Engineering
























































































Civil & Environmental Engineering
































Civil & Environmental Engineering
Vawdrey, Todd






























































Master of Technical Communication
Bishop, Justin A.
Logan, Utah







Master of Technical Communication
Brown, Myra Cook
Providence, Utah
Master of Technical Communication
Burnhope, Tiffany W.
Tremonton, Utah




































Dr. Kyle T. Bulthuis
Ferbrache, Caleb E.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Science
Anthropology



















Master of Social Work
Haroldsen, Rachel Lynn
Billings, Montana
Master of Social Work
Hayes, Jill Katherine
Bountiful, Utah












Master of Social Work
Hillyard, Traci
Mendon, Utah

























Dr. Anna O. Pechenkina
Musser, Marcie L.
Murray, Utah









Dr. E. Helen Berry
Perkins, Jennifer Ann
River Heights, Utah
Master of Technical Communication
Pond, Dakota Dawn
Twin Falls, Idaho


























Master of Social Work
Smartt, Katelyn
Gilbert, Arizona























































S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY COLLEGE 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Bakken, Jennifer L.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Science
Forestry




















Dr. John C. Schmidt
Bolinski, Michael A.
Ashby, Minnesota

























Dr. Peter D. Howe
Ezpeleta, Ken B.
Moab, Utah























Dr. Karen H. Beard
Howard, Channing
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Science
Wildlife Biology










Dr. Eric M. Gese
Lambert, Patrick M.
Bountiful, Utah







Las Cruces, New Mexico
Master of Natural Resources
McElroy, Keli M.
Rochester, New York
Master of Natural Resources
Nielson, Nicole
Ferron, Utah





































































































































Master of Natural Resources
Sodja, Elizabeth Kirkham
American Fork, Utah
Master of Natural Resources
Spencer, Sean A.
Lehi, Utah
Master of Natural Resources
Stanton, Andrew W.
Orem, Utah


















Dr. Trisha B. Atwood
Washkoviak, Lindsey M.
Green Lake, Wisconsin





























Maple Shade, New Jersey
Master of Science
Geology
Dr. Thomas E. Lachmar
Swainston, Kristi
Preston, Idaho













Dr. James P. Evans
Zabriskie, Cameron P.
Lindon, Utah
Master of Data Analytics
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SPECIAL HONORS AND CERTIFICATES
VALEDICTORIANS
A valedictorian has been selected by 
each college of the University. Each 





Caine College of the Arts
Abigail Bennion Erickson
Escort, Thomas Rohrer
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business
Jacob Wilcox
Escort, Paul Fjeldsted











S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney








Presented annually to the graduating 
senior female and male student who 



































































































































The quality of performance in academic work enables the following to be graduates with distinction. Those who have met the 
residence requirement and have maintained a grade point average of 3.95 to 4.00 are graduated Summa Cum Laude; those 
whose average is 3.80 to 3.949, Magna Cum Laude; and those whose average is 3.50 to 3.799, Cum Laude. High Honors and 
Honors apply to those receiving Associate’s Degrees or Certificates. Those who have maintained a grade point average of 3.75 
to 4.00 are graduated with High Honors; those whose average is 3.5 to 3.749, Honors.
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Abraham, Troy
Adams, Samantha Justine 
Aedo, Zachary Mathias 
Alvarez, Sergio Andres 
Anderberg, Amanda Candace 
Andersen, Sarah Johanna 
Anderson, Alena Cloward 
Anderson, Erin L 
Anderson, Sydney 
Arnold, Jordyn Elana 
Ashby, Victoria Lee 
Atkins, Spencer Allan 
Bacon, Kennon Anakin 
Baird, Breana Janae 
Ball, Kourtni Rae 
Barclay, Kennedie Kate 
Barkley, Hali LuAnn 
Barton, Jessa Alejandra 
Beazer, Noel Elizabeth 
Beck, Chanté Maree 
Beck, Erika Whitney 
Bell, Hunter Bryce 
Bentall, Sydney R 
Bertrand, Daniel Alan 
Bingham, Madelyn Johannah 
Blakely, Cameron J 
Bland, Myra Ray 
Bodily, Katelyn 
Bourgeois, Lisa 
Bradshaw, Carson Anthony 
Brayley, Eliezer Barnabas 
Briggs Ott, Mary Hannah 
Broadbent, Dallen Michael 
Brown, Candace Christina 
Brubaker, Michaela Jo 
Buck, Tarasine Anne 
Burgess, Brianna Lee 
Burgess, Brianna Lee 
Burnside, Monika Renee 
Burrell, Caden Jesse 
Butterfield, Tyson James 
Carter, Kashley Jo 
Cheah, Kwok Fai
Chen, Ruowen
Christensen, Jennifer Marie 
Christiansen, Rebecca Paige 
Christiansen, Tyler Craig 
Clacherty, Jessica Mae 
Clark, Rachel Roberts 
Clayton, Jessica Rice 
Colbert, Autumn G 
Colbert, Ian G 
Collard, Sarah Ashley 
Cowan, Colton Mark 
Crossley, Alix Kay 
Crowley, Etta Lea 
Currie, Tanya Lynn 
Curtis, Misty Lyn 
Daniels, Whitney Danielle 
Davis, Daphne Jo 
Dean, Brittany Janis 
Deletant, Aidan, 
Despain, Mckenzie
Dewey, Matthew James 
Diehl, Alyson Young 
Dooley, Keelyn Malayne 
Doyle, Mikayla C 
Draper, Crystal
Dryden, Chloe Christine 
Durocher, Morgan J 
Eck, Karlee J 
Edgar, Cora N 
Eichmeier, Braden S 
Elkin, Colten Michael 
Ellis, Sarah
Erickson, Abigail Ruth 
Feigleson, Joshua Ross 
Forsgren, Bronte 
Foster, Andrea
Fristrup, Morgan Elizabeth 
Froerer, Devin Louis 
Fry, Samantha Michelle 
Furman, Brandon Alexander 
George, Daniel Brett 
Gibson, Hannah
Goates, Cory Dalton 
Goff, Travis McKennon 
Gossner, Chantelle Larae 
Gough, Janene Noelle 
Green, Cierra Elaine 
Green, Emily Ann 
Green, Natalie LaRae 
Greenland, Michael Steven 
Gummersall, Cassidy Kay 
Guymon, Mark Ray 
Haderlie, Maranda Lee 
Hamblin, Demiree Dawn 
Harris, Mary Jane 
Hart, Abigail
Hart, Anders Peter 
Hart, Aubrey
Hart, Elizabeth Marie 
Harward, Sara Ellen 
Hayden, Jacob D 
Healy, Megan Mae 
Hilton, Michael Eugene 
Hinckley, Jaylen Rose 
Huber, James Albert 
Hubert, Sarah Elise 
Hunsaker, Benjamin Richins 
Hutchinson, Emily DeeAnn 
James, Michelle
Jeffrey, Megan Jordan 
Jenkins, Cassie
Jensen, Megan Janette 
Johnson, Julie Ann 
Johnson, Natalie Blair 
Johnson, Whitley Lyne 
Jolley, Carissa
Jones, Bailee
Jones, Ruth Ann 
Jung, Jaedong
Knight, Gretchen Julie 
Knight, Larissa
Kress, Sarah Mae 
Krumwiede, Mark
Kunzler, Alicia Kaylene 
Kunzler, Bronson Ross 
Ladle, Tracy Lee 
Lamoreaux, Allyson T 
Larsen, Jessica
Larsen, Jordan Keith 
Larsen, Rachel Jean 
Lewis, Madison
Lindsey, Madison Rose 
Lindstrom, Colton Paul 
Lippert, Christian Walter 
Lloyd, Richard Parkinson 
Loosli, Samantha
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Luebke, Bayli Elizabeth 
Madsen, Jenna
Madsen, Jennifer J 
Maher, Mia L 
Marshall, Samantha Cox 
Matsen, John Jackson 
Maughan, David Rollins 
May, Michelle
McClain, Morgan Jessica 
McDermott, Alexandria
McDonald, Hannah Noelle 
McKell, James David 
Mecham, Samantha Baldwin 
Merrill, Kyle Cutler 
Mertens, Emilee Jo 
Metzler, Donna J 
Michalek, Kolton Durfey 
Mitchell, Frost Bennion 
Morgan, Makenzi Kay 
Murdock, Sadie Lyne 
Myers, Allyson Kay 
Nichols, Brooke Ashley 
Nielson, Joi M 
Niemann, Jason Henry 
Norman, Crystal, 
Norton, Savanna C 
Noyes, Danni Nicole 
Oliverson, Crystal Joyce 
Ortega, Katelyn Nielsen 
Orton, Jacob Gary 
Ottley, Braden Edward 
Palm, Deborah Terese 
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Anderson, McKenna Rene 
Andrews, Jason Benjamin 
Argyle, Haley M 
Arthur, Alden James 
Ball, Ashley Anne 
Bannatyne, Elisabeth Diane 
Barney, Easton Miles 
Battson, Kasey L 
Bell, Sharley A 
Benally, Katia Makenna 
Bergstrom, Clayton Airus 
Berrelez, Kimra Dawn 
Bigelow, Cyene Rose 
Billings, Joshua J 
Boice, Leah Gabrielle 
Boisjolie, Haley Anne 




Callaway, Tara Ann 
Cannegieter, Kristen Ann 
Cardon, Valerie Marie 
Chappell, Rachael Christine 
Child, Kashee F 
Christensen, Abygail
Clark, Makenna Marie 
Clark, Samantha Maye 
Cluff, Alexa McCall 
Cooper, Aaron Grant 
Crosgrove, Emma June 
Davis, Katrina
Denison, Christopher Luke 
Deuel, Olivia M 
Dever, Merissa N 
Dooley, Alexis Anne 
Doty, Elyse Mikell 
Downs, Caitlin
Duggan, Stephen
Etchegaray, Elsie Ann 
Eyre, Swaysie J 
Faidiga, Cooper J 
Flint, Rylee Erin 
Francom, Anna
Gardner, Haylee B 
Gonzales, Paula Rose 
Greenwood, Ashley Kay 
Hamblin, Kazlie Elise 
Hardman, Heather Michele 
Hartley, Jocelyn J 
Harvey, Keenen Hugh 
Hawks, Colton Leroy 
Heaps, David
Hepler, Reed Carson 
Hoyt, Lesli Michelle 
Huish, Lindsey Ann 
Jacketta, Jada R 
Jackman, Kellie Dawn 
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Jasper, Rebecca
Jenkins, Braedon Shane 
Jensen, Aubrey Elizabeth 
Jensen, Lindsey
Johnson, Brooklyn Lee 
Johnson, Courtney Jean 
Johnson, Logan Lance 
Johnson, McKenna Angeline 
Johnston, Colton Andrew 
Jordan, Andrew Jacob 
Kenney, Meredith A 
Kiahtipes, Angelica
Kimball, Sidney
Kruckenberg, Ellison M 
Lambert, Jared Campbell 
Lantz, DesiRae Lynn 
Larson, Brynlee M 
Leautaud, Kaylee Lynn 
Lee, Erica
Loitz, Jared Mark 
Lupo, Makayla Alyssa 
Lyons, Cayleen Ann 
Malm, Dallin Michael 
Manuele, Christopher Joel 
Markert, KateLynn Marie 
Marshall, Logan Lee 
Marshall Jr, Steven Clark 
Medina, Rachel S 
Mendoza, Rakel Natalee 
Meredith, Tessa
Merkley, Ashlie 
Michelson, McKinley Anne 
Mills, Charles Kay 
Mitchell, Kenyon J 
Mitton, Carson Dee 
Money, Taylor M 
Munns, Heather Marie 
Nafus, Whitney Kae 
Naylor, Sarah-Anne Hansen 
Nehls, Autumn Danielle 
Nelson, Ashley Kay 
Nelson, Jaden Brian 
Nelson, William Hunter 
Newsome, Elsa
Nguyen, Christina
Normand, Noel Josephine 
Nyre, Savannah Hope 
Okerlund, Hunter Barrett 
Olsen, Aleisha Marie 
Olson, Melinda Rae 
Ostler, Anna
Page, Sara Lynn 
Palmer, Breanna Jo 
Parker, Jacob
Patterson, Michael Rayford 
Perkins, Rian Laketia 
Peterson, Taya R 
Pilling, McKenna Chantel 




Roberts, Preston Ray 
Robinson, Brad Clair 
Rohde, Jennifer Ruth 
Roper, Diane R 
Roth, Paula Marie 
Ruby, Crystal Anne 
Scheelke, Jonathan Edward 
Seipert, Kelly
Smith, Brittany Eleanor 
Smith, Hannah Raquel 
Smith, Kendra R 
Smith, Kessa Martita 
Snell, Hyrum Christopher 
Soucie, Katlin Janel 
Spencer, Jacob Bennion 
Stettler, Amaya M 
Trevillian, Geri Ann 
Tubbs, Casadee Hope 
Van De Veer, Mariah Lauren 
Vance, Hannah Tavira 
VanNatter, Taylor Jade 
Viehweg, Josie Elissa 
Von Niederhausern, Joshua David 
Voorhees, Jessica Kristine 
Walker, Andrea Lillian 
Wallace, Lindsey
White, Lance Paul 
Williams, Blake Andrew 
Wise, Samantha Ruth 
Wiseman, Sarah Paige 
Wong, Lilibeth Melissa 
Woodruff, Tanner B 
Zundel, Keanyn Rosel 
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CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION 
Names listed in the program do not constitute graduation.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND APPLIED SCIENCES 
Kenneth L. White, Dean
Agriculture Systems Technology 
and Education 
Achen, Christy Katherine, BS
Adams, McClendon, BS
Alghamdi, Abdulrahman 
  Abdulkarim, BS
Alghamdi, Mohammad Abdullah, BS
Alhujayri, Mahmoud Mustafa, BS
Aljebali, Yazeed Ali, BS
Alkhudeir, Naif Fathi, BS
Almotairy, Ahmed Ayedh N, BS
Alsomali, Ismail Saleh I, BS
Ambrose, Benson, BS
Amott, Richard, James, BS
Amundson, Vivian Leigh, BS
Andersen, Perry, BS
Anderson, Ryan Douglas, BS
Atkinson, Morgan, BS
Atkinson, Tyler Elizabeth, BS
Bagley, Benjamin Scott, BS
Bagwell, Kyle Anthony, BS
Bahr, Preston Michael, BS
Bainbridge, Mason Kingsley, AAS 
Bair, Shari Lyn, AS
Baird, Travis Kellan, BS
Ball, Caleb M, AS
Ball, Nathan Wayne, BS
Ballif, Jed Berrett, AS
Barker, Kevin Alex, BS
Barnes, Andrew Lee, BS
Bartschi, Austin Young, BS
Bassett, Cody J, BS
Bateman, Samuel Brian, BS
Beckstead, Jakob Tony, BS
Bentall, Sydney R, BS
Bertagnolli, Sophia Rose, BS
Beutler, Austin D, BS
Bickerstaff, Adelia Katherine, AAS
Black, Evan Charles, BS




Boehme, Tyler Brianna, AAS
Bogedahl, Christopher Takashi, BS
Brady, Tyler James, BS
Branch, Hannah, BS
Brelsford, Christopher Thomas, BS
Brown, Clayton Augustus, BS
Brunson, Ally Reanna, AAS
Burdick, Robert Zeb, BS
Burtis, Anya Michelle, BS
Butler, Jennifer Danielle, BS
Bytheway, Leland Gilbert, BS
Cady, Tanner, John, BS
Calderwood Jr, Richard Allen, AAS
Carter, Courtney Jeanne, AAS
Carter, Wesley Carl, BS
Cederloff, Courtney Lynn, BS
Chadwick, Katie, AAS
Chase, Dillon Spencer, BS
Chiara, Dana Leigh, CC
Cho, Jeongmin, BS
Christensen, Kyle S, AAS
Clark, Samantha Maye, AS
Cole, Benjamin Brent, BS
Coleman, Tyler Chet, BS
Condie, Kyler, BS
Cook, Cameron, BS
Cook, Ceely Trekkel, AS
Cook, Mark D, BS
Cooley, Morgan Elizabeth, BS
Cox, Conor E, BS
Crane, Brigham, BS
Crook, Jordan Mei, BS
Cullum, Natalie Renee, BS
Dalton, Elizabeth D, BS
Darling, Shelby N, BS
Darling, Zachary, Rick, BS
Davis, Kelly Rex, BS
DeKruyf, Jacob, Robert, BS
Demarjian, Rachel Kathleen, BS
Densley, Shaylee Mariah, AS
DeSpain, Devon Andrea, BS
Dobson, Chad Montgomery, BS
Drollinger, Benjamin Robert, BS
Dudley, Leland Buck, AAS
Duhamel, Kenneth Roger, BS
Duncan, Joshua David, BS
Dutton, Cassidy N, BS
Dygert, Zackary Homer, BS
Eckburg, Aaron D, BS
Edwards, Brooke Nicole, AAS
Edwards, Richard, Hyrum, BS
Egbert, Andrew, Chase, BS
Elkins, Christian Scott, BS
Emmart, Raymond William, AAS
Escobedo, Monica Angelique, AS
Evans, Darin Alan, AAS
Fillerup, James Peter, BS
Fischer, Kyle Woodruff, BS
Flores, Luis Ignacio, BS
Folkman, Garret Justin, BS
Foster, Amanda Nelson, BS
Frandsen, Shawn Paul, AAS
Frank, Tiffany B, BS
Fuller, Nicholas Michael, BS
Garner, Taylor Michael, BS
Geest, Tracy Lynn, AAS
Geigle, Joshua Brent, BS
Geilenfeldt, AndrewBS
Gonder, McKayla Marie, BS
Gregg, Elijah Clifford, BS
Grimmer, Soren Fredrik, BS
Grover, Ashton, BS
Gundersen, Hunter Lee, BS
Gunnell, Craig James, AAS
Gunnell, Jayden Jeffery, AAS
Haberstock, Cory Thomas, BS
Haderlie, Maranda Lee, BS
Halling, Christian Rellus, BS
Hallows, McKayla Jo, BS
Hanes II, Bennie Ray, BS
Hansen, Jordan, BS
Hansen, Joshua Elkington, BS
Harman, Carlee Ann, BS
Harper, Nicole Rebecca, AAS
Harris, Ellen Marie, AAS
Harris, Ryan E, BS
Harrison, Jacob, BS
Hart, Whitny, BS
Harward, Rachel Emily, BS
Haslam, Braxton Kent, BS
Hatch, Joseph Thompson, AAS
Hendrix, Hunter, AS
Hill, Melissa Kay, BS
Hoff, Savannah Marie, BS
Holiday, Wyatt Mark, BS
Holman, Sydney Shannon, AS
Hopkins, Ashley N, BS
Hughes, Riley C, BS
Hyland, Cody Jamison, BS
Hyun, Soomin, BS
Ingram, Colton Ray, BS
Jacketta, Jada R, AAS
James, Michelle, BS
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Janke, Mackenzie Myers, AS
Jardine, Taylor John, BS
Jasper, Rebecca, AS
Jasperson, Auston Thomas, BS
Jenkins, Maciah R, BS
Jennings, Haley M, BS
Jennings, Jessica J, AS
Jensen, Jacob, Kelly, AAS
Jensen, Jamie Nicole, AS
Jensen, Jordan M, BS
Jeon, Hyung Jin, BS
Jessop, Corey Scott, AAS
Jimenez-Torres, Lionel, BS
Johnson, Marci Alene Rydalch, BS
Johnson, Morgan, Lee, AAS
Jorgensen, Hans, BS
Jorgensen, James Michael, BS
Jung, Jaedong, BS
Junk, Andre G, BS
Kim, Hee Joong, BS
Kimball, Sidney, AAS
Kunz, David P, BS
La Rue, Corryn N, BS
Labani, Mohammad Khalid, BS
Lake, Kassidy Marie, BS
Lamb, Casey D, BS
Larsen, Nathan Lloyd, BS
Larson, Blake Joel, BS
Larson, Kathleen, BS
Lester, Logan Reed, BS
Lish, Berkeley Fay, AS
Lysy, Jeffrey Arthur, BS
Marsh, Kenneth Henderson, BS
Marshall Jr, Steven Clark, AAS
Martin, Amber, BS
Maughan, Halee Christine, BS
Mauk, Elizabeth Jane, AAS
Mayer, Joshua Scott, AAS
McCarty, Benwesley H, AAS
McClure, Johnathan David, BS
McDermott, Alexandria, BS
McDermott, Collin Jeffrey, BS
McErlean, Nicholas Patrick, BS
McGill, Marshal Winston, BS
McKell, James David, BS
McKibben, Robert R, AAS
Merritt, Megan, AAS
Miller, Austin Lee, BS
Mills, Charles Kay, AAS
Mondragon, Kelly, BS
Montoya, Joseph, BS
Moore, Bryce David, BS
Morgan, Nicholas Peter, BS
Morgan, Whitney, AAS
Morris, Taylor Neil, BS
Mroz, Tianna Rochelle, BS
Nakata, Austin Masahiko, BS
Navarrete, Chelsea Anna, BS
Neeley, Andrew James, BS
Nelson, Brant Wallace, AAS
Nelson, Randall Price, BS
Nelson, Stacey Nicole, BS
Nielsen, Carl Andre, BS
Nielsen, Christopher Dale, BS
Nielsen, Kristine A, AAS
Nielson, Scott D, BS
Noel, Taron McClain, BS
Nolasco, Christina Marie, BS
Norton, Lesley Alan, BS
Ockey, Kylie Lynn, AAS
Olsen, Austin James, BS
Olsen, Kailey Nicole, AS
Othman, Abdulrahman Saeed, BS
Otoole, Kalvin Glen, BS
Otterstrom, Jeffrey Charles, BS
Ottley, Braden Edward, BS
Palmer Sr, Stetson Trent, BS
Paraspolo, Joshua Jordyn, BS
Park, Tae-Kyoung, BS
Paulick, Laramie Dawn, BS
Pennington, Derek L, BS
Perkins, ShaeLin Maurine, BS
Perry, Cole Weston, BS
Petersen, Graham Nathan, BS
Petersen, Ronald Bryce, BS
Peterson, Amie Elizabeth, BS
Portillo, Jonathan Levy, BS
Potter, Jessica Pearl, BS
Prescott, James Rafael, BS
Prince, Lindsey Ann, AS
Pruitt, Raymond C, BS
Purser, Sandy B, BS
Ramos, Jose, M, AAS
Rasmussen, Lauren, BS
Rawlings, Nathan LaRell, AAS
Reed, Brianna Richele, BS
Reed, Clay Thomas, AAS
Reed, Kyle William, BS
Reese, Logan C, BS
Richardson, Janessa, BS
Rigby, Charles Bennett, BS
Rindlisbaker, Katelyn, BS
Rivera, Jason Michael, BS
Robinson, John Kaden, BS
Roundy, Tucker J, BS
Rucker, Joshua Lee, BS
Saltmarsh, Tyler Robert, BS
Sampson, McKell Elise, BS
Scheelke, Jonathan Edward, AAS
Schreiber, Anthony Joseph, BS
Sealy, Chelsea A, AS
Severts, Gunnar Court, BS
Sharp, Nichole, BS
Sheftick, James Robert, BS
Shelley, Jacob, Austin, BS
Simkins, Brody Dan, BS
Singh, Love-Deep, BS
Skousen, Clayton P, BS
Sloan, Kyle Rogers, BS
Smith, Ivy Mariah, BS
Smith, Samantha E, AS
Snow, Elizabeth, BS
Sorensen, Bryce Wayne, BS
Sorensen, Daxton Lee, BS
Sorensen, Logan Cushing, BS
Steadman, Jacob Todd, BS
Steffenhagen, Rachael Anne, AS
Stevens, Alan Austin, BS
Stevenson, Chad Jeffrey, BS




Teichert, Bronson M, BS
Thomas, Levi Benjamin, BS
Thomas, Wyatt O, BS
Tibbitts, Christopher James, BS
Tobias, Ethan Mark, BS
Todd, Brandon Spencer, AAS, BS
Trush, Alison, AAS
Van Wagoner, Jacob, Scott, BS
Vigil, Nicholas, AAS
Villard, Veronica, BS
Vogeler, Tiffany B, BS
Von Niederhausern, Joshua David, AAS
Von Rintelen, Richard Herwart 
  Stefan, BS
Walker, Kale Curtis, AS
Walker, Tel Max, BS
Wangsgard, Jared R, AAS
Wanlass, Logan Jeffrey, AS
Watteyne, Mckinsey, AAS
Weiss, Neshamah, BS
Weller, Tyler James, BS
Westbroek, Tyler, BS
Whitby, Bevin Grant, BS
Wiegman, David Lawrence, BS
Wilkins, Shawn Michael, BS
Willenborg, Austin James, BS
Williamson, Whitney Draper, AAS
Wiser, Cody Roger, BS
Wootton, Zachary Chase, BS
Wright II, Aaron, BS
Wyatt, Jamie, AAS
Yates, Aaron R, BS
Zundel, Keanyn Rosel, AAS
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Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary 
Sciences 
Abercrombie, Braden H, BS
Ackerman, Kyle Lee, BS
Andersen, Sarah Johanna, BS
Anderson, Hunter, BS
Angel, Frances E, BS
Arnoldsen, Katelyn Joan Andersen, BS
Arns, Nikole Laree, BS
Baldwin, Lex, BS
Bambrough, Talisha Elizabeth, BS
Barnes, Matthew, BS
Baum, Colton, BS
Baum, Monique Elise, BS
Bell, Kelsey Paul, BS
Bouwman, Allison Nicole, BS
Brady, Tevan James, BS
Bramwell, Kyra Marie, BS
Briggs, Reganne Kay, BS
Brinkerhoff, Nikole Sara, BS
Brubaker, Michaela Jo, BS
Callahan, Savannah P, BS
Carnahan, Delaney Marie, BS
Center, Logan Jay, BS
Chandler, Jeremy R, BS
Charlesworth, Jonathan Taylor, BS
Chase, Christopher Michael, BS
Christensen, Jessica Rae, BS
Clements, Dustin Mark, BS
Conlin, Abagail Paige, BS
Cooper, Alexis Irene, BS
Densley, Steven Taylor, BS
Earley, Maren, BS
Ellis, Rilee Michelle, BS
Everhart, Sarah Nicole, BS
Eyster, Andrew, Michael, BS
Ferguson, Alyssa, BS
Francks, Crystal B, BS
Freestone, Kamielle, BS
Frohlich, Amber, Rose, BS
Gorney, Victoria Rose, BS
Hamblin, Heather Camille, BS
Haslem, Angela Marie, BS
Haws, Melanie Lynn, BS




Hoopes, Zachary Lange, BS
Hunter, Becki M, BS
Jensen, Mary Evelyn, BS
Jensen, Nikki Dean, BS
Kelley, Savannah L, BS
Krieger, Samantha Hillary, BS
Larsen, Jason Curtis, BS
Lindsey, Madison Rose, BS
Maher, Mia L, BS
Marchant, Rachel, BS
Mazurkiewicz, Hailey Breanna, BS
McMillan, Aliastair P, BS
Neal, Canyon Lee, BS
Nelson, Benjamin Matthew, BS
Nielsen, Spencer Michael, BS
Olsen, Keegan, BS
Olsen, Samantha, BS
Park, Elizabeth JiHae, BS
Patterson, Amanda, BS
Quamberg, Kacey Ann, BS
Rebata, Delia Desiree, BS
Rhodes, Kayla Nicole, BS
Richards, Amber Lyn, BS
Richins, Tyler John, BS
Robins, Becky Jo, BS
Rowland, Julia Grace, BS
Saline, Sidney M, BS
Samhouri, Anisa Rose Mahsen 
  Taher, BS
Scott, Jacob Ortell, BS
Scott, M’Kenna Susan, BS
Session, Madelin Brooke, BS
Sheesley, Ashley Nichole Yardley, BS
Smith, Arye Jonathan, BS
Sparks, Sarah Emily, BS
Topete, Monica Patricia, BS
Trojanowski, Janolyn, BS
Tyler, Kyleigh Ann, BS
Vanden Boomen, Rachelle, BS
Villont, Haley Marie, BS
Vincent, Elizabeth Clark, BS
Walters, McKenna Rae, BS
Whitaker, Taryn Shilne, BS
Wood, Elizabeth H, BS




Anderson, Jae Rashel, BS
Averett, Colby Gordon, BS
Barfuss, Craig Ward, BS
Bishop, Gabrielle Nicolle, BS
Carter, Jessica Tegan, BS
Cochran, Mark Bryan, BS
Crockett, Jaycie Michelle, BS
Dallin, Robert Michael, BS
Dygert, Zackary Homer, BS
Farr, Tucker Vaughn, BS
Freeman, Maxwell R, BS
Gallup, Elizabeth Grace, BS
Given, Jacob Ryan, BS
Goddard, Spencer Kellen, BS
Hansen, Jacob Turner, BS
Hardy, Shand John, BS
Henderson, Kelly J, BS
Horan, Tyler Austen, BS
Hunsaker, Benjamin Richins, BA
Jensen, Jace J, BS
June, Jessica Mamie, BS
Kress, Michael Peter, BS
Lloyd, Nicholas Ryan, BS
Loveland, Logan C, BA
Pattani, Ian Joseph, BS
Sagers, Christi Dawn, BS
Simmons, Mary Hannah, BS
Sorensen, Bryce Wayne, BS
Sorensen, Dillon J, BS
Suitter, Chrystal Godfrey, BS
Swallow, Tyson Glen, BS
Talbot, Bridger Garrett, BS
Teerlink, Megan, BS
Thomson, Kaden, BS
Van Orden, Chad Steven, BS
Wagstaff, Austin John, BS





Beagley, Jayden Nicole, BS
Campbell, Jacob Charles, BS
Cory, Jessica Ann, BS
Davis, Ashlee, Dawn, BS
Ellertson, Tyler James, BS
Feigt, Bridger C, BS
Gale, Colby Wyatt, BS
Garey, Megan, BS
Hipwell, Kelly Christopher, BS
Hoyt, Jami Lou, BS
Ivins, Jessie, BS
Jenkins, Cody Matthew, BS
McKendrick, Jade, BS
Morley, Morgan Ann, BS
Ortiz, Fawn Ardith, BS
Park, Brian L, BS
Pedersen, Willam Charles, BS
Pykles, Cameron Tobias, BS
Reeder, Reyna Gabrielle, BS
Smyer, Zachary William, BS
Stott, Erin Major, BS
Tiffany, Dylan, BS
Trapp, Bailee, BS




Bradley, Janelle Trisha, BS
Hall, Abigale Dori, BS
Henderson, Samantha Rae, BS
Higbee-Aguin, Andrea Karynne, BS
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McCary, Tyler Justin, BS
Nahrwold, Frederick Dixon, BS
Stevens, Matt, Tyler, BS
Tullis, Timothy Blake, BS
Workman, Ilea Magdelina, BS
Young, Jonathan Allen, BS
 
Landscape Architecture and 
Environmental Planning 
Bayan, Joshua Mason, BLA
Blakely, Cameron J, BLA
Blauer, Brandon S, BLA




Grover, Clifton Russell, BLA
Henderson, Timothy Matthew, BLA
Hill, Alyson Lee, BLA
Hill, Drew M, BLA
Hillman, Connor Jesse, BLA
Hope, Jaren W, BLA
Matthews-Villa, Sierra Phoi, BLA
Miskin, Braden Oscar, BLA
Powell, Mason Conrad, BLA
Smith, Miria, BLA
Smith, Tommy Webb, BLA
Stead, Paul K, BLA
Tanasiuk, Evan, Terrence, BLA
Wright, Ariel L, BLA
 
Nutrition, Dietetics, and 
Food Sciences 
Allen, Mitchell E, BS
Atkins, Spencer Allan, BS
Bailey, Caitlyn Jenean, BS
Bartholomew, Natasha L, BS
Beck, Chanté Maree, BS
Castle, Jennifer Ann, BS
Cates, Courtnee Anne, BS
Chipman, Jeffrey Renwick, BS
Corcoran, Hanna Jo, BS
Crapse, Peipei, BS
Edwards, Melissa Ann, BS
Freeman, Barbara Angela, BS
Frisby, Kristiann O, BS
Gerberding, Matthew Mark, BS
Gifford Jr, Robert L, BS
Goates, Cameron Michael, BS
Hinckley, Jaylen Rose, BS
Howells, Tyler M, BS
Hubner, Emily Anna, BS
Hudson, Richelle Cherí, BS
Jensen, Megan Janette, BS
Jorgensen, Alanna Brooke, BS
Kitchen, Zachary Darwin, BS
Kunzler, Alicia Kaylene, BS
Lee, Aaron Howard, BS
Mitchell, Andrew P, BS
O’Meara, Margaret Elizabeth, BS
Orme, Kathryn Margaret, BS
Oster, Melanie Elise, BS
Oxborrow, Joseph Bryant, BS
Peters, Christina Ann, BS
Petterborg, Whitney Anne, BS
Pettit, Taylor V, BS
Roberts, Janeal D, BS
Roberts, Sarah Christensen, BS
Salisbury, Michaela, BS
Shearer, Shayla Kay, BS
Smith, Alexis, BS
Smith, Dillon Ludlow, BS
Smith, Karson W, BS
Stokes, Michelle, BS
Thomas, Abigail Hobbs, BS
Thomas, Austin D, BS
Tinsley, Hope JaNell, BS
Tornabeni, Latisha Mae, BS
Twiggs, Cassandra Lynne, BS
Van Brunt, Ryan Nicole, BS
Voorhees, McKenna, BS
Williams, Bobbie E, BS
Wissenbach, Jennifer Louise, BS
Young, Jason David, BS
 
Plant, Soils, and Climate 
Anderson, Alec Ray, BS
Artist, Beau L, BS
Atkinson, Karson J, BS
Behling, William, BS
Braeger, Alexander Todd, BS
Chanprame, Sarit, BS
Christensen, Max C, AAS 
Cooley, Matthew A, BS
Cranney, Kristopher Thomas, BS
Dever, Merissa N, CERU, AAS, BS
Duran, Andy J, BS
Gardner, Shelbie Lee, BS
Gonzales, Paula Rose, AAS, BS
Greenland, Michael Steven, BS
Hamilton, Logan Cletus, BS
Hart, Elizabeth Marie, CERU, AAS, BS
Jackson, Moriah Keenan, CERU
Jacobson, Jacob Kelly, BS
Johnson, Samuel Lee, BS
Jones, Jamison D, BS
Kennington, Gordon Bryant, BS
Kidd, Brandon, AAS, BS
Kilcrease, Michael Garland, BS




Lyman, Colin Andrew, BS
Moon, Kody Darin, BS
Moser, Sarah Joy, BS
Parry, Lauren Elizabeth, BS
Priest, Sheldon Maximo, CERU, 
  AAS, BS
Prows, Anna Nichole, AAS
Rohde, Jennifer Ruth, CERU, AAS
Rojas, Camila, BS
Silva, Isabella Faye, BS
Simmons Graves, Jennifer, AAS
Smith, Mackenzie Michelle, BS
Snow, Nathan M, BS
Spoonmore, Michael Paul, BS
Stults Lopez, Ayla G, BS
Taylor, Seth Ben Joseph, BS
Thompson, Emma Louise, BS
Turner, Leslie Ellen, AAS, BS
Ure, Alexandra Louise, BS
Van Wagoner, Mark Steven, BS
Vernon, Sandra Waldheim, BS
Wallentine, HattieAnn, BS
Woodward, Kayla Colette, AAS
Zook, Tera Christine, BS
Freebairn, Margaret N, CERU
CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS 
Craig D. Jessop, Dean 
Art and Design 
Adamson, Jessica Haley, BS
Amick, Sandra Mackenzie, BFA
Ansbergs, Angela Jeanne, BID
Badger, Haley Nicolle, BID
Bailey, Brooklynn, BID
Bauer, Kaylee, BS
Beus, Kristen Nicole, BID
Bounyalath, Kennie T, BS
Boxx, Mark Alan, BFA
Brandom, Daniel, BFA
Brooks, Brianne Nicole, BID
Brown, Kyrie, BS
Callan, Brianna Celeste, BFA
Castleberry, Annalee Jane, BFA
Cepeda, Keisha Kanagawa, BFA
Chung-Hoon, Jordyn Kanoe, BFA
Clark, Scott Willis, BS
Coffin, Jenna Kristine, BFA
Cook, Kaitlyn Adelade, BFA
Crapse, Marcus JohnConway, BA
Diaz, Vanessa Raquel, BA
Dinsdale, Emily, BS
Ditton, Madison Snow, BID
Edwards, Morgan Emily, BFA
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Essler, Natalya May, BS
Fleming, Rebecca C, BS
Flint, Bailee Anne, BFA
Galecki, Mason Joseph, BFA
Geddes, Alexandria, BFA
Giles, Talya, BFA
Goodwin, Taylor Jace, BFA
Greenhalgh, Molly Kate, BA
Harris, Laura L, BFA
Harris, Macazlyn, BID
Horrocks, Whitney, BA
Howell, Skyler Ross, BID
Jensen, Seth Thomas, BS
Jones, Bailee, BFA
Justesen, Amanda Paige, BID
Knapp, Holly, BFA
Long, Cassidy Jade, BID
Lowe, Daniel H, BFA
Madsen, Sarah, BS




McKinlay, Morgan Paige, BFA
Miller, Jessica Bryn, BFA
Musgrave, Skyler J, BFA
Nava, Diana Lizbeth, BID
Nester, Natalie Elizabeth, BS
Newville, Karson Steele, BFA
Nyre, Savannah Hope, BFA
Olson, Jessica Stephanie, BFA
Ostberg, Madison Anne, BFA
Parker, Sabryna, BFA
Payne, Zachary Brian, BFA
Price, Scott Anthony, BFA
Raymond, Derek Sansom, BFA
Richardson, Erin Eleen, BS
Schmidt, Courtney Elisabeth, BID
Scoresby, Macey Taylor, BID
Singer, Allison, BFA
Smith, Tanner Fred, BFA
Sorensen, William Nelson, BID
Stephenson, Hannah, BS
Summers, Annette G, BFA
Swindell, Theresa Laurel, BFA
Teuscher, Lindsey, BFA
Tolman, Justin Kay, BFA
Urban, Tasha Nicole, BID
Utterback, Amber, BA
Wangspa, Sasitorn, BID
Wheat, Matthew R, BFA
White, Sierra Wrathall, BS
Willey, Sadie Michele, BFA
Wise, Sierra Faith, BA
Woolstenhulme, Alyssa M, BFA
 
General Studies 
Coburn, Philip D, BS
Hamilton, Spencer Riley, BS
Kircalli, Yakup, BS
Leven, Troy, BS
Littleford, Janet Marie, BS
Mattison, Brittney, BS
Smith, Kimberly Anne, BS




Andersen, Taylor Leigh, BS
Anderson, Rachael Elizabeth, BA
Beck, Carolee Taylor, BA
Bergman, Hunter Tobias, BM
Brady, Terrell Clawson, BM
Buck, Tarasine Anne, BS
Call, Reagan A, BM
Christensen, Aubrey West, BS
Clayton, Jessica Rice, BA
Clemons, Steven Wayne, BM
Cook, Collette Nicole, BM
Cooper, Kaitlin Ruth, BS
Cosgrove, Patricia Ann Serbousek, BM
Despain, Savannah Renae, BM
Draper, Audrey Rose, BS
Erickson, Abigail Ruth, BM
Fry, Samantha Michelle, BS
Fullmer, Kylee Paul, BM
Gray, Bryson Grant, BM
Gygi, Ivan Craig, BM
Hall, Kelsey Diane, BS
Hamatake, Sarah, BM
Hanks, Kimberly Renee, BM
Hansen, Alexis Danielle, BM
Hilton, Michael Eugene, BM
Hoffman, Carly Nicole, BS
Hoyle, Nina Iola, BA
Jessee, Christopher Gordon, BM
Keel, Rebecca Jane, BA
Klippel, Allison L, BM
Koyle, Whitney, BM
Lanier, Arianne LaPreal, BM
Loveland, Shannon E, BS
Musselman, Joshua Lynn, BM
Nelson, Eliza, BM
Packard, Haley, BA
Parry, Pamela Amy, BS
Patton, Alexandria Castleton, BS
Robinson, Alyssa Heather, BS
Seegmiller, Shayla Anne, BM
Smith, Dorothy Gene Petersen, BS
Thacker, Amy E, BM
Thompson, Jennifer Ann, BM
Traini, Alexandria Nicole, BM
Villarreal, Megan Elizabeth, BA
Warren, Janet Marie, BS
Wood, Emily Ann, BS
Wuehler, Abby, BM
Young, Brooklyn Annette, BM
 
Theatre Arts 
Bodily, Adrianna Elizabeth, BFA
Braddy, Dane M, BFA
Brenna, Stirling Blair, BFA
Buck, Vanessa Eve, BFA
Campbell, Tyler Matthew, BFA
Carling, Jaydon Shan, BFA
Charron, Travis Jonathan Fugate, BFA
Christensen, Colter Bronson, BA
Funk, Tanner Franklin, BFA
Grover, Preston James, BFA
Henderson, Brendon Trevor, BA
Hodge, Rachael Amanda Marie 
  Johnson, BFA
Huffman, Morgan N, BFA
Knaak, Stormy Lynn, BFA
Kov, David S, BA
Liljenquist, Allison Brooke, BFA
Schneider, Corwin Burdell, BFA
Shira, Mitchel Gene, BFA
Shoell, Eliza, BFA
Simmons, Jordan Robert Arnie, BFA
Thompson, Kenya, BFA
Tran, Annie Ann, BFA
Williams, Eboni Rajae, BFA
Winch, Ashley M, BFA
 
JON M. HUNTSMAN 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean
Accounting
Adams, Brian Kenneth, BS
Arnold, Jordyn Elana, BS
Aubrey, Trevor Lee, BS
Ball, Heather Marie, BA
Bangerter, Chase Alma, BS
Barton, Jeffery Tyrell, BA
Barton, Jessa Alejandra, BA
Bennion, Joseph Creighton, BS
Benson, Brooklin, BS
Beus, Alisha Allen, BS
Bland, Kody Kincade, BS
Brown, Sydney, BS
Burgess, Brianna Lee, BS
Campbell, Aliyah Jasmin, BS
Cardall, Daniel Alan, BS
Carpenter, Joshua Thomas, BS
Cheah, Kwok Fai, BS
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Christensen, Callin M, BS
Christensen, Jennifer Marie, BS
Clark, James Braden, BS
Clements, Lindsey Fay, BS
Cloward, Todd J, BS
Collaku, Kristi, BS
Cook, Alexa R, BS
Cruz, Colleen, BS
Dayley, Jonathan M, BA
Derr, Olivia, BS
Dominguez, Kenneth, BS
Doyle, Mikayla C, BS
Fackrell, April, BS
Fager, Benjamin Earl, BS
Fales, Christian Pearson, BS
Felshaw, Jeffrey Louis, BS
Fielding, Emilee Christine, BS
Floyd, Jason Lee, BS
Frank, Christopher Michael, BS
Fry, Jared Richard, BS
Fry, Trevor Alan, BS
Funk, Ryan R, BS
Giles, Carrie, BS
Goff, Travis McKennon, BS
Graham, Janelle Sara, BA
Grant, John Mitchell, BS
Grover, Jody J, BS
Hansen, Jeffery Leon, BS
Hart, Abigail, BS
Hart, Aubrey, BS
Hawkes, Jason Brad, BS
Hayward, Steven, BA
Healy, Megan Mae, BS
Hernandez, Ashley Bridget, BS
Herpich, Emily Morgan, BS
Hess, Stefani A, BS
Hokanson, Jascka D, BS
Howe, Alexis Ann, BS
Howe, Emily, BS
Huber, James Albert, BS
Huber, Michael Jonathan, BS
Huppi, Benjamin J, BS
Inkley, Angela Renee, BS
Jacobs, Austen James, BS
Jenkins, Justin Douglas, BS
Jensen, Russell, BA
Jeppsen Sr, Bryce Robert, BS
Johns, Peyton, BS
Johnson, Gillen Robert, BS
Johnson, Jack Joseph, BS
King, Dakota Jensen, BA
Knowles, Carolyn, BA
Kohler, Tyson Arlin, BS
Kong, Yuanfei, BS
Larsen, Andrew Todd, BA
Larsen, Stacy, BS
Lee, Nathan Gary, BS
Lowry, Braydon Jay, BS
Luke, Cassidy, BS
Lund, Alexa Marie, BS
Lunt, Brayden Spencer, BS
Luo, Feng, BS
Mansell, Michael Robert, BS
Marcek, Alexander Steven, BS
Marchant, Tanner Michael, BS
Martin, Brady Carson, BS
Matheson, Aubree Anne, BA
Mayes, Ryan Patrick, BS
McGarry, Jacob, BS
Merrill, James Matthew, BS
Merrill, Kyle Cutler, BS
Moffitt, Brett Lundberg, BS
Mohlman, Isaac Carl, BS
Monks, Morgan Kylee, BS
Moore, Taylor Bree, BS
Murdock, Jeffrey Lynn, BS
Murray, Hilary, BS
Murray, Lauren Hall, BS
Nelson, Brady Lee, BS
Nelson, Zachary Bart, BA
Niemann, Jason Henry, BS
O’Brien, Brayden Spencer, BS
Olsen, Jace Brent, BS
Olsen, Matthew David, BS
Ombach, Jaxon T, BS
Owen, Nicholas Clarence, BS
Owens, Nicholas Christopher, BS
Paice, Amanda S, BS
Payne, Hunter, BS
Peel, Shannan, BA
Peterson, Caleb James, BS
Peterson, Karlee Sabrinette, BS
Peterson, Talon Chase, BS
Phillips, Nathan Lee, BS
Pierson, Tyrel Lynn, BS
Plummer, Hayden William, BA
Prochnow, Cheridyn Marissa, BS
Rawson, Allyson Kate, BA
Richins, Kelsey Yamauchi, BS
Rinderknecht, Bailey, BS
Robinette, Austin Kurt, BS
Rock, John Colter, BS
Rogers, Alexander David, BS
Salazar, Michael Anthony, BS
Saunders, Bradley John, BS
Shippen, Eliza N, BS
Shurtleff, Daniel Dean, BS
Smith, Amy Marie, BS
Smith, Jacob Andersen, BA
Smith, Jessica Jo, BS





Taylor, Katie Ann, BS
Terry, Brandon Dean, BS
Thurgood, Chase Ronald, BS
Tian, Shen, BS
Toa, Elijah A, BS
Vega, Tiffany M, BS
Vincent, Tyson Milton, BS
Weston, Josie, BS
White, Benjamin, BS
Young, Jenna Beth, BS
Zilles, Andrew G, BS
 
Economics and Finance 
Alatorre, Victor, BS
Allen, Keri L, BS
Allred, Mark J, BS
AlQahtani, Khalid Saad, BS
Ammirati, Logan, BA
An, Ni, BS
Anderson, Samuel Slade, BS
Anderson, Wade William, BS
Arnell, Brock Jamison, BS
Austin, Aaron Steven, BS
Bacon, Kennon Anakin, BS
Bai, Moyi, BS
Bailey, Nicholas Craig, BS
Barney, Nathanael Patrick, BS
Batt, McKade Kurt, BS
Bennett, Sarah Marre, BS
Berg, Spencer Allen, BS
Bi, Ziwei, BS
Bian, Jie, BS
Birchett, Austin James, BA
Bisbee, Matthew Clint, BS
Blackburn, Hayden Todd, BS
Blackham, Dillon Tyler, BS
Bourgeois, Lisa, BS
Briggs Ott, Mary Hannah, BS
Broadbent, Jace Donald, BS
Bromley, Moira Rain, BS
Burge, Samuel Aaron, BS
Burgess, Brianna Lee, BS
Burrows, Jason Bradford, BS
Butterfield, Collin Derek, BS
Butterfield, Tyson James, BS









Carias-Pineda, Luis Enrique, BA
Carlson, Maxwell Daniel, BS
Carver, Tiffani Da Cunha, BS
Cazier, Jacob Perry, BS
Chan, Chi Sun, BS
Chan, Yim Na, BS
Chang, Boyang, BS
















Chidester, Arthur Conway, BS
Christensen, Callin M, BS
Christensen, Mallory Anne, BS
Chronister, Nicholas James, BS
Clark, Paul Merlin, BS
Cleverly, Meghan Auria, BS
Cochran, Mark Bryan, BS
Colbert, Autumn G, BS
Corbell, Don, BS
Cranney, Bretton Don, BS
Croasdell, James York, BS
Cui, Hengchen, BS
Cui, Xinlan, BS
Dahl, Kristin Elizabeth, BS
Dai, Mengjia, BS
Darrington, Jack Leroy, BS
Davies, Kyle Roger, BS
Davis, Blake S, BS
Davis, Jaren Benjamin, BS
De Boer, Jennifer Karissa, BS
Decker, Drew Lawrence Newton, BS
Del Pozo Pena, Melanie De los 
  Angeles, BS
Ding, Jiawei, BS
Dodd, Austin Wayne, BS
Dooley, Keelyn Malayne, BS
Dougher, Zackry Lance, BS
Douglass, Patrick K, BS











Edwards, Joshua William, BS
Emch, Austin William, BS
Fang, Lujie, BS
Feigleson, Joshua Ross, BS
Felshaw, Jeffrey Louis, BS
Feng, Tianshi, BS
Feng, Xinrui, BS
Ferguson, Gaje J, BS
Feuz, Wyatt Matthew, BS
Flitton, Talmage Kent, BS
Flynn, Luke Lazenby, BA
Forsgren, Bronte, BS







Gleue, Hanna Rose, BS
Goff, Travis McKennon, BS
Gorge, Austin Alexander, BA
Gou, Lanyi, BS
Gough, Joseph Carl, BS

















Haskell, Preston Jay, BS
Hayward, Steven, BA
Hazard, Troy Fife, BS
He, Shan, BS
Healy, Megan Mae, BS
Hess, Braden Leonard, BS













Hubbard, Hayden Garff, BS
Huber, James Albert, BS
Hunsaker, Benjamin Richins, BA
Hyde, Houston Greg, BA
Hyer, Brent Skidmore, BS
Infanger, Chelsea Brittney, BS
Ip, Hiu Kwan, BS
Israelsen, Daniel Ray, BS
Jenkins, Caden Bish, BS
Jenkins, Justin Douglas, BS







Johnson, Daniel H, BS
Jolley, Spencer James, BS
Jones, Spencer Mark, BS
Jones, Tanner Jake, BS
Keller, Elijah KyVan, BS
Kennedy, Aaron James, BS
Khan, Muhammad Aqib, BS
Khan, Shoaib, BS
Ko, Tik Hang, BS
Kong, Lingshu, BS
Kunzler, Bronson Ross, BS
Lam, Thanhlam Do, BS
Lamb, Mitchell, BS
Larsen, Jordan Keith, BS
Larsen, Justine Sarah Ines, BS
Larson, Nicole, BS
Leatham, Andrew Robert, BS
Lee, Zachary Cole, BS
Leitzinger, Jackson Levi, BS
Leung, QiQi, BS






















































Livingston, Kyle Lewis, BS
Longman, Matthew John, BS
Lu, Xingqiao, BS
Lunt, Cameron Ray, BS
Luo, Huirong, BS








Mangum, Katelyn Rose, BS
Mann, David B, BS
Mao, Shuaiyu, BS
McAlister, Tanner Davidson, BA
McGuire, Dillon M, BS
McKay, Eric Reed, BS
McKee, Braxton Kade, BS
McOmber, Austin George, BS






Miller, Alec Bruce, BS
Montoya, Nicole Lee, BS
Mu, Yang, BS
Munguia, Andrew Nelson, BS
Murdock, Jeffrey Lynn, BS
Nelson, Corey D, BS
Nelson, Danford Jacob, BS
Nelson, Zachary Bart, BA
Ng, Hoi Lam, BS
Nie, Jinyang, BS
Nie, Zhenzhen, BS
Nielson, Ryan K, BS
Niemann, Jason Henry, BS
Nulasi, Asibieke, BS
O’Brien, Brayden Spencer, BS
Olsen, Tyler Del, BS
Openshaw, Curtis James, BS
Orgill, Tyler Reed, BS
Ou, Chenliang, BS




Petersen, Raquel Marie, BS
Peterson, Kenneth David, BS
Pollock, Jake Rockwell, BS
Pu, Dongyue, BS




Ragsdale, John Reynolds, BS
Rawlins, Kimberlie, BS
Reyes, Maricela, BS
Rhodes, Eryn K, BS
Rice II, Larry Kent, BS
Rich, Tiara K, BS
Richardson, Troy, BS
Rigby, Bradly William, BA
Riley, Jace Richard, BS
Rinderknecht, Odell J, BS
Robinson, Daniel J, BA
Rogers, Dominique Micheal, BS
Rong, Zu Qian, BS
Rosado, Alissa, BS
Rowan, Colten Christopher, BS
Sahleen, Breanne E, BS
Schut, Clayton H, BS
Sharp, Tanner J, BA
Sheets, Hannah, BS






Siemers, Taylor A, BS
Sims, Colton, BS
Singh, Parminder, BS
Skinner, Cameron Lee, BA







Sparks, John Alexander, BS














Tang, Lai Shan, BS
Tang, Tsz Chun, BS
Thomas, Kaleb Robert, BS
Thuet, Reed Joseph, BS
Tian, Ruiqi, BS
Tian, Yang, BS
Titensor, Christian Lowell, BS
Treseder, Alexander Roland, BS
Truong, Stephen Steve, BS
Turner, Emily M, BA
Udall, Christian Kai, BS
Van Alphen, Michael Cameron, BS
Vargas, Jadyn Leihualani, BS
Vellinga, Joshua Ross, BS
Waddoups, Madeleine Bentley, BS
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Warnes, Brian Craig, BS
Webb, Nathan Ray, BS
Wedgworth, Trevor Joshua, BS
Wei, Chufeng, BS
Weide, Cooper S, BS
Weng, Linkang, BS
Wilcox, Jacob Steven, BS
Wilcox, Scott Campbell, BA
Williams, Kassidy Rae, BS
Winn, Mathew Lee, BS
Wolters, Chase Thomas, BS






























Yau, Ka Wing, BS
Ye, Jian, BS
































































Aalders, John Kenneth, BS
Alicea, Carissa Marie, BA
Allen, Jordan Riley, BS
Ally, Jennifer, BS
Anderson, Alan, BS
Anderton, Michael Andrew, BS
Angus, Ashley Wilma, BS
Asay, David, BS
Bangerter, Cole Christian, BA
Banks, Leisa Sandberg, BS
Barlow, Jeffrey Connor, BS
Bell, Jordan Taylor, BS
Bennett, Breanna Lynn, BS
Bergman, Bryce Louis, BS
Bergman, Joslyn Sadie, BS
Bingham, Braydon William, BS
Birky, Austin Logan, BS
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Bishop, Cody, BS
Blanch, Jessica Michelle, BS
Bodily, Krista, BS
Booth, Michael William, BS
Bowthorpe, Skyler, BS
Brown, Stephen Tracy, BS
Burbank, Daniel Mark, BS
Butterfield, Taylor Richard, BS
Caldera, Azalia, BA
Calderon, Julian D, BS
Carter, Jaxon Dale, BS
Carter, Stephanie, BS
Chase, Phillip Lance, BS
Chau, Tich Anthony, BS
Cherrington, Emma Beth, BS
Christensen I, Jordan Kelly, BS
Chung, Rachel Anna, BS
Clark, Tiffany Jean, BS
Clark, Tyler J, BS
Clegg, Aaron Fisher, BS
Cook, Collette Nichole, BS
Criscione, Anthony John, BS
Cushman, Daniel Robert, BS
Dalton, Aaron Paul, BS
Dargenton, Alexis, BS
Davis, Richard Giles, BS
Day, Austin Joseph, BS
De Oliveira, Johanna, BS
Degarmo, Logan, BS
DeMann, Spencer Clayton, BS
Dennis, Alexander Michael, BS
Dicks, Candace L, BS
Dougher, Zackry Lance, BS
Downing, Jonathan Taylor, BS
Eifert, McKinlee Rose, BS
Eyster, Eric Myers, BS
Farnsworth, Eli Evan, BS
Federico, Kameron Jay, BS
Federico, Sitara Marie, BS
Flack, Danielle Marie, BS
Flores Diaz, Laura Andrea, BS
Garrard, Kyle, BS
Gray, Eric James, BS
Green, Blake R, BS
Griffin, David Thomas, BS
Hales, Jeremy K, BS
Hall, Patricia Kaye, BS
Hamilton, Tyson Eugene, BS
Hammond, Landon Troy, BS
Hansen, Christopher Jared, BS
Harris, Devin Richard, BS
Harris, Mary Jane, BS
Harris, Tanner John, BS
Hatfield, Christopher Clark, BA
Hendricks, Derek Craig, BS
Heston, Michelle Ann, BS




Holt, Skyler Michael, BS
Hosea, Konisi Tetuaitererai Lui, BS
Howes, Alexis Joann, BS
Hunt, Akira K, BS
Izaguirre, Pedro Valentin, BS
Jager, Matthew Alex, BS
Jensen, Adam David, BA
Jensen, Alec James, BS
Jensen, Cherish Claudine, BS
Jensen, Joshua LaVal, BS
Jensen, Reese Allan, BS
Johnson, Brady Morton, BS
Johnson, Colter Rulon, BA
Jolley, Adam Timms, BS
Jones, Kristianne, BS
Jones, Scott Thomas, BS
Jorgensen, Tadd Charles, BS
Judson, Rachel G, BS
Kapp, George Mitchell, BS
Kartsone, Katrina Marie, BS
Kendrick, Randi Lee, BS
King, Ryan J, BA
Kolthoff, Susan Kay, BS
Koster, McKenna Jo, BS
Lam, Sarah, BS
Larsen, Chandler Alva, BS
Larsen, ShiAnne B, BS
Lasalle, Jacob Roeche, BS
Lawson, Ari Jaylynn, BS
LeRoy, Monique, BS
Lin, Eliza G, BS
Lindsey, Brittany D, BA
Long, Nathan David, BS
Lundquist, Chaz K, BA
Martino, Chad Ellis, BS
Mauldin, Tina Suzanne, BS
McArthur, Katrina Mathews, BS
McGuire, Grace Elena, BS
Mennor, Steven Michael, BS
Meyer, Mikah, BS
Miller, Jamen Aaron, BS
Mills, Devan John, BA
Moss, Megan L, BS
Mott, Lyndsey Shaun, BS
Moultrie, Clay Thomas, BS
Munoz, Eduardo, BS
Murray, Levi Wayne, BS
Nelson, Cole M, BS
Nelson, Danford Jacob, BS
Nelson, Kent Leland, BS
Niederhauser, Taylon J, BS
Niemann, Zachary Howard, BS
Noble-Lunger, Shauntee Alicia, BS
Nuttall, Korbin, BS
O’Brien, Lauren Rose, BS
Olson, Nathan Robert, BS
Orlando, Elliot Reed Carter Willis, BS
Parker, Isabel Grace, BS
Passey, Carolyn, BS
Petersen, Raquel Marie, BS
Peterson, Derek Michael, BS
Peterson, Katie Lee, BS
Peterson, Talon Chase, BS
Phelps, G Cameron, BS
Porter, Abel Tiloi, BS
Prettyman, Zachary E, BS
Price, Jordan Quinn, BS
Price, Klinton A, BS
Putnam, Jared Elias, BS
Ragan, Thomas Duke, BS
Ramsdell, Taylor Dee, BS
Reynolds, Cali Jean, BS
Reynolds, John W, BS
Rhoades, Dane Thomas, BS
Ries, Hunter Everett, BS
Robb, Cydnie, BS
Rodgerson, Kaycie Dahl, BS
Rogel Cuevas, Gabriel, BS
Ross, Taylor M, BS
Rudder, Richard M, BS
Sauer, Hudson Warr, BS
Schollars, Nathan J, BS
Schuette, Jessica Marie, BS
Searcy, Linlee, BS
Slade, Skyler Jeff, BS
Smith, Derek Johansen, BS
Smith, Madison Shaye, BS
Sorensen, Shelley, BS
Sorensen, Vanessa Lola, BS
Speckhard, Todd Steven, BS
Speirs, Ashley Ann, BS
Stanworth, Taggart, BS
Strong, Janet Joy, BS
Swapp, Braydon Noah, BS
Taufoou, Hallie Vina, BA
Teuscher, Lisa, BS
Thiriot, Brandon B, BS
Thomas, Andrew Troy, BS
Thomas, Matt Gage, BS
Thomas, Taylor Wynn, BA
Tingey, Jeanna Lea, BS
Trost, Jake R, BS
Trujillo, Marco, BS
VanWagoner, Brooke McKenna, BS
Visser, Blake Eusebius, BS
Vukich, Andrew J, BS
Walker, Quintin Mykiha, BS
Weaver, Laura Nicole, BS
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Wesenberg, Ashley Elizabeth, BS
Wickel, Jesse Levi, BS
Wilberg, Amy L, BS
Willden, Brittany Marie, BS
Wilson, Joshua William, BS
Wolf, Gretchen Chapmen, BS
Woolstenhulme, Jace David, BS
Zdunich, Deanna, BS
Zdunich, Margaret A, BS
 
Management Information Systems 
Alder, Jonathan Samuel, BS
Al-Derham, Ali, Ahmad, BS
Alfadel, Ahmed Rashad, BS
Aller, Courtney, BS
Allred, Justin Tyler, BS
Alqadheeb, Faisal Asaad A, BS
Alrashid, Ahmed Abdullah, BS
Anderson, Wade William, BS
Bainbridge II, Joseph Paul, BS
Banham, Randon Barlett, BS
Berlioz, Carmen Raquel, BS
Bickmore, Lochlyn Mckenna, BS
Birchett, Austin James, BS
Bjelland, Kevin Kenneth, BS
Booth, Michael William, BS
Borgholthaus, Blake Grant, BS
Bouvang, Ashton Vernon, BS
Bradshaw, Nathan Dale, BS
Brown, Connor J, BS
Campbell, Kevin James, BS
Carnazzo, Nicholas Anthony, BS
Carter, Colin McHenry, BS
Carter, Trevor James, BS
Cheah, Kwok Fai, BS
Christoffersen, Devin Kurt, BS
Clark, Garrett Carlos, BS
Clements, Kaeley Alyse, BS
Collins, Andrew Thomas, BS
Cooper, Dalton Allen, BS
Cox, David Michael, BS
Dayley, Jonathan M, BA
Denhalter, Maverick, BS
Dickson, Brett Rodney, BS
Dodd, Austin Wayne, BS
Ellis, Devon K, BS
Eskelson, Nathan Read, BS
Ewing, Steven Jon, BS
Gajkowski, Mason Steele, BS
Gardiner, Nathan Lance, BS
Gates, Levi W, BS
Gomez Moran, Bianca Elizabeth, BS
Guymon, Jacob Chauncey, BS
Hammer, M W Austin, BS
Harris, Megan Renae, BS
Harris, Nathan Kyle, BS
Heath, Trevor Scott, BS
Hendrickson, Adam Lee, BS
Higham, Stephen Del, BS
Hill, Makayla Elizabeth, BS
Howell, Jayden N, BS
Huber, Tessa Anne, BS
Hymas, Jeffrey Scott, BS
Jenkins, Carson W, BS
Jensen, Jacob Christian, BS
Jeppson, Porter Nathan, BS
Johns, Peyton, BS
Johnson, Jordan, BS
King, Alexander C, BS
Knudsen, Nathan B, BS
Kocher, David B, BS
Labrum, Bronson D, BS
Lemon, Quinn Scott, BS
Lemon, Sterling G, BS
Limb, Benjamin Blair, BS
McCracken, Cordell Scott, BS
Meadows, Alex Russell, BS
Micklos, Anthony Vaughn, BS
Mortensen, Dallin V, BS
Nettles, Stephen, BS
Nielson, Karson Kurt, BA
Orellana, Christian Rene, BS
Parkinson, Matthew Thomas, BS
Patty, Christopher Jon, BS




Richins, Kelsey Yamauchi, BS
Robbins, Shawn Trevor, BS
Robson, Erin Grace, BS
Rosquist, Kyle Lynn, BS
Ruiz-Leon, Mario Anthony, BS
Sayer, Bentley R, BS
Sears, Michael Jarad, BS
Shaw, Jordan T, BS
Shelton, Dallin T, BS
Siggard, Reagan Rees, BS
Smith, Michael Dennis, BS
Smith, Sean August, BS
Stephenson, Wesley James, BS
Stocks, Zachary David, BS
Taylor, Daniel William, BS
Thomas, Kyler Junior, BS
Thompson, Wesley J, BS
Thygerson Jr, Clayton Lee, BS
Webster, Richard Harrison, BS
Westlake, Christian, BS
Wood, Dustin Collin, BS
Wright, Justin Alexander, BA
Zhao, Kevin Fong, BS
 
Marketing and Strategy 
Adams, Jackson Miles, BS
Albrechtsen, Megan N, BS
Aljaber, Mohammed Abduljabbar, BS
Allred, Rachel Allison, BS
Andersen, Kelsey, BS
Anderson, Lyndsee Dawn, BS
Bautner, Michael Olin, BS
Bennett, Breanna Lynn, BS
Berg, Morgan Jace, BS
Bergman, Bryce Louis, BS
Bergman, Joslyn Sadie, BS
Bills, Tannen DeFrantz, BS
Black, Aaron, BS
Blackburn, Hayden Todd, BS
Boden, Mason Jerr, BS
Bowthorpe, Skyler, BS
Boyack, Garrett William, BS
Broadbent, Tanner, BS
Brown II, Christopher James, BA
Brown, Cooper Tracy, BS
Brown, Jordan T, BS
Brown, Stephen Tracy, BS
Call, Jaxon Anson, BS
Carter, Brandon Scott, BS
Chau, Tich Anthony, BS
Cherrington, Emma Beth, BS
Claflin, Joshua Casey, BA
Coe, James Zhicheng, BA
Collaku, Kristi, BS
Criscione, Anthony John, BS
Dahl, Dallin James, BS
Dahl, Kristin Elizabeth, BS
Dalton, Aaron Paul, BS
Dart, Paul Michael, BS
Dauk, Brittyn Noelle, BS
Day, Austin Joseph, BS
Day, Logan Ryan, BA
De Boer, Jennifer Karissa, BS
Degarmo, Logan, BS
DeLong, Ashley Jordan, BS
Dennis, Alexander Michael, BS
Dority, Matthew Wade, BS
Duke, Skyler Cole, BS
Egolf, Cora Ashley, BS
El-Bakri, Austin Jalal, BA
Evans, Braden J, BS
Fales, Michelle Lynda, BS
Farley, Sean Bachman, BS
Finke, Alexander S, BS
Flores Diaz, Laura Andrea, BS
Flynn, Luke Lazenby, BA
Francom, Bailey, BS
Frost, Ryan Justin, BS
Funk, Alora Clarissa, BS
Funk, Spencer F, BS
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Gardner, Maicy Marie, BS
Garrard, Kyle, BS
Garside, Zachary, BS
Gibson, Karly Breanne, BS
Gifford, Brandon David, BS
Gonzalez, Cirina Andrea, BS
Gordon, Matthew Richard, BS
Green, Blake R, BS
Gubler, Michael Pinegar, BS
Haggi, Abdullah Mohammedsafa S, BS
Hamblin, Derrick Alan, BS
Hansen, Kyle Clark, BS
Hansen, Taylor, BS
Harris, Amanda Kristine, BS
Hatch, Jaycee Lynn, BS
Hawkes, Marshall Logan, BS
Hendricks, Derek Craig, BS
Hermansen, Daniel J, BS
Hintze, Taylor G., BA
Hobbs, Jacob Joseph, BS
Hobbs, Malyn, BS
Holt, Skyler Michael, BS
Howard, Sterling Chase, BS
Hunsaker, Cash Dewey, BS
Hunt, Akira K, BS
Hyde, Samantha Claire, BS
Hyde, Weston C, BA
Jager, Matthew Alex, BS
James, Shawn Daniel, BS
Jenkins, Jessica R, BS
Jensen, Reese Allan, BS
Johnson, Jordan David, BS
Johnson, Marissa Ann, BS
Johnson, McKell, BS
Jones, Kristianne, BS
Jones, Ryan Donald, BS
Joss, Eric S, BS
Kalinin, Mitchell Edward, BS
Kay, Weston, BS
Kendrick, Randi Lee, BS
Knudson, Brett, BS
Koster, McKenna Jo, BS
Lam, Thanhlam Do, BS
Larson, Hailey Brooke, BS
Larson, Jaicee Danielle, BS
Layser, Colton B, BS
Lemon, Courtney Michelle, BS
Lin, Eliza G, BS
Lindsey, Brittany D, BA
Long, Nathan David, BS
Lopez, Hilary Minnie, BS
Lundquist, Chaz K, BA
Martin, Kayden B, BS
Mathis, Taylee, BS
Matthews, Ethan Mark, BS
Maynard, Terran Joseph, BS
McArthur, Katrina Mathews, BS
McCarty, Kelsey Kinjiro, BS
McKay, Cody, BS
McKinnon, Adam Richard, BS
Meldrum, Logan Ray, BS
Meyer, Mikah, BS
Mickelson, Hayden G, BS
Mikkelsen, Alec Shane, BS
Mills, Devan John, BA
Milne, Micajah Moranne, BS
Minaga, Matthew Natsuo, BS
Morgan, Paige Lauren, BS
Munoz, Lourdes, BS
Nelson, Cole M, BS
Nelson, Kent Leland, BS
Nichols, Brooke Ashley, BS
Niederhauser, Taylon J, BS
Nowers, Danielle, BS
Oldham, Parker Drake, BA
Oscarson, Bennett Walker, BS
Osterhout, Eric Gregory, BS
Pales, Morgan Taylor, BS
Palmer, Breanna Jo, BS
Peterson, Derek Michael, BS
Peterson, Emily Katherine, BS
Phelps, G Cameron, BS
Pierson, Devin Barry, BS
Pollock, Jake Rockwell, BS
Price, Thomas Dean, BS
Ramsdell, Amelia Karen, BS
Redford, Carson Lee, BS
Reynolds, Cali Jean, BS
Robison, Clint Ryan, BS
Rosado, Alissa, BS
Rudder, Richard M, BS
Salsberry, Alexander Thomas, BS
Sampson, Paige Elizabeth, BS
Schollars, Nathan J, BS
Short, Tanner Steven, BS
Shurtz, Shelby R, BS
Smith, Derek Johansen, BS
Smith, Nicholas West, BS
Smoot, Tanner James, BS
Sonderegger, Katelyn L, BS
Sorensen, Kayleigh Marie, BS
Speckhard, Todd Steven, BS
Squires, Siera Hazel, BS
Strong, Janet Joy, BS
Strong, McKahll, BS
Swapp, Braydon Noah, BS
Talbot, Morgan, BS
Thomas, Andrew Troy, BS
Thompson, Broc Kevin, BS
Thompson, Ian S, BS
Tollefson, Jalen Warren, BS
Turner, Emily M, BA
VanWagoner, Brooke McKenna, BS
Vaterlaus, Alan Talbot, BS
Wilkins, Caroline Thuet, BS
Wilson, Timothy M, BS
Winegar, Tyler Dean, BS
Wongsuwan, Logan Benjamin, BS
EMMA ECCLES JONES 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
AND HUMAN SERVICES
Beth E. Foley, Dean
Aggies Elevated 
Doyle, Colin Gordon, Certificate
Goodworth, Matthew Richard, Certificate
Hampton, Bryce, Certificate
Hansen, Aubrienne Alexis, Certificate
Jones, Whitney Anne, Certificate
 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Allen, Timothy Jordan, BS
Alva, Logan Donald, BS
Anderson, Erin Luetta, BS
Anderson, Taylor Anna, BA
Andrade, Justine Arlene, BS
Andrews, Katie Marie, BS
Anspach, Mary, BS
Armentrout, Kate Elisabeth, BS
Ashcroft, Hailey E, BA
Atkins, Tatiana, BS
Backer, Ciara N, BS
Bagger, Liz Ann, BS
Baker, Micaela, BA




Bennett, Jessica Anne, BS
Bennett, Kestly Brooke, BS
Benstead, Madison, BS
Berg, Kate Allison, BS
Bermudez, Melissa, BS
Bernhard, Brocha Leah, BS
Bingham, Kelly Lynne, BS
Blackett, Katherine Nicole, BA
Blood, Benjamin, BS
Bojorges, Emily Elise, BS
Bond, Deanna Rachelle, BA
Bourus, Katherine Ann, BS







Brinson, Amanda Grace, BS
Brown, Kaylin Cierra, BS
Browning, Sierra Louise, BS
Buck, Carver Lee, BS
Buswell, Kristy Kay, BS
Caldwell, Karen Marie, BS
Cambra, Elizabeth, BS
Cavazos, Malissa, BS
Cazier, Breanna Christine, BS
Cervantes, Nicole, BS
Chai, Mary Ann, BS
Chase, Janet Carol, BS
Chaudhary, Henna, BS
Cheng, Laura, BS
Cherry, Casey Rachelle, BS
Christensen, Erin, BS
Christensen, Savannah Hall, BS
Christiansen, Rebecca Paige, BS
Clacherty, Jessica Mae, BS
Clark, Travis Michael, BA
Clifford, Bridget, BS
Cohen, Monica Raquel, BS
Colen, Carrie, BS
Collard, Sarah Ashley, BA
Collins, Kayla Ann, BS
Cowan, Rebecca Ann, BS
Crandall, Stephani Lyn, BS
Crittenden, Amanda Rose, BS
Crosby, Cheyna Brooklyn, BA
Crosby, Danielle, BS
Crowley, Brittany Nicole, BS
Currie, Tanya Lynn, BS
Curtis, Alex Clark, BS
Curtis, Lauren Victoria, BS
Dewey, Kierstin Marie, BA
Diehl, Alyson Young, BS
Dionne, Jennifer Jane, BS
Doerr, Catherine, BS
Dorris-Alaniz, Cameren T, BS
Drake, Kendyl Thornton, BS
Duke, Mikaila Breanne, BS
Durham, Haley Alison, BS
Dziwak, Delaney Ruth, BS
Edwards, Bryce Tanner, BS
Eggertsen, Kennedi Shanae, BS
Elmore, Kristine Amy, BS
Ensign, Mikelle Ann, BS
Ethridge, Hannah Elizabeth, BS
Evans, Dana Lea, BS
Fairbourn, Kyle LeGrand, BS
Faistnauer Jacobi, Alexandra, BS
Fitzgerald, Kristin Anita, BS
Fleming, Sabrina Colette, BS
Flores, Lucinda, BS
Ford, Morgan Robinson, BS
Forsyth, Jessica Lynn, BS
Fowler, Sarah Nicole, BS
Franklin, Tonisha, BS
French, Carrissa Catherine, BS
Frost-Kerns, Alina Lucille, BS
Fuller, Sydney Lee, BS
Gaines, Ryan Michael, BA
Galloway, Tracy Lauren, BS
Gardner, Jordan T, BS
Garren, Dorthey LeAnn, BS
Geisel, Abigail, BS
Germain-Tardieu, Marie-Eve, BS




Glynn, Kelsey Jean Lyndes, BS
Gohman, Toni Rae, BS
Golinveaux, Cassidy Michelle, BS
Gough, Janene Noelle, BS
Greco, Laura B, BS
Green, Emily Ann, BS
Green, Meredith Marie, BS
Green, Natalie LaRae, BS
Griesemer, Monica Kay, BS
Griffin, Suzanne Warren, BS
Groll, Delaney Williams, BS
Guido, Alicia Mariana, BS
Gutierrez, Jasmine, BS
Hance, Dorothy Ann-Marie, BS
Hansen, Samantha Jean, BS
Harland, Kelsey Brynn, BS
Hauck, Rebecca Anne, BS
Hawkes, Ashley Marie, BS
Haworth, Kristin Marie, BS
Hawthorn, Shanae Brydel, BS
Hayden, Heather Anne, BS
Hayden, Jacey Ann, BS
Hayden, Kera Elizabeth, BS
Henno, Rachel Catherine, BS
Henriquez, Marianela, BS
Hernandez, Alma Yanely, BS
Hernandez, Tanya, BS
Higgins, Maria C, BS
Hoffman, Cortney Mariah, BS
Hoffman, Lindsay Lee, BS
Horrocks, Madison, BS
Hougland, Olivia Anne, BA
Houston, Rebecca M, BS
Hovland, Farron Teal, BS
Huffaker, Shaelie, BS
Humme, Kristin, BS
Humphrey, Lindy Childs, BS
Hyer, Sydnee Marie, BS
Jackson, Lacey Anne, BS
Jaime, Rosario Magdalena, BS
James, Samantha, BS
Jamil, Hibah, BS
Jardine, Samantha Lois, BS
Jarvis, Shauna, BS
Jensen, Hadlee Emma, BS
Jensen, Rachel Anne, BS
Jesse, Amanda, BS
Johnson, Katie-Lyn Marie, BS
Johnson, Kaylie Rose, BS
Johnson, Makena, BS
Johnson, Natalie Blair, BS
Jolley, Carissa, BS
Jurado, Daniela, BS
Karlich, Shannon Lee, BS
Killpack, Hayley, BS
Kim, Susie Lily, BS
Krueger, Catherine, BS
LaBranch, Erica Ann, BS
Labrum, Kimberly, BS
Lamb, Jackson Karl, BS
Lang, Jessica Stephanie, BS
Larson, Caitlin Elizabeth, BS
Larson, Kennedy Schow, BS
Law, Tiffiny, BA
Ledford, Robin Jane, BS
Lee, Rebekah Anne, BS
Lee, Stacey Joanna, BS
Leedom, McKenzie Raye, BS
Lewis, Noelle Marie, BS
Lewis, Whitney B, BS
Lish, Shelby Louise, BS
Long, Suzanne Marie, BS
Lor, Mai Nhia, BS
Loseke, Michelle, BS
Loveland, Dean Shelton, BS
Lua, Cynthia, BS
Lucero, Marsha Lyn, BS
Luera Guevara, Yendi Jovanna, BS
Lujan, Katrina Alexandra, BS
Lund, Rebecca Lamb, BS
Lundgreen, LeeAnn, BS
Lunt, Cali Janae, BS
Ly, Maredi, BS
Mackay, Erin Elizabeth, BS
Mackay, Victoria Anne, BS
Madsen, Teesha Bree, BS
Maher, Christina Camille, BS
Malechikos, Jennifer Erin, BS
Mallory, Annie Michelle, BS
Maness IV, George Arthur, BS
Manire, Michelle Joan, BS
Mansholt, Anna Marie, BS
Manston, Lauren Elizabeth, BS
Marsh, Maegan, BS
Martin Del Campo, Monique, BS
Martinez, Alexis Jacqueline, BS
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Martinez, Caprise Lynae, BS
Mason, Megan Johnstun, BS
McCarthy, Jennifer Lee, BS
McCombs, Averie Beth, BS
McDonald, Cydnee L, BS
Mcmahon, Stephanie Marie, BS
McNeill, Jessica Teri, BS
Mertens, Emilee Jo, BS
Meza III, Michael Steven, BS
Miller, Amanda, BA
Miller, Maria Elena Brittany Leigh, BS
Miranda, Lareve Ina, BS
Mitchell, Lana Nicole, BS
Moccardini, Rhiann Elizabeth, BS
Mohamed, Sara Awad, BS
Molina, Rebeca Noemi, BS
Molloy, Sandra Marisela, BS
Moore, Khianiqua, BS
Moore, Richard Michael, BS
Moreno, Sarai, BS
Morrell, McKenzie, BS
Morris, Benjamin Willard, BS
Mowrey, Alexandra Durand, BS
Muhlestein, Monica Nichole, BS
Murphy, Deidre Lynn, BS
Myers, Michelle Anne, BS
Navarasala, Amy Jane, BS




Neuerburg, Tayler Elaine, BS
Nguyen, Jolinna Hieu, BS
Nielson, Joi M, BS
Nieto, Ashley Brooke, BS
Noall, Katie Lee, BS
Noreen, Allie Lynn, BS
Norton, Caroline, BS
Nyberg, Rilee Alexandra, BS
Ochoa, Brenda Natalie, BS
Olivera, Ashley, BS
Olson, Lyndsey Marie, BS
O’Neal, Ailee Kay, BS
Oropeza, Katelyn Marie, BS
Osam, Kimberly, BS
Otteson, Sarah, BS
Owens, Amanda Jo, BS
Pacheco, Linda Myrna, BS
Page, Mary Hannah, BS








Peters, Nicole Sanders, BS
Petersen, Olivia Lark, BS
Peterson, Irelyn Shea, BS
Peterson, Sarah Lynn, BA
Pettit, Julie Melissa, BS
Phelps, Hannah Jeanette, BS
Phillips, Crystal May, BS
Pickering, Adriana, BS
Pierson, Sara Mackenzie, BS
Pineda, Jocelyn Damariz, BS
Pitzarella, Kathleen Chase, BS
Polson, Rebecca Lynn, BS
Porter, Alexis Kathleen, BS
Portillo, Rossalyn Nicole, BS




Ramirez, Karmin Sarahi, BS
Reed, Megan, BS
Reese, Lexie R, BS
Reid, Heather Kay, BS
Reiter, Julie Marie, BS
Renteria, Janine, BS
Richardson, Melissa, BS
Richerson, Lisa Nicole, BS
Richins, Kaylie Young, BS
Ricks, Emma Elizabeth, BS
Riley, Amber Marie, BS
Riley, Christopher, BS
Rinehart, Jennifer Marie, BS
Rinehart, Karen Marie, BS
Robinett, Aubree N, BS
Rock, Lisa Ann, BS
Rodriguez, Claudia Elena, BS
Rosales, Leslie, BS
Ross, Taylor Louise, BS
Rowley, Sage B, BS
Rudis, Elizabeth Ashley, BS
Russo, Rita Carol, BS
Salimbene, Madison, BS
Salisbury, Anna Lee, BS
Sanders, Alyssa C, BS
Sasscer, Danika Lea, BS
Schenk, Baylee Lin, BS
Schliesser, Matthew Scott, BS
Schmidt, Wendy Jean, BS
Schwab, Shay, BS
Schwartz, Kelsey Marie, BS
Scott, Emily Haines, BS
Scroggins-Young, Krista Maria, BS
Shaffer, Christine, BS
Shelton, Katelyn Kathleen, BS
Shepherd, Rebecca Marie, BS
Sheriff, Jeanna Rochell, BS
Shoemaker, Yvette Michelle, BS
Simien, Heather Cecile, BS
Skinner, Chantel Lacerda, BS
Smith, Brandy, BS
Smith, Cindy R, BS
Smith, Kishia Eileen, BS
Soderberg, Kayla Ann, BS
Sok, Lindsey Anne, BS
Solito, Leslie Maria, BS
Sonerholm, Amie Marie, BS
Sperry, Arianne, BS
Sperry, Meg Nelson, BS
Spilman, Melanie Alyssa, BS
Stalcup, Topaz, BS
Stefan, Maria Issandra Victoria, BS
Stolworthy, Madison Dawn, BS
Strickland, Krystal Blue, BS
Strom, Meghan, BS
Sutherland, Kayla, BA
Syndergaard, Makiah Shay, BS
Tannenbaum, Karen Dorothy, BS
Tarbet, Jessica Jo, BS
Tateoka, Grace Emiko, BS
Tattersall, Taylor Marie, BS
Taylor, Candace, BS
Thanatanon, Yanothai, BS




Torres, Mary Helen, BS
Transtrum, Bailey Gayle, BS
Trusty, Nicole Lynn, BS
Ula, Emily Jane, BS
Vela, Justine Renee, BS
Ventura, Marcela, BS
Vigil, Tausha Rae, BS
Volkman, Alexandra Taylor, BS
Vore, Holly Addielade, BS
Vossler, Natalie J, BS
Walter, Staci Marlene, BS
Walters, Amanda Janet, BS
Ward, Brittney M, BS
Ward, Tiauna B, BS
Warner, Kaitlyn Anne, BS
Warner, Suzanne, BS
Wathen, Kourtney Lynn, BS
Watts, Jessica, BS
Weaver, Taylor, BS
Welch, Emily Rebecca, BS
Welch, Sarah Colleen, BS
Weston, Amelia E, BS
Whitridge, Tess Victoria, BS
Willis, Abigail Letisha, BS
Wiswell, Julie J, BS
Withrow-Lafferty, Jessica Bennett, BS
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Wood, Dalliam Henningson, BS
Worthen, Timothy Hal, BS
Yandt, Trudi Kay, BS
Zabriskie, Katlyn, BS
Zavala, Denise, BS




Allen, Jaina Michelle, BA 
Armstrong, McCall Christine, BS
Ballif, Charee Mellor, BS
Beaubien, Samantha Lynn, BS
Benally, Wahnonah T, BS
Blackmountain, Shalyn Rayeann, BS
Brito, Kami Lynne, BS
Brown Jr, Dwayne Kendall, BS
Buckman, Jeffrey Peter, BS
Cabrera, Makenzie L, BS
Carlsen, Casey F, BS
Castaneda III, Robert James, BS
Clement, Sarah McKenzie, BS
Cook, Chase Tyler, BS
Cottle, David Jeffery, BS
Dansie, Natasha, BS
DeForest Sr, Cason Craig, BS
Ewell, Joshua, BS
Farnsworth, Madeleine E, BS
Harding, Jalene, BS
Hartgraves, Megan Renee, BS
Heath, Emily McKenna, BS
Hislop, Carrie A, BS
Huber, Alexandra, BS
Jenkins, Trinity M, BS
Johnson, Kelly Renee, BS
Johnson, Sarah Christeen, BS
Kaaihue, Jerica Alexandra, BS
Kelley, Cassie Lynn, BS
Klinkowski, Morgan Elaine, BS
Laughlin, Brooke Seaver, BS
Lin, Xiaojie, BS
Linnell, Mckenzie Lynn, BS
Lopez, Amber Nichole, BS
Luke, Carma Josie, BS
McGarry, Jessica Jane, BS
Morgan, Adam Charles, BS
Naulu, Jamie Michelle, BS
Page, Brittany, BS
Palmer, Lily Touchette, BS
Porras, Sierra Lynn, BS
Powell, Adreanne Jade, BS
Ramsay, Brooklyn Ann, BS
Raymond, Savannah, BS




Sudweeks, Taylor Janae, BS
Suhaka, Stephen Joseph, BS
Sutton, Aubrey Sierra, BS
Taylor, Stephanie Monsen, BS
Terry, Samantha, BS
Thompson, Matthew E, BS
Vaughns, Aaren Marcel, BS
Wade, Aaron Jermaine, BS
Wall, Ryan Joseph, BS
Walters, Christine Marie, BS
Wheaton, Erika, BS
 
Human Development and 
Family Studies 
Adams, Megan Ann, BS
Aley, Laura Rose, BS
Allcott, Pamela A, BS
Alvarez, Sergio Andres, BS
Anderson, Alena Cloward, BS
Anderson, Hailey Aliece, BS
Arellano, Isaiah L, BS
Ashby, Victoria Lee, BS
Avila, Annie Rachel, BS
Azevedo, Suzanne Louise, BS
Baczuk, Jacob Jeffry, BS
Bair, Courtney Allen, BA
Baird, Breana Janae, BS
Ballard, Cassandra Sue, BS
Barnett, Caitlyn Turner, BS
Beazer, Noel Elizabeth, BS
Bell, Ashley Gibson, BS
Bentley, Heidi H, BS
Bland, Myra Ray, BS
Bolander, Elizabeth Hales, BS
Boudrero, Dominique Lyn, BS
Bradley, Sierra K, BS
Bridenbecker, Vanessa Marie, BS
Briggs, Megan Jill, BS
Brown, Jamee Lea, BS
Brown, Lauren Elise, BS
Bryant, Lisa Rhea, BS
Byers, Rachel D, BS
Calero, Sharon G, BS
Campbell, Irasema Stibaliz, BS
Cannegieter, Kristen Ann, BS
Carr, Whitney Miner, BS
Cassity, Eric, BS
Chandler, Jordyn Quinn, BS
Christensen, Jillynn Marie, BS
Clark, Courtney, BS
Clark, Jeremy K, BS
Colburn, Michaela Ann, BA
Coleman, Mariah Theone, BS
Colson, Angela Noelle, BS
Corn, Christina Marie, BS
Creger, Haleigh, BS
Cronquist, Taysha, BS
Davis, Makenzie Pearl, BS
Drake, Marissa May, BS
Dudley, Rebecca Ann, BS
Eddy, Natalie Ann, BS
Einerson, Amber L, BS
Ellsworth, Kierra Terry, BS
Engler, Elese Hauser, BS
Eslinger, Oaklee Anderson, BS
Fabian, Veronica Michelle, BS
Fall, Latrisha Mae, BS
Federico, Sarah Kaylene, BS
Findell, Sherry Lynn, BS
Fletcher, Abby Joy, BS
Flitton, Ashlee, BS
Frailey, Jackee Beth, BS
Freckleton, Kira Layne, BS
Gardner, Amanda Ellyn, BA
Goddard, Trisha, BS




Hansen, Aimee Lynn Vance, BS
Hansen, Katee Jo, BS
Hansen, Madison McKay, BS
Hansen, Natalie N, BS
Hanson, Catherine Hodges, BS
Hardin, Tyra Vanessa, BS
Hatch, Kaylie Joy, BS
Hathaway, Amber Ann, BS
Heaton, Chelsea, BS
Hellstern, Kylee, BS
Hendricks, Ivie Wilde, BS
Hendrickson, Friederike Beate, BS
Higham, Ashby Alese, BS
Hinds, Deedra Knudsen, BS
Hobbs, Kymberlee Carol, BS
Hogan, Shannon Ann, BS
Hollingsworth, Kelsey Lynne, BS
Hone, Erin Marchant, BS
Hunsaker, Mary E, BS
Huntington, Kelcie Nicole, BS
Israelsen, Julia, BS
Jach, Kaylee May, BS
Jaynes, Nicole Alyse, BS
Jenkins, Cassie, BS
Jenkins, Erika F, BS
Jenkins, Kylee Olivia, BS
Jensen, Lillie Marie, BS
Jensen, Sarah Jean, BS
Jimenez, Grecia Andrea, BS
Jones, Brinley Kaye, BS
Judkins, Alexis Jo, BS
Juneau, Emma Joycelyn, BS
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Kelson, Sarah Elizabeth, BS
Kleinman, Laura Gail, BS
Lacy, Jessica Lynn, BS
Larson, Talin Dallas, BS
Leete, Susan, BS
Lemon, Tiffany, BS
Lerma, Jaylynn Marie, BS
Lomax, Lindsey Marie, BS
Losee, Madalyn Desiree, BS
Lott, Mallory Jacqueline, BS
Lyons, Cayleen Ann, BS
Marks, Andrea K, BS
Marshall, Samantha Cox, BS
Martin, Bailey Jo, BS
Mason, Deja Renee, BS
Maughan, Allison A, BS
Mauldin, Kamilah, BS
May, Rachel Noel, BA
McCabe, Taylor Marie, BS
McKay, Lisa Dawn, BS
Meono, Alivia, BS
Michalek, Kolton Durfey, BS
Miles, Abbigail Clements, BS
Miles, Lindsey Joan, BS
Miller, Alexa D, BS
Miller, Cassie, BS
Munford, Carrie Jane, BS
Neil, Kelsie Lynn, BS
Newman, Kendra Dawn, BS
Nix, Alyssa Dee, BS
Norman, Hanna J, BS
O’Donnell, Tauni Ackerman, BS
Olsen, Darci Jara, BS
Olsen, Lauren C, BS
Olson, Gillian Genevieve, BS
Olson, Reyna Aurora, BS
Pace, Sydney Michelle, BS
Pacheco, Zuleyca J, BS
Palmer, Tanner James, BS
Paul, Lynelle Rae, BS
Peck, Alena Kay, BS
Peterson, Rachel Leigh, BS
Pettit, Elizabeth, BS
Phippen, Annie Morgan, BS
Poulson, Lauren, BS
Prestwich, Heidi Lynn, BS
Rawlins, Kaylee, BS
Reynolds, Merikay, BS
Richards, Calli Hyder, BS
Richens, Marissa, BS
Rishi, Jessica R, BS
Robertson, Caitlyn, BS
Rodabough, Bryce T, BS
Rodriguez, Alexis, BS
Rose, Kaitlyn Jean, BS
Runge, Bozena Anna, BS
Russo, Elise Sharon, BS
Rydalch, Catherine Soriene, BS
Schiess, Madisen Faith, BS
Schliesser, Johana, BS
Sermon, Megan Lynn, BS
Shaffer, Rylee, BS
Shields, Brooke Ashley, BS
Simpson, Jacob Michael, BS
Simpson, McKenna Christine, BS
Skalla, Kelsie S, BS
Smith, Bracken, BS
Smith, Codi Alexis, BS
Smith, Robyn Michelle, BS
Sorensen, Alexis Maude, BS
Steeneck, Kelsey Marie, BS
Stewart, Lindsey Lee, BS
Stock, Jeffrey DeLon, BS
Stratton, Kaitlyn, BS
Summers, Hannah, BS
Sump, Elissa Juleen, BS
Terry, Juli Lyn, BS
Terry, Larissa Kasumi, BS
Thompson, Karly, BS
Thompson, Lyndie Sue, BS
Thornley, Sierra, BS
Tidwell, Josie Lynn, BS
Tippetts, Melodie, BS
Tuddenham, Kennadee Jo, BS
Vance, Brittni Chantell, BS
Vance, Joelle A, BS
Walker, Chelsea, BS
Walker, Madeline Anne, BS
Ware, Nichole Brooke, BS
Wasden, BrookeLyn Anderson, BS
Watkins, Stacia Ilene, BS
Weston, Sheryl S, BS
Whipple, Jonathan Thomas, BS
White, Kelly F, BS
White, Vikki Lynn, BS
Widner, Krystal Denise, BS
Williams, Esther Ruth, BS
Willmore, Audrey, BS
Wilson, Michaelynn Moriah, BS
Winn, Heather Ann, BS
Winters, Steven James, BS
Womack, Rachel B, BS
Woodruff, Taylie Dianne, BS
Wrigley, Melissa Marie, BS
 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Ballam, Benjamin Lyle, BA 
Barrientos, Blayke Christopher, BS
DuFresne-McCotter, Marilea Louise, BS
Sweeten, Jamie, BS
 
Kinesiology and Health Science 
Adams, Latrisha Jeanne, BS
Afoa, Anna Imelda, BS
Ahlmer, Sydnee Rose, BS
Alder, Anthony Charles, BS
Allen, Elizabeth Ann, BS
Anderson, Alyssa M, BS
Anderson, Amber Louise, BS
Anderson, Trevor Keith, BS
Armajo, Maja Brittania, BS
Arsenault, Kent Stanley, BS
Athens, Melanie Jean, BS
Bagshaw, Baylee Tessa, BS
Ball, Kourtni Rae, BS
Barber, Jessica Marie, BS
Barlow, Joshua Robert, BS
Barlow, Sheldon Y, BS
Bate, Breann Alyssa, BS
Bateman, Christian Gregory, BS
Baty, Zachery Cole, BS
Baxter, Joshua Travis, BS
Baxter, Lindsay, BS
Beck, Clark Joseph Ellison, BS
Beckert, Ali Marie, BS
Beckstead, Makenzie Lee, BS
Begay-Haudley, Joquel Yanabah, BS
Bennett, Jaxon Jared, BS
Bennion, Eric Ward, BS
Bewley, Shelby Marie, BS
Bird, Kenedey Rae, BS
Bishop, Jacob Kay, BS
Bishop, Samuel Lee, BS
Blair, Abigail, BS
Blanc, Jordan T, BS
Boswell, Tayler Lynn, BS
Bower, Ryleigh MyKole, BS
Boyter, Emily Ann, BS
Bradshaw, Ashley Nichole Fugal, BS
Brandley, Levi, BS
Brewster, Rachel Patricia, BS
Briggs, Carolyn D, BS
Bringhurst, Erica Ann, BS
Brinkerhoff, Emmeline Kathrine, BS
Brooks, Jordan Nielsen, BS
Brower, Kadryn M, BS
Brown, Dalton Sidney, BS
Brown, Kyle Eugene, BS
Brown, Rachel Abigail, BS
Brown, Todd Kay, BS
Brunson, Inez Katrina, BS
Burbank, Ariel Alder, BS
Butler, Blake Robert, BS
Calvin, BriAnna Michelle, BS
Cantwell, Casey, BS
Carter, Kashley Jo, BS
Casey, Candace Brooke, BS
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Castaneda, Felipe, BS
Cecil, Brett Lee, BS
Chadwick, Ethan Wayne, BS
Chan, I Ching Novel, BS
Chaparro, Bharti Singh, BS
Chase, Josef Anton, BS
Chavez, Josafat Alessandri, BS
Christensen, Amber, BS
Christensen, Dallin Troy, BS
Christensen, Maryn Wilson, BS
Christensen, Wyatt, BS
Cobbley, Austin J, BS
Collard, Bailey Ann, BS
Connerly, Liam Cole, BS
Corbin, Anthony Joseph, BS
Cortez II, Russell Garrett, BS
Cragun, McKenzie, BS
Croasdell, Emily, BS
Crozier, Coby Jo, BS
Cunningham, Shania N, BS
Curtis, Jennifer, BS
Davis, Abigail Christine, BS
Della-Lucia, Joseph Oakley, BS
Dietrich, Jonathan M, BS
Duff-McGaughey, Hannaly T, BS
Duncan, Stephenie Lee, BS
Durfee, Shea Trevor, BS
Duryea, Tanner James, BS
DuShane, Raymond Clay, BS
Dzatko, Logan M, BS
Echard, Josslyn Emery, BS
Edwards, Amy, BS
Egbert, Erica Elizabeth, BS
Erickson, Levi Anthon, BS
Erickson, Mckaely Shay, BS
Essig, Thomas W, BS
Evans, Alexandria Cathryn Ann, BS
Felise, Haley Jane 
  Lealofagotoimoana, BS
Fisher, Branden Lee, BS
Flake, Jaedon M, BS
Fletcher, Bryan Thurston, BS
Flight, Frank T, BS
Flint, Brenn Laree, BS
Forbes, Kyra, BS
Ford, Jacob Matthew, BS
Foster, Spencer K, BS
Fowler, Miranda Elizabeth, BS
Francis, Elway, BS
Freeman, Jessica, BS
Fristrup, Morgan Elizabeth, BS
Frodsham, Justina, BS
Frogley, Ian Michael, BS
Furner, Taylor Jan, BS
Garcia, Forrest C, BS
Garcia-Aguilar, Fernando, BS
Giles, Sierra, BS
Givich, Alexandra Alyce, BS
Goldsberry, Taylor Reid, BS
Goodrich, Sarah Audrey, BS
Gordon, Sarina Michelle, BS
Gould, Kody R, BS
Gregory, Jacob R, BS
Guymon, Mark Ray, BS
Guymon, Melissa Judd, BS
Haddon, Tyson Ray, BS
Hadley, Morgan, BS
Hamblin, Demiree Dawn, BS
Hamblin, Jacob R, BS
Hansen, Jennifer Joan, BS
Hansen, Paden W, BS
Harding, Tate John, BS
Hardinger, Samantha Marie, BS
Harrison, Jessica Ann, BS
Harrop, Brynn, BS
Hellstern, Ashley Jane, BS
Henrie, Baylie Joy, BS
Henrie, Nathan Thomas, BS
Hernandez, Tony, BS
Hernandez-Zuniga, Julio Cesar, BS
Hill, Matthew M, BS
Hill, Miranda Glory, BS
Hirschi, Alyssa, BS
Hoffman, Nathan Austin, BS
Hollie, Calandra Lynn, BS
Holloway, Taya Marie, BS
Holt, Heather Renee, BS
Hruby, Grant Thomas, BS
Hunsaker, Joshua C, BS
Hurst, Kyle, BS
Janicek, Norbert Julius, BS
Jarman, Megan Sierra, BS
Jensen, Courtney D, BS
Jensen, Mckenzie, BS
Jeppson, Zachary Vaughn, BS
Johnson, Ashlee JoAnne, BS
Johnson, Braxten, BS
Johnson, Hailey Marie, BS
Johnson, Halahingano, BS
Johnson, Kassidy Rae, BS
Johnson, Lindsey Lou, BS
Johnson, Peter Richard, BS
Jones, Chantelle LaNae, BS
Jones, Danelle, BS
Kartchner, Kelsi, BS
Keady, Sarah Michal, BS
Killian, Skyler Devan, BS
King, Kendal Bluth, BS
Koch, Tyler, BS
Kraker, Sydney L, BS
Kwiatkowski, Eric James, BS
Larsen, Mickell NaCole, BS
Liljenquist, Skyler Kip, BS
Lloyd, Skyler Brett, BS
Loftus, Kylie Page, BS
Lopez, Norberto, BS
Lowe, Trevor Mitch, BS
Madsen, Jennifer J, BS
Malone, Isaac John, BS
Marcek, Alexander Steven, BS
Martin, Joshua David, BS
Mason, Jessica Joycle, BS
Matthews, Heather, BS
Maughan, Michaela Uresk, BS
McBride, Sabrina D, BS
Mccarty, Megan A, BS
McClees, Hannah Ray, BS
McDougal, Devin Glen, BS
McKee, Heather Joy, BS
McKnight, Mallory, BS
McMullin, McKinley, BS
McMullin, Mitchel Taylor, BS
Merrill, Samuel Burgess, BS
Merritt, Hillary Sue, BS
Meyer, Shannon Elizabeth, BS
Mickelson, Chelsey Blanche, BS
Miller, Braxton Zachary, BS
Miller, Carlie Olea, BS
Miller, Jarren S, BS
Millington, Tiffany Ann, BS
Minor III, Richard Holmes, BS
Modersitzki, Rachel Anne, BS
Mund, Carson LaVoy, BS
Nelson, Deborah Kathleen, BS




Olpin, Taylor Ann, BS
Olsen, Russell D, BS
Outsen, Sydney Sage, BS
Parker, Christine Van Brocklin, BS
Parkinson, Kortnee, BS
Patten, Karl, BS
Patterson, Katlyn Marie, BS
Payne, McKenzi, BS
Pedersen, Karen Lynette, BS
Pehrson, Tyler Rex, BS
Perkins, Kedrick Ian, BS
Peterson, Jessica Anne, BS
Peterson, Ryan Andreu, BS
Phippen, Jessica Mary-Ann, BS
Popper, Hannah Mae, BS
Proudfit, Amanda Lee, BS
Rabe, Cordon Joseph, BS
Rabi, Julius Espena, BS
Randall, Mari, BS
Rasmussen, Jenna Michelle, BS
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Rawson, Nicholas Michael, BS
Rees, Rebekah Lynn, BS
Reichman, Shannon Elaine, BS
Remington, Sierra L, BS
Roe, Tiana, BS
Rogers, Alexandra M, BS
Ross, Emily A, BS
Ruegger, Douglas Alan, BS
Rupp, Jamie Lynn, BS
Russell, Laura H, BS
Ryan, Grace Katherine, BS
Ryan, Megan Anne, BS
Schaefer, Ian J, BS
Scherer, Keaton Greg, BS
Scholes, Jeremiah Reed, BS
Shearer, Tyler Allen, BS
Shurtz, Tyler Joseph, BS
Simpson, Brynnley Sue, BS
Skeem, Rylee, BS
Smith, Terry Joseph, BS
Sorensen, Ashley, BS
Sorenson, Briene T, BS
Spencer, Steven Brian, BS
Sperry, Cassidie Anne, BS
Sprouse, Jonathan Patrick, BS
Stanger, Jamie Marie, BS
Stanley, Christopher J, BS
Sterr, Wayne Neil, BS
Stewart, Mitzi, BS
Stoddard, Amanda M, BS
Stoddard, Taylor Kailee, BS
Stone, Savannah, BS
Street, Tyler R, BS
Stuart, Parker Lee, BS
Sutherland, Tobler Justin, BS
Swallom, Jaclyn L, BS
Swensen, Kira, BS
Tapp, Quinton Timothy, BS
Taylor, Kandice B, BS
Taylor, Quinn Aaron, BS
Taylor, Tasia B, BS
Taylor, Ty Casey, BS
Thacker, Mckaye, BS
Thompson, Collin Robert, BS
Thompson, Krista Dezzie, BS
Thunell, Lindsay A, BS
Tirrell, Austin Leigh, BS
Tobeck, Mason Robert, BS
Todd, Makina Kay, BS
Unruh, Amy Sue, BS
Vuksinick, Andi Lyn, BS
Wakley, Shantel, BS
Walkenhorst, Devan Neal, BS
Walker, Grant Taylor, BS
Ward, Madison R, BS
Watterson, Mitchell Wayne, BS
Watterson, Tiffany, BS
Wayman, Charity B, BS
Wedgworth, Allison Nicole, BS
Wells, Lindsey E, BS
Wengert, Derek Allen, BS
White, Kristy Lee, BS
Whitney, Samantha Kay, BS
Wilks, Darian Latimer, BS
Willis, Megan Elaine, BS
Wilson, Megan Carol, BS
Winkelaar, Logan, BS
Wood, Mariah Dawn, BS
Wood, Sharee Ann, BS
Woodall, Nicolle Ann, BS
Woodford, Jessica, BS
Woods, Marcus Emerson, BS
Yates, Brandon James, BS
Yates, Brock Henrik, BS
Yazzie, Cheyenne, BS
Young, Jillian, BS
Youngberg, Paige Clair, BS
Zilles, Nichole L, BS
 
Nursing and Health Professions 
Ahtsosie, Kerri Dawn, CC
Albrecht, Taylor Elijah, BS
Allen, Zachary George, CC
Andrews, Jason Benjamin, AAS
Arellano-Lopez, Ashley Rae, CC
Arrien, Melissa A, CC
Barker, Holli J, AAS
Barnes, Megan, AAS
Behling, Judy Anne, CC
Bennett, Shalee Blanche, AAS
Bergeson, Amy Marie, BS
Bowen, Candace L, AAS
Brann, Erin Chipman, BS
Burton, Ashley, AAS
Callaway, Tara Ann, AAS
Cardwell, Steven Lee, CC
Carranza, Yeni Lizeth, CC
Carvajal, Andrea Christina, CC
Chambers, Courtney, AAS
Chase, Jennifer, BS
Chavira, Giovanna Edith, CC
Chiquito, Kimberlynn, CC
Clark, Kristi Renee, CC
Clokey, Robin Mikenna, AAS
Collins, Lauren Paige, BS
Curtis, Ailese, CC
Dayley, Megan Marie, CC
Dean, Brittany Janis, BS
DiLego, Dawn, CC
Feichko, Dakota Ann, CC
Flores, Andrea Valene, AAS
Friend, Alice Marion, CC
Fulkerson, Jessica Lynn, AAS
Gibson, Christopher A, BS
Gould, Raegan Anderton, BA 
Grover, Jens Christian, CC
Gurney, Brin, BS
Haddock, Lindsay, AAS
Hansen, Kimberly Lynn, AAS
Harjo, Britny N, CC
Hawkins, Jennifer Ann, AAS
Hazleton, Teina Renae, CC
Heppler, Jessica L, CC
Jensen, Jamie Nicole, CC
Jensen, Morgan Riley, CC
John, Talaya Harrison, CC
Johnson, Brooklyn Lee, AAS
Johnson, Julie Ann, BS
Johnson, Raberta Jo, CC
Jones, Melissa Joyce, CC
Kiahtipes, Angelica, AAS
Knight, Chantel Crosbie, BS
Lantz, DesiRae Lynn, AAS
Leautaud, Kaylee Lynn, AAS
Lee, Chanti Dawn, CC
Lee, Francine Stella, AAS
Lee, Starrla Mary, CC
Leishman, Ashley, BS




Munoz, Brianna Shelby, CC
Nehls, Autumn Danielle, AAS
Nelson, Angela Diane, AAS
Nguyen, My Hoang, BS
Norris, Kaylee L, CC
Nunn, Rebekah Lee, BS
Olsen, Teonna M, CC
Palmer, Kammy Lynn, CC
Parker, Christine Van Brocklin, BS
Parrish, Edison, AAS
Perkins, Rian Laketia, AAS
Perna, Samantha Linn, CC
Petersen, Emily Taylor, BS
Poole, Tiffany Marie, BS
Pope, Calyl, CC
Potter, Jami Hayes, AAS
Priano, Michelle, CC
Price, Jeridi Lynn, CC
Purifoy, Kelcee Anne Rose, AAS
Quarnberg, Kiana Jo, CC
Ramirez, Nicole Lynn, AAS
Rehfuss, Benjamin Alan, AAS
Rice, Lauren J, AAS
Rigby, Jadyn David, BS
Roth, Paula Marie, AAS
Roth, Whitney, AAS
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Ruby, Crystal Anne, AAS
Ruiz, Benesa, AAS
Sanchez, Joseph Daniel, CC
Schade, Vanessa Jay, CC
Schmidt, Ashley Marie, CC
Sharpe, Samantha Cathrin, CC
Shumway, Crystal Lee, CC
Shumway, Jessica May, AAS
Simons, Jenessa Anne, AAS
Sitterud, Katie Lesa, CC
Slaugh, Jaedee Ann, AAS
Small, Priscilla Jorene, BS
Smith Gillespie, Maria RoJeanne, BS
Stevenson, Jade Chennille, AAS
Talbert, Daysha Lynn, CC
Theobald, Ashley Susannah, BS
Todecheene, Nykesha, CC
Tohtsonie, Brittney Albertina, CC
Tso, Skylar, CC
Ward, Haley Faye, AAS
Weissinger, Mark, AAS
Westbroek, McKenna Kay, BS
Whatcott, Johanna, AAS
White, Breanna Gail, AAS
White, Lance Paul, AAS
Whiting, Lauryn Holly, AAS
Wilbur, Amanda Christine, CC
Willes, Amanda, AAS




Aedo, Zachary Mathias, BS
Allred, Bethany Anne, BS
Anderberg, Amanda Candace, BS
Araujo, Alfredo A, BS
Archbold, Joanne, BS
Ariotti, Anthony Richard, BS
Ashby, Payton Michelle, BS
Ashliman, Christian Jay, BS
Balkman, Akasha Marie, BS
Ballash, Amanda Lee, BS
Beck, Erika Whitney, BS
Beckert, Brent Troy, BS
Beers, Braxton Scott, BS
Bell, Morgan, BS
Bergeson, Kylie, BS
Bijerring, Kylee Ann, BS
Bills, Laura R, BS
Bishop, Jesse Errol, BS
Bolding, Megan, BS
Bradley, Kayce Corrinne, BS
Bravo, Patricia Ann, BS
Broadbent, Dallen Michael, BS
Brown, Caroline Olivia, BS
Brown, Derek Quintin, BS
Brown, Sarah Marie, BS
Butler, Kyle Noal, BS
Cardon, Camille I, BS
Carter, Korri Rene, BS
Carter, Monica Lorraine, BS
Ceron Escobar, Melissa L, BS
Cho, Hyun Jin, BS
Clark, Heather Nicole, BS
Cochran, Carly M, BS
Cox, Haley A, BS
Cragun, Levi Ervin, BS
Crane, David Jeffry, BS
Cutler, Makaela A, BS
Daines, Evin E, BS
Dao, Lyn Mai, BS
Dearden, Gayle, BS
Dearing, McKenzie Taylor, BS
Dillingham, Jason Scott, BS
Dixon, Elizabeth, BS
Draper, Crystal, BS
Durfee, Emma Tanille, BS
Eckman, Trista Jenise, BS
Eggli, Regan Elizabeth, BS
Ellis, Sydney, BS
Erickson, Heather April Marie, BS
Esplain, Larenz D, BS
Ewing, Olivia Hope, BS
Feala, Russell, BS
Flint, Jack Melton, BS
Fu, Sixin, BS
Garahana, Stephanie Gloria, BS
Gartas, Sarah F, BS
Gemar, Mary Anne, BS
Gleue, Hanna Rose, BS
Goaslind, Thomas Jack, BS
Grant, Torrie Rose, BS
Greenhalgh, Halsey A, BS
Greenlese Jr, Kevin John, BS
Hall, Shad W, BS
Hamblin, Amanda Marie, BS
Hancock, Jamie Lyn, BS
Hansen, Madison McKay, BS
Hare, Colton James, BS
Harrison, Catalina Francisca, BS
Hartelius, Riley Cole, BS
Hartley, Sharley Alexis, BS
Hatch, Kyle Timothy, BS
Heath, Emma Grace, BS
Hedman, Jennifer Jean, BS
Hesch, Joshua Alexander, BS
Hill, Madeline Naomi, BS
Holman, Mindy, BS
Holmes, Carter G, BS
Howe, Cameron Ann, BS
Howell, Daniel, BS
Hulse, Tanner Lee, BS
Hutchings, Brendan M, BS
Jackson, Julie Raie, BS
Jensen, Laine M, BS
Jenson, Janika Carol, BS
Johnson, Jade Tarver, BS
Johnston, Elizabeth Mae, BS
Judd, Chandler J, BS
Kilgore, Taylor Mae, BS
Knight, Larissa, BS
Knutzen, Rachel Alyce, BS
Kress, Sarah Mae, BS
Lewing, Lacey, BS
Little, Skylar Zina, BS
Livingston, Jennifer Rose, BS
Lloyd, Cody James, BS
Luth, Jessica Ann, BS
Mascarenas, Whitney M, BS
Mecklenburg, Jessica Jolley, BS
Menendez, Demetria, BS
Miller, Ryan Shawn, BS
Moffett, Jared, BS
Morrissey, Kailey Nicole, BS
Moss, Andrew Glen, BS
Moulton, Melissa Ann, BS
Myers, Marcus Taylor, BS
Nelson, Andrea Elizabeth, BS
Nield, Tanner Duane, BS
Nielsen, Thomas James, BS
Nunn, Brandallyn Mentoria, BS
Olsen, Mckenna Corrine, BS
Openshaw, Carlysa Angeline, BS
Orgill, Kenna, BS
Panoussi, Franchessca Winward, BS
Pasker, Whitney, BS
Paskett, McKenzie Dawn, BS
Patton, Madisyn Rae, BS
Perkes, Jamie, BS
Perkins, Paige Christine, BS
Peterson, Allison Marie, BS
Peterson, Anna Christine, BS
Peterson, Dustin Jay, BS
Plucinik, Juliana, BS
Pollard, Anne Louise, BS
Preece, Laura, BS
Prettyman, Lauren Taylor, BS
Ramstetter, Josie, BS
Richardson, Erin Eleen, BS
Rivera, Lacey, BS
Robinson, Melissa Reggie, BS
Rodriguez, Sofia, BS
Romano, Annie Alexis, BS
Sanchez, Diego-Andreas J, BS
Sanders, Breely A, BS
Sanderson, Mikell John, BS
Sanderson, Sarah, BS
Sandoval, Jonathan Michael, BS
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Santistevan, Sarah Jane, BS
Sargent, Gavin Randy, BS
Savage, Lindsey Renee, BS
Schmidt, Charity Hope, BS
Schvaneveldt, Hailey Ann, BS
Searle, Kassidy Meagan, BS
Searle, Lexi LRee, BS
Seiter, Austin Duke, BS
Sells, Brycee, BS
Sheets, Justin Gary, BS
Siex, Abbie Elizabeth, BS
Sills, Melissa, BS
Simmons, Michael Scott, BS
Smith II, James Edward, BS
Smith, Nicole, BA 
Soderquist, Andria Lee, BS
Spencer, Kenedee Mariah, BS
Steed, Jordan Tanner, BS
Stringham, Kamrynn Nicol, BS
Stuart, Isabella Cristina, BS
Svedin, Audrey Kaye, BS
Terry, Carina LeeAnn, BS
Thomas, Markus Connor, BS
Thompson, John M, BS
Thornton, Amber Christine, BS
Thornton, Carolyn, BS
Tilton, Taylor Anne, BS
Timothy, Stephanie, BS
Tindall, Lara Wardle, BS
Tran, DeShayla, BS
Tweedie, Ariana C, BS
Valli, Brinton J, BS
Vazquez Torres, Samantha, BS
Vuyk, Ashlee, BS
Walker, Abby Jacqueline, BS
Wilkins, Kelsey Rebecca, BS
Williams, Coree Marie, BS
Wilson, Alexus, BS
Wilson, Krista Ellen, BS
Wilson, Makell K., BS
Winterbottom, Jessie Makenna, BS
Wood, Katelin Teresa, BS
Wright, Carol Denise, BS




Special Education and Rehabilitation 
Altnau, Alyssa Erin, BS




Bartholomew, Jessica Jo, BS
Barton, Kristina Ann, BS
Berbert, Sheila, BS
Bills, Samantha Peterson, BS
Birch, Aubrey Lisanne, BS
Black, Briana Mae Allred, BS
Bourgeois, Melissa Anne, BS
Bowker, Dale Edward, BS
Brewer, Cameron M, BS
Broadhead, Camyll Baird, BS
Brough, Cody K, BA 
Buckner, Naiyana, BS
Budge, Trisha, BS
Bunker, Robert F, BS
Butler, Cristina, BS
Butler, Jacklyn Deanna, BS
Bybee, Ann Lucille, BS
Calbimonte, Patzy Clementina, BS
Caldwell, Bart J, BS
Call, Roger Wood, BS
Chandler, Jason Russell, BS
Christensen, Kim, BS
Clark, Sheridan Rae Zambrano, BS
Coffman, Sarah Megan, BS
Coleman, Julie Maddox, BS
Colvin, Kylee Ann, BS
Cook, Tricia J, BS
Covington, Tristan Parley, BS
Craver, Deborah Joan, BS
Cunningham, Olga, BS
Curtis, Misty Lyn, BS
Dart, Emily Anne, BS
Dial, Whitney, BS
Duffin, Meghan K, BS
Durfee, Devin Jay, BS
England, Linda, BS
Evans, Julie Grieve, BS
Eyring, Brenda Ruth, BS
Fairey, Monica, BS
Feenstra, Cynthia Lou, BS
Fenton, Michelle Kathryn, BS
Forste, Erin, BS
Foutz, Alyssa Anne, BS
Fowler, Jamie Lee, BS
Fox, Prairie Cheyenne, BS
Friese, Tiffin, BS
Froerer, Jamie Lyn, BS
Goffe, Olivia, BS
Graham, Treia Marie, BS
Green, Brandi Fleitz, BS
Greenwell, Anthony Glenn, BS
Guillaume, Laura, BS
Hackett, Cynthia Kay, BS
Hadley, Jared Eugene, BS
Hadley, Matthew, BS
Hales, Stuart J, BS






Holbrook, DeLynn Larsen, BS
Hoskins, Wendi Maryann, BS
Howard, Stacy Arlene, BS
Huggins, Holly Michelle, BS
Hullinger, Devin, BS
Hyde, Gabriela Celina, BS
Ikeno, Jenyse T, BS
Jay, Sharon Jean, BS
Johnson, Kristina Marie, BS
Johnson, Pamela P, BS
Johnson, Rebecca Ann, BS
Jones, Ann Michele, BS
Karlinsey, Rebecca Gibson, BS
Kasteler, Martin Ray, BS
Kellogg, Kelsee, BS
Kennedy, Linda Joyce, BS
King, Shannon Lee, BS
Krueger, Lauren Marie, BS
Lancaster, Jaclynn Marie, BS
Lane, Amanda Lynn, BS
Langi, Toalea Losalei, BS
Larkin, Daniel James, BS
Larkin, Richard, BS
Larsen, Kristy Jean, BS
Lavery, Alison Marie, BS
Linford, Wendy Anne, BS
Long, Caray Chandra, BS
Lund, Alyssa Steed, BS
Maiello, Jamie Lynn, BS
Markham, Alan Curtis, BS
Marquez, Daniel Joel, BS
Marsh, Brooke Zentner, BS
Mathis, Kari L, BS
McCarrey, James Willis, BS
McDanel, Nicole, BS
McElvany, Melissa Marlene, BS
McKissick, Heidi, BS
Merrill, Conner Jean, BS
Merrill, Emilee M, BS
Miller, Andrea Dama, BS
Mittendorf, Bianca Renee, BS
Moore, Brian David, BS
Moriarty, Mary Margaret, BS
Morris, Kaye, BS
Mortensen, Eric Y, BS
Murdock, Sadie Lyne, BS
Murphy, Kristan Jo, BS
Nelson, Anne, BS
Nelson, Pamela Carey, BS
Nelson Hawthorne, Peggy, BS
Nickle, Jeridawn, BS
Nigbur, Ryan L, BS
O’Connor, Catherine, BS
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Olson, Sarah Marie, BS
Ortiz, Kari, BS
Oviedo, Anna Leah, BS
Palm, Deborah Terese, BS
Pendleton, Brooke, BS
Perez, Margaret Marie, BS
Perkins, Rebecca Lynn, BS
Perryman, Kristine Camille, BS
Peterson, Madison Jyll, BS
Piper, Kurt Matthew, BS
Plowman, Casey Lynn, BS
Poll, Leni Christina, BS
Polson, Douglas Kent, BS
Price, Kimberly, BS
Pritchett, Stephanie Richins, BS
Provost, Deborah, BS




Ruiz, Emily Jordan, BS
Santos, Raquel Gonzalez, BS
Sass, Renee, BS
Sattelmair, Delia, BS
Schade, Kristina Lee, BS
Schembri, Randy, BS
Scott, Sarah Ashley, BS
Shaw, Tamara, BS
Shellabarger, Kari, BS
Shurtleff, Jessica Ann, BS
Singer, Sarah Elizabeth, BS
Smith, Juanita, BS
Smith, Kayla Karis, BS
Smith, Michael Dennis, BS
Sorenson, Carly, BS
Sylvester, Randi Lynn, BS
Tennant, Brianne London, BS
Thomas, Andrea D, BS
Thorson, Talisha Hinck, BS
Thurgood-Johnson, Julie Alta, BS
Tiev, Molly Anne, BS
Udy, Laurel Ann, BS
Unsworth, Sheila, BS
Wagner, Ashley Elizabeth, BS
Wallentine, Sydnee Zaytell, BS
Weaver, Michael H, BS
Wilson, Holly K, BS
Winchell, Justin Ray, BS
Worthen, Nancy Boogert, BS
Wright, Heidi Jean, BS
Wright, Joshua Michael, BS
Wyatt, Trisha Stephens, BS
Yerke, Johanna Marie, BS
Young, Heather S, BS
Zohner, Taylor, BS
 
Teacher Education and Leadership 
Adams, Jennifer L, BS
Adams, Samantha Justine, BS
Allen, Emily Ruth, BS
Allen, Sarah Elizabeth, BS
Anderson, Macady, BS
Anderson, Robyn Sue, BS
Anderson, Taylee Morgan, BS
Aragon, Arcelia Soledad, BS
Atkinson, Nicole Lee, BS
Bailey, Janelle, BS
Bell, Melissa, BS
Bennett, Kellyn Delaney, BS
Berry, Brianna Maree, BS
Blanc, Calie T, BS
Blattman, Makenzie E, BS
Booth, Lauren K, BS
Boyd, Jamie Elizabeth, BS
Brotherson, Elin, BS
Brown, Candace Christina, BS
Brown, Madison, BS
Bryant, Daniel Paolo, BS
Burdett, Alyssa B, BS
Burnside, Monika Renee, BS
Burrell, Kelbi Loran, BS
Call, Brett Stander, BS
Christensen, Lia, BA
Collins, Alyssa Nicole, BS
Crossley, Alix Kay, BS
Crouch, Kaybree Jade, BS
Daniels, Whitney Danielle, BS
Davidson, Jessica Kylie, BS
Davis, Daphne Jo, BA
Davis, Mary Isabella, BS
Deletant, Aidan, BS
Delgado, Laura Lidia, BS
Despain, Mckenzie, BS
Dixon, Kylee Amelia, BS
Dolbin, Sadie, BS
Drake, Dalton J, BS
Duncan, Hailey Alexa, BS
Dunne, Brie Alise, BS
Edgar, Cora N, BS
Eldredge, Jena Lynn, BS
Ence, Hannah Margaret, BS
Erickson, Ashley Mariah, BS
Eskelson, Taya Lynn, BS
Finnerty, Courtney Ann, BS
Fowler, Jamie Lee, BS
Fulgham, Nicole M, BS
Gannon, Caitlin Rachel, BS
Gardner, Danielle, BS
Gardner, Rachel L, BS
Ghan, Samantha Saryah, BS
Green, Cierra Elaine, BS
Hammer, Jessica, BS
Hansen, Jaiden Brent, BS
Harrison, Jessica Lee, BS
Hawkes, Jordan R, BS
Hesselgesser, Whitni Joy, BA
Higgins, Kaylee Myers, BS
Hill, Kelli Janette, BS
Hillman, Jaimi A, BS
Hoggan, Brette M, BS
Hortin, McKell, BS
Hutchinson, Emily DeeAnn, BS
Imlay, Haley Estelle, BS
Jeffrey, Megan Jordan, BS
Jenkins, Savanah B, BS
Johnson, Jennifer J, BS
Johnson, Whitley Lyne, BS
Jones, Jon Tyler, BS
Judkins, Emily Ann, BS
Kendrick, Skylar R, BS
King, Jessica Sharon, BS
King, Nicole Grace, BS
Knudsen, Kendra, BS
Krebs, Alison, BS
Ladle, Tracy Lee, BS
Lamoreaux, Allyson T, BS
Larsen, Amanda Caecilie, BS
Larsen, Ashlyn Paige, BS
Larsen, Jessica, BS
Larsen, Rachel Jean, BS
Lavender, Courtney Jean, BS
Lear, Kimber, BS
Lehman, Tesia, BS
Lewis, Hannah Jo, BS
Lewis, Madison, BS
Lopez, Madison Olivia, BS
Love, Colton James, BS
Madsen, Thomas Joseph, BS
Maynes, Savanna Belle, BS
Mccurdy, Kylie Anne, BS
Mecham, Michaella, BS
Merkley, Kelsey Marie, BS
Merrill, Erika Lee, BS
Messervy, Felicia Ann, BS
Miller, Janalee Willmore, BS
Money, Taylor Lauren, BS
Monson, Melissa Gladys, BS
Moore, Katy Elizabeth, BS
Morgan, Makenzi Kay, BS
Mortensen, Olympia, BS
Myers, Melissa Olson, BS
Nafus, Whitney Kae, BS
Nelson, Carrie, BA
Nelson, James Michael, BS
Niederhauser, Anna Elizabeth, BS
Nix, Nathan Johnson, BS
Okabe, Jessica L, BS
Oliverson, Crystal Joyce, BA
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Olsen, Alexis Christine, BS
Ortega, Katelyn Nielsen, BA
Orton, Melissa Jean, BS
Page, Megan Marie, BS
Parkinson, Alexis JoDell, BS
Patino Rodriguez, Juan Luis, BS
Peck, Alicia Jo, BS
Penrod, Carleigh Candace, BS
Peterson, Alysa Nicole, BS
Phelps, Heather, BS
Prestwich, Sarah J, BS
Puente, Danica Marie, BS
Rabe, Kimberly LaNae, BS
Rapier, Bailey Brett, BS
Reeder, Brittney, BS
Reynolds, Kalin William, BA
Riddle, Madison Lowry, BS
Rindlisbacher, Kelli, BS
Ringer, Lynn Ann, BS
Rogers, Katelyn, BS
Rottler, Emily, BS
Schut, Kendrick Theo, BS
Seegmiller, Ciara Joy, BS
Sherwood, Matthew Spencer, BA
Skelton, Madyson Brooke, BS
Smith, Kaytlin Williams, BS
Smith, Meri K, BS
Snyder, Elizabeth, BS
Soboloski, Alea Dejanira, BS
Solomon, Kayla Marie, BS
Sorensen, Kaylee, BS
Soto Castillo, Ana Daniela, BS
Soule, Christine Sue, BS
Spencer, Christopher T, BS
Spiteri, Shawntel Larae, BS
Starks, Katie Julene, BS
Stewart, MeLyssa Anne, BS
Stubbs, Gabriela Alejandra, BS
Sullivan, Emily, BS
Sutton, Kendra Nicole, BS
Swanson, Jared Jefferies, BS
Swenson, Gregory Scott, BS
Teichert, Elise Ann, BS
Thomas, Cole James, BS
Thomas, Deidra Rae, BS
Thornock, Madison Carter, BS
Trauntvein, Haley Jean, BS
Trujillo, Shaina Irene, BS
Tureson, Laura M, BS
Visser, Shaun Ryan, BS
Walker, Kassidee, BS
Watkins, Brianna Robison, BS
Weagle, Sarah Lillian, BS
Wells, Aimee Aliene, BS
Williams, Caitlin Elaine, BS
Williams, Chelsea Jean, BA
Winkel, Whitney, BS
Winslow, Jessica, BS
Winters, Lisa Michelle, BS
Wood, Samantha Dawn, BS
Woodward, Natasha, BS
Yahne, Larissa Sue, BS
Yohem, Mary Katherine Lenora, BS
Youngberg, Lara, BS
Zipf, Dannielle Diana, BS
Zollinger, Sierra Dawn, BS
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean 
 
Biological Engineering 
Ackerman, Ethan David, BS
Anderson, Taylor Allen, BS
Behan, Emily Kay, BS
Berrett, Shelby Lee, BS
Burtenshaw, Sydney Paige, BS
Clegg, Taylor J, BS
Clyde, Angela Janet, BS
Daniel, Joshua Coy, BS
Dryden, Wesley Aaron, BS
Ellsworth, Zachary Derek, BS
Faupula, Celine Nadia, BS
Fillingim, Luke Jordan, BS
Gabbitas, Chase Mosiah, BS
Gayer, James R, BS
Gividen, Dallin William, BS
Greenwood, Gregory Hal, BS
Guymon, Nathan Daryl, BS
Harris, Grant A, BS
Holt, Benjamin Hugh, BS
Jensen, Gregory Michael, BS
Jensen, Landon Willis, BS
Knudson, Katelyn Jayne, BS
Langston, Michael Ryan, BS
Lemmon, Luke Owen, BS
Lunt, Makail D, BS
Markos, Jaden Aubrey, BS
Marshall, Aaron Marnell, BS
Merkley, Andrew Huber, BS
Nieman, Christian Andrew, BS
Paterson, Chase Alexandria, BS
Pistorius, Camille Jean, BS
Ruben, Christopher Edward, BS
Sadler, Stephen, BS
Simmons, Austin Lee, BS
Thielman, Joannie Brandine, BS
Tucker, Joshua Aaron, BS
Unice, Cole Scott, BS
 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Allred, Byron Gordon, BS
Ashby, Tyler J, BS
Bassett, Drew, BS
Bertrand, Dominique Crestienne, BS
Blair, Amanda, BS
Borschel, Alan J, BS
Browning, Jordan Austin Richard, BS
Capron, Evan Michael, BS
Carter, Brandon, BS
Christensen, Ryan, BS
Christiansen, Chase Jay, BS
Clark, Timothy Reed, BS
Crowther, Rashelle Lynette Ford, BS
Davies, Robert, BS
Daynes, Tyler Joseph, BS
De La Hoz, Daniela Carolina, BS
Denison, Dane S, BS
Duncan, Phillip Louis, BS
Endicott, Matthew C, BS
Eslinger, Kamryn Ray, BS
Everitt, Jacob Daniel, BS
Fallon, Joshua Parker, BS
Flake, Andrew Christian, BS
Foster, Logan G, BS
Garcia, Danielle Marie, BS
Garcia, Michael Vinisius, BS
Goodsell, Jake B, BS
Graham, Matthew Gregory, BS
Hall, Aaron Marc, BS
Hansen, Wyatt J, BS
Hardman, Jaison Neff, BS
Hill, Thomas Mark, BS
Hirst, Kevin D, BS
Hoggard, Jason, BS
Holyoak, Avery Melissa Leigh, BS
Horne, Daniel Thomas, BS
Hulsey, Zachary James, BS
Jones, Carina Janalee, BS
Jorgensen, Tucker John, BS
Keniry, Todd P, BS
Kistler, Briana Rayne, BS
Langford, Ryan Nicholas, BS
Larkin, Jared Rick, BS
Lecheminant, Andrew W, BS
Li, Guangyao, BS
Lythgoe, Quinn Thomas, BS
Mangum, Jacob Lyman, BS
McRory, Jared W, BS
Morgan, Brooklyn, BS
Nelson, Joshua Taylor, BS
Nelson, Kaleb Moroni, BS
Nielsen, Heather Dawn, BS
Ochsenbein, Addison Troy, BS
Odd, Samuel David, BS
Orton, Jacob Gary, BS
Parsons, Erika Christine, BS
Polson, Dallin Mark, BS
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Roberts, Tyler Jay, BS
Runolfson, Marissa, BS
Sagers, Jackson D, BS
Sandberg, Benjamin Grant, BS
Searle, Tyler Ron, BS
Simmons, Camron Scott, BS
Singley, Dallas Jeffery, BS
Sparks, Dakota, BS
Su’a-Filo, Stephen Fogalepolo, BS
Sunderland, Ethan R, BS
Thompson, Seth Delos, BS
Thompson, Seth Daniel, BS
Thurston, Dillon Corey, BS
Torgersen, Taylor Christian, BS
Vaughn, Taylor, BS
Wagner, Mitchell D, BS
Webster, Dallen John, BS
Winget, Christian Wade, BS
Worrell, Blaine Clifford, BS
 
Computer Science 
Adams, Aaron Joseph, BS
Aguilar, Antonino V, BS
Ambler, Samuel Tyler, BS
Anderson, Braden Scott, BS
Andrade, Michael John, BS
Babcock, Colton Ray, BS
Barron, Brandon Scott, BS
Bates, Zerin David, BS
Bean, Scott Emerson, BS
Benoit, Nicholas Douglas, BS
Bickmore, Kaleb T, BS
Blackburn, Craig Robert Benjamin, BS
Bogart, Garrett Winter, BS
Bradshaw, Carson Anthony, BS
Bradshaw, Justin Jerry, BS
Browning, Gavin R, BS
Burke, Evan F, BS
Christensen, Nicholas Keller, BS
Clark, Rachel Roberts, BS
Cline, Stanford, BS
Coelho, Austin Nicholas, BS
Cook, Madeline Diane, BS
Cooper, Kyle Geoffrey, BS
Copier, Nathan Floris, BS
Darais, Christopher Conn, BS
Dawson, Joshua Curtis, BS
Dimick, Garrett Thomas, BS
Evans, Daniel Wayne, BS
Fairbanks, Ember, BS
Fairbourn, Justin Ander, BS
Falor, Brian Wendell, BS
Farnworth, Jeffrey M, BS
Fine, Aaron Thomas, BS
Gallegos, Chance Andrew, BS
García Cabrera, Carlos Guillermo, BS
Garner, Derek Thomas, BS
Ginos, Dustin Michael, BS
Gohier, Jeremy Anthony, BS
Gurney, Krista, BS
Hadley, Jacob Shane, BS
Haslam, Aaron, BS
Henrie, Landon Jense, BS
Hepworth, Ammon Abel, BS
Hermansen, McKade Lawrence, BS
Hernandez, Luis Zenaido, BS
Hirst, Colton Jared, BS
Holman, Jason Robert, BS
Isaac, Alexander D, BS
King, Adam Joseph, BS
Kinsey, Christopher James, BS
Kunz, David P, BS
Kvarfordt, Tanner J, BS
Lovell, Nathaniel Reed, BS
Lundahl, Bridget Lynn, BS
Manning, Haley Renee, BS
Martinez, Camron Blake, BS
Maxwell, Hailee Nikohle, BS
McLachlan, Ian John, BS
Mecham, Ryan Mckay, BS
Michaelis, Jeffrey Darrin, BS
Moe, Chit, BS
Morgenegg, Aaron Stephen, BS
Mortenson, Andrew David, BS
Mygrant, Kristofer John, BS
Nelson, Philip Gold, BS
Nielsen, Logan Michael, BS
Obray, Scott Thomas, BS
Oliveros, Daniel Felipe, BS
Pachner, Mason A, BS
Patterson III, Kent LeRoy, BS
Pedersen, Logan Hunter, BS
Petersen, Parker Scott, BS
Pollick, Tyler John, BS
Pougher, Ian David, BS
Ramirez, Raul Antonio, BS
Rasmuson, Zachary Dale, BS
Reese, Kyle Dennis, BS
Rizzo, Thomas C, BS
Roslee, Fatin Aisyah Yasmin Binti, BS
Roslee, Muhammad Faizz Amin 
  Bin, BS
Rossini Frangello, Ligia, BS
Sanchez, Kody Robert, BS
Simcox, Steven Dale, BS
Smith, Brandon John, BS
Stone, Brayden Dennis, BS
Stucki, Clay Jacob, BS
Sullivan, Shelsey Brinkerhoff, BS
Terry, Bradley D, BS
Tew, Adam James, BS
Thomas, Jack Lee, BS
Thompson, Jayden H, BS
Vaughan, Joshua Charles, BS
Ware, Rigdon Evan, BS
Wasden, Jeffrey K, BS
Wilcox, Jarom Jay, BS
Wiley, David Joseph, BS
Williams-Gilchrist, Andrew C, BS
Williamson, Kylie, BS
Winslett, Benjamin Zachary, BS
Wood, Justin Thomas, BS
Yeagley, J Arnold, BS
 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Allen, Braydan James, BS
Allred, Justin Michael, BS
Alsop, Eric T, BS
Berisa, Feyisa Miesa, BS
Blake, Gary M, BS
Burton, Parker L, BS
Chesnut, Michael Stewart, BS
Christensen, Tyler Clarke, BS
Cline, Jordan Daniel, BS
Colbert, Ian G, BS
Dennis, Stephen Boyd, BS
Durocher, Morgan J, BS
Fan, Xuecong, BS
Feichko, Kayden A, BS
Gerratt, Terran Rex, BS
Hatch, Rees Randall, BS
Helzer, William Sebastian, BS
Houston, Brady James, BS
Humble, James Scott, BS
Jensen, Jesse Hyrum, BS
Jepsen, Brett, BS
Johansen, John Blake, BS
Jones, Taylor Michael, BS
Larkin, Joshua Clair, BS
Lindstrom, Colton Paul, BS
Littlewood, Jeremy, BS
Lloyd, Richard Parkinson, BS
Lott, Jaron Kent, BS
Mansour, Mahmoud Abdelhakeem 
  Mohamed Amer Mohamed, BS
McKay, Robert Massengale, BS
Mecham, Noah Curtis, BS
Mielke, Eric C, BS
Mitchell, Frost Bennion, BS
Mitchell, Gary B, BS
Mortensen, Daniel Taylor, BS
Nimri, Layan Majed, BS
Olsen, Jake D, BS
Pettit, Aaron Scott, BS
Powell, Johnathan Lorimer, BS
Rawlings, Anthony Richard, BS
Ready, Derrick Aaron, BS
Richardson, Merlin Myketti, BS
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Ruskauff, Garrett John, BS
Sargent, Erik Ryan, BS
Saunders, Craig Robert, BS
Shumway, Mason Stuart, BS
Sicilia, Ashton A, BS
Snow, Jeffrey Alan, BS
Sorensen, Dana R, BS
Spencer, David Jonathan, BS
Stensland, Grant Cristian, BS
Thompson, Paden Allen, BS
Tracy, Robb Joshua, BS
Wall, Rachel K, BS
Wall, Trent, BS
Warner, Taylor A, BS
Welch, Trevor, BS
Withers, Derek R, BS
Zinke, Taylor Arthur, BS
 
General Studies 
Kim, Deok Moon, BS
Thorpe, Jason Derle, BS
 
Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering 
Abraham, Troy, BS
Adair, Brian Stanley, BS
Archibald, Kaden A, BS
Bach, Julie Suzanne, BS
Barrie, Cody Andrew, BS
Barsnick, Lance H, BS
Behan, Jacob Wayne, BS
Benson, Kristopher G, BS
Berghout, Matthew Ryan, BS
Bird, Chandler Mason, BS
Bowler, Garen Grant, BS
Bradley, Jordon Richard, BS
Brown, Alexander, BS
Bryan, Jacob A, BS
Burn, Katharine Zona, BS
Burton, Porter Theron, BS
Burton, Samantha Dawn, BS
Campbell, Mason Scott, BS
Carpenter, Devin Joshua, BS
Chaffee, Nathan, BS
Christensen, Brian Ross, BS
Clark, Jeffrey Dean, BS
Coates, Kyler C, BS
Collard, Colten Jack, BS
Conover, Jordan Michaelsz, BS
Cooley, Jayson Scott, BS
Cooper, Christopher Michael, BS
Costner, Hank Lee, BS
Cox, Devin Bryan, BS
Crapo, Allen James, BS
Dalrymple, Samuel Ellis, BS
Dautel, Andrew Ammon, BS
Davis, Braxton B, BS
Devitry-Smith, Jacob, BS
Droske, Scout Cody, BS
Droubay, Landon Scott, BS
Dudley, Tyler C, BS
Eichmeier, Braden S, BS
Evans, Shawn Brady, BS
Faulk, Gavin Anthony, BS
Ferris, Aaron Zachary, BS
Fonnesbeck, Jeffrey Norman, BS
Francks, Caleb, BS
Fronk, Joel, BS
Furman, Brandon Alexander, BS
Galovich, Tyson A, BS
George, Daniel Brett, BS
Goates, Cory Dalton, BS
Graf, Kevin C, BS
Griffiths, Trenton, BS
Hansen, Michael R, BS
Harman, Taylor, BS
Harris, Carygn Riley, BS
Hatch, Derek Wayne, BS
Hendrickson, Kyler Ryan, BS
Hess, Cody J, BS
Hodges, Torrin Christopher, BS
Holden, Aaron Neal, BS
Hone, Cleon Eugene, BS
Horne, Joseph Seth, BS
Hotchkiss, Travis M, BS
Housley, Elizabeth Anne, BS
Hudson, Nicholas Porter, BS
Huld, Nicholas W, BS
Huntington, Chance Lamar, BS
Hutchison, Presli, BS
Israelsen, Jacob Owen, BS
Janke, Byron DeRosier, BS
Jarrett, Steven Robert, BS
Jensen, Marcus P, BS
Jewkes, Jacob LaMar, BS
Johnson, Heath William, BS
Jouffray, Matthew Paul, BS
Kaiser, Jacob Keith, BS
Kalt, Brady Logan, BS
Kenison, Brandon K, BS
Krahn, Kevin James, BS
Krebs, Dallin Scott, BS
Kuitert, Zakery Ivan, BS
Ledbetter, Kaden Maclane, BS
Lichfield, Nathan B, BS
Lies, Teigan L, BS
Linville, Nathan Jon, BS
Lloyd, Kendall Parke, BS
Lynch, Spencer Mark, BS
Mabey, Blake Stewart, BS
Markos, Korbin J, BS
Mathews, Joshua Mark, BS
Matsen, John Jackson, BS
Mccall, Bron Gene, BS
Merkley, Matthew Don, BS
Miles, Jacob Steven, BS
Miller, Janelle Evelyn Sinamban, BS
Moore, Mason C, BS
Moritz, Kaleb J, BS
Nelson, Zachary B, BS
Ollerton, Patrick, BS
Olson, Erik Brendan, BS
Ormond, Nathan Allen, BS
Page, Zachary F, BS
Palmer, Nicholas Jonathan, BS
Parastino, Samuel Keith, BS
Patterson, Daniel Michael, BS
Peatross, Byron, BS
Peng, Jinshuo, BS
Petersen, Hayden Robert, BS
Pettingill, Chet Teawa, BS
Pickering, Jeremy Ryan, BS
Pratt, Daniel L, BS
Prieto, Daniel Alonso, BS
Pugsley, Trent W, BS
Ralston, Travis Cary, BS
Ramirez, Sean Michael, BS
Randall, Ryan Joseph, BS
Ransbottom, Tyler Jay, BS
Reeder, Broch, BS
Reid, Ryan Kaye, BS
Roberts, Wesley Jacob, BS
Rose, Travis James, BS
Rosqvist, Jacob Stein, BS
Rowley, Robert Joseph, BS
Ruesch, Jonathan Paul, BS
Salas, Adalberto, BS
Sanchez, Jordan, BS
Santos, Luis Santiago, BS
Schofield, Dallon Cory, BS
Scott, Cameron Carl, BS
Scott, Jaden Bo, BS
Servedio, Anthony, BS
Shawgo, Kristofer Owen, BS
Silva, Oscar Manuel, BS
Smith, Andrew William, BS
Smith, Travis Daniel, BS
Sommer, David Marcus, BS
Springmeyer, Christopher Lloyd, BS
Stewart, Austin Jay, BS
Swainston, Nathan Scott, BS
Taylor, Sydney Bryanna, BS
Thurgood, Jaden, BS
Waldram, Daniel W, BS
Weber, Coy R, BS
Weston, Eric Kyle, BS
Whiting, Alexis Mikael, BS
Wightman, William T, BS
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Wille, Joshua Robert, BS
Williams, Taggart Selar, BS
Wilson, Jason T, BS
Wilson, Zachary Layne, BS
Windley, Jacob Daniel, BS
Yang, Xinan, BS
Zorn, Camiel, BS
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Allen, Danielle Jae, BS
Allred, Dakota Ashley, BS
Ammirati, Jamie, BS 
Anderson, Sadie Nicole, BS
Anderson, Sydney, BS
Aston, McKenzie Ann, BS
Baldwin, Bridget Ann, BA
Bart, Abigail Elizabeth, BS
Beck, Alex, BS
Bergstrom, Keirston Jane, BS
Berryman, Kayla Sydney, BS
Biggs, Julia Ann, BS
Bingham, Madelyn Johannah, BA
Bitner, Jocelyn, BS
Bone, Cassidy, BS
Bourdon, Nicole Louise, BS
Bowen, Benjamin Wallace, BA
Brinkerhoff, Bailie Leahanne, BS
Brown, Zachary Brandon, BA
Bullock, Alexandra Jane, BA
Burbank, Tiahna Rachele, BS
Castillo, Adriana Paola, BA
Chalfant, Tiffany Elaine, BS
Clark, Chloe Dean, BS
Clark, Michaela Jayne, BS
Clark, Tambi Rachelle, BS
Colton, Elizabeth Renee, BS
Croft, Callie, BS
Croshaw, Sadie Elizabeth, BS
Daniel, Cory Michael, BS
Dillingham, Madison Kari, BS
Dinkel, Alisse Hart, BA
Duffin, Kristopher McKay, BS
Durrant, Cameron Michael, BS
Evenson, Wade Taylor, BS
Ferguson, Stephanie S, BS
Fleming, Savannah Lynn, BS
Foster, Andrea, BS
Frazier, Kaitlyn Denise, BS
Gagliano, Delaney Rose, BS
Gardner, Brandon Scott, BA
Gardner, Chelsie N, BS
Gillman, Macie L’aine, BS
Graham, Donald Landon, BA
Gregory, Zackary M, BS
Grover, Preston James, BS
Haas, Alexandra Jo, BS
Hagans, Sarah Diene, BS
Hansen, Emily Kate, BA
Hanson, Libbey A, BS
Harris, Alicia Rachelle, BS
Howard, Whitney, BA
Hurst, Tyler Bryan, BA
Jensen, Sky S, BS
Johnson, Brandon M, BS
Johnson, Kristine, BS
Joyner, Forrest David, BS
Kearl, Jenny Kay, BS
Kirkham Esq, Daniel Robinson, BS
Knaak, Stormy Lynn, BS
Kohler, Sarah Elizabeth, BS
Krebs, Jessica Stewart, BA
Lee, Thomas E, BA
Leonhardt, Sadie Jae, BS
Lichfield, Nathan B, BS
Lorenc, Miranda Skye, BS
Luebke, Bayli Elizabeth, BS
Lutes, Ruschelle Marie, BS
Lyman, Jacob Steven, BS
Macriss, John Robert, BS
MacSparran, Patricia, BS
Madsen, Darcie Jane, BS
McCulloch, Jessica Kimry, BS
McCurdy, Sara Marion, BS
Merrell, Steven Glen, BS
Metzler, Donna J, BS
Myers, Allyson Kay, BS
Myler, Kathryn Louise, BS
Nani, Jessica Kaye, BS
Nicholson, Christopher Randall, BS
Noyes, Danni Nicole, BS
Nuttall, Daina Christine, BS
Orton, Mandy Lynn, BS
Ostrum, Jessica Lynn Pearl, BA
Pearson, Anda G, BS
Peel, Elizabeth, BS
Pomeroy, Amanda Nichelle, BA
Quillen, Joseph C, BS
Ragsdale, Camille, BA
Randall, McKenzie, BS
Reed, Morgan Clay, BS
Reese, Lexie R, BS
Renn, Connor Joseph, BS
Rice, Bentlee, BS
Richens, Raymond Chantz, BA
Riddle, Dylan James, BA
Ripley, Karol Lyn, BS
Rodriguez, Angela Elena, BS
Romriell, Andrew J, BS
Ross, Tiffany Ann, BA
Runyan, Brooke, BS
Sanford, Morgan Diane, BA
Scoville, Brianna Leigh, BS
Simpson, Andrew Parker, BA
Skeen, Spencer D, BA
Smeltzer II, Mark Douglas, BS
Sommers, Victoria, BS
Sorensen, Jeremy Scott, BA
Spackman, Jessica Ann, BA
Spunaugle, Aimee Cherie, BS
Stearns, Amber Lichelle, BS
Stephen, Veronica Ann, BA
Stevenson, Lucille Lynne, BA
Stewart, Abigail Leigh, BS
Stricklan, Andrew, BS
Syme, Jaana Elise, BS
Tanner, Jon Justin, BA
Taylor, Darby Lyn, BS
Thomson, Adrian Jay, BS
Tingey, Brooke, BS
Tolman, Ashley Jeanne, BS
Toronto, Jonathan William, BA
Vaughn, Madison Nichole, BA
Walston, Tiffany, BS
Ward, Eliza, BS
Webster, Sadie M, BS
Welch, Brian, BS
Weston, Kyenna, BA
Wilson, Jennifer Elaine, BS
Wilson, Mackenzie, BS
Wright, Chelsey M, BA
Wykstra, Morgan Caroline, BS
 
General Studies 
Ficklin, Quin Rainier, BS
Hansen, Kellen Thomas, BS





Ambuehl, Jakob Herbert, BS
Appel, Lars Johan, BA
Asay, Britney Colette, BA
Ball, Dylan, BA
Bertrand, Daniel Alan, BA
Bobella, Alexandra Margot, BS
Bown, Beau Xavier, BA
Brayley, Eliezer Barnabas, BA
Brown, Brigitte Marie, BA
Budge, Bethany J, BS
Casey, Ian Doyle, BS
Christensen, Kaden Brant, BA
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Clayton, Natalie, BA
Conrad, Carl M, BS
Corry, Bria T, BA
Crane, Nathan J, BS
Dalton, Taylor James, BA
Farr, Katie Marie, BA
Feik, Sarah, BS
Forsberg, Brandon Michael, BS
French, Arie J, BS
Funk, Katrina Hansen, BA
Goodrich, Caitlin Strickland, BA
Halford, Brandon Royal, BS
Hart, Jace Cameron, BS
Hathaway, Tylor Brent, BS
Hayden, Jacob D, BA
Hill, Christine Elizabeth, BA
Humphrey, Tara Louise, BS
Hymas, Emily Rockwood, BA
Jackson, Savannah, BA
Jessop, Clint Ross, BA
Johnson, Jaylynn D, BS
Kelsey, Madison Emily, BA
Linford, Kimberley Anne, BA
Lisle, Julia Fay, BA
Loosli, Samantha, BA
Makin, Danielle, BA
McAlister, Tanner Davidson, BA
Merrell, Steven Glen, BS
Miles, Mckay Marie, BA
Morris, Kelcie Ann, BA
Morse, Katelyn Lea, BS
Nissim, Alexandra M, BA
Ormond, David William, BA
Pond, Sydney Lynn, BA
Reese, Derek J, BA
Sainsbury, Brynnan S, BA
Salazar, Nadia Lizette, BA
Salmon, Robert, BA
Schraegle, Christian P, BS
Sherwood, Matthew Spencer, BA
Sinnott, Thomas William, BA
Sluder, John Peter, BA
Sturgill, Chloe Madlin, BS
Sunderland, Dustin Matthew, BA
Troutner, Alexander C, BA
Urrutia Smith, Frankie Kristine, BA
Ward, Paul VanBilsen, BS
Wayman, David J, BA
Williams, Tameron Gentry Raines, BA
Winn, Mathew Lee, BA
Yancey, Michael Collins, BA
 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Blankmeyer, Sophia Elizabeth, BS
Bonnin, Codie Ann, BS
Bright, Christopher Ryan, BS
Brimhall, Melissa Jo, BS
Brown, Rachael, BS
Carling, Preston R, BA
Draper, Shauntae Michele, BS
Drichta, Anna Katherine, BS
Earl, Alexus, BS
Enniss-Poe, Hollie Ann, BS
Garcia, Joia Miriah, BS
Gardner, Rhiannon Nichole, BS
Goodwin, Ryan Bryce, BA
Grimes, Hunter, BS
Hansen, Kaylee Jordin, BS
Hatch, Weslie, BS
Heaton, Emily, BS
Hervey, Justen Lee, BS
Iniguez, Moroni, BS
Johnson, Jennica Williams, BS
Jolley, Debra D, BS
Juneau, Katherine Afton, BS
Keil, Eric Alan, BS
LaMar, Denis Noel, BS
Lewis, Bailey Marianne, BS
Marquardson, Hillary, BS
Maskell, Scott Brian, BS
McKee, Kirt Barfuss, BA
Miller-Moylan, Lexus Dyllan Kualii, BS
Nelson, Christine Hansen, BS
Ostler, Camille, BA
Palmer, Mindy Marie, BS
Rasmussen, Ford Adam, BS
Richens, Jessica, BS
Secrist, Cody Ryan, BS
Smith, Ryan Keagy, BS
Thurber, Madison Rae, BS
Timoteo, Lisa Mortensen, BS
Ursenbach, Laria Lubow, BS
Wallace, Catherine Anne, BS
 
Journalism and Communication 
Achen, Christy, Katherine, BS
Aedo, Zachary Mathias, BS
Aguirre, Yazmine Rei, BS
Allred, Allison Mae, BS
Allred, McKenna Clare, BS
Atkinson, Brittany, BS
Bagshaw, Taylor Quinn, BA
Bahr, Jensie Elizabeth, BS
Bart, Abigail Elizabeth, BS
Bennett, Lauren Marie, BS
Bindrup, Alex R, BS
Brady, Brendon Michael, BS
Bullock, Shalee D, BS
Burt, Spencer Ashcraft, BS
Callaway, Hannah Marie, BS
Cavaness, Paige, BA
Collins, Edison A, BS
Cook, Austin Russell, BS
Draper, Natalie Nicole, BS
Dryden, Jessica, BS
Emerson, Taylor James, BS
Engel, Aerity Noelle, BS
Esparza Porras, Monica, BS
Evans, Natalie A, BS
Evans, Tessa Sue, BS
Fietkau, Austin Reed, BS
Gammill, Kellianne, BS
Gunnell, Mason Thomas, BS
Heaps, Nicole, BS
Hendricks, Hailey Nicole, BS
Hernandez, Jordan, BS
Hickok, Shandrea Marie, BS
Hook, Kelcey Chantelle, BS
Hopkins, Ashley N, BS
Howard, Shanie Lee, BS
Jarman, Jessica, BS
Johnson, Jaden Crockett, BS
Johnson, Zoe Mikelle, BS
Kane, Jenna Lee, BS
Kendell, Jaiden, BS
La Rue, Corryn N, BS
Layton, Bailey Love, BS
Lundell, Ashley MaryAnne, BA
Mangum, Weston Thomas, BS
McDonald, Hannah Noelle, BS
Mcfarland, Makayla Anne, BS
Moon, Braxton Alexander, BS
Morris, Danielle Shirley, BS
Mortensen, Matilyn Kay, BS
Nielsen, Erin Elizabeth, BA
Nielsen, Megan Beth, BS
Olson, Jacob Andrew, BS
Penman, Cody David, BS
Phippen, Daniel Alan, BS
Reid, David Jonathan, BS
Richins, Alexis Grace, BS
Robins, Cambrey Jo, BS
Roeling, Taylor Nicole, BS
Rogers, Zachary Leonard, BS
Russell, Bobbee Joy, BA
Sanchez, Monica Denisse, BA
Scoresby, Mikayla Diane, BS
Smith, Colleen, BS
Smith, Madison Shaye, BS
Solarte, Cassandra J, BS
Teichert, Bronson M, BS
Toa, Isabel Moanikealaoka’Awapuhi, BS
Wildfoerster, Carly Cooper, BS
Williams, Lindsay Ann, BA
Witzel, Joshua Bryan, BS




Languages, Philosophy, and 
Communication Studies 
Adachi, Kengo James, BA
Adams, Anne Elizabeth, BA
Aldrete, Nancy Elizabeth, BA
Ambrose, Jonathan Lafollette, BS
Anderson, Porter, BA
Andrus, Kyle C, BA
Andrus, Roman Merrill, BA
Andus, Riley, BA
Anstine, Saige, BS
Aratari, Joseph William, BS
Archibald, Kaitlin, BS
Austin, Danielle Laree, BS
Avila, Sarai, BA
Baker, Aleksandra Nicole, BA
Ball, Ryan James, BA
Barclay, Kennedie Kate, BS
Barnard, Emma Joan, BS
Barnes, Rian Dean, BA
Baugh, Jose Rafael, BA
Beane, Emily Rebecca, BA
Beane, Nathan Thomas, BA
Benallie, Troy James, BA
Benard, Beau Jay, BS
Bennett, Lindsay, BA
Birch, Caden M, BA
Blad, Janet Lyn, BS
Bocanegra, Azalia Yvette, BA
Braegger, Clara Jane, BS
Brana Martinez, Maria Dolores, BA
Briones, Emily Rose, BS
Brown, Nicholas, BS
Bullock, Alexandra Jane, BA
Bullock, Brian, BA
Bunderson, Cole, BS
Bundy, Hannah Elizabeth Louisa, BS
Busby, Joseph D, BS
Calderwood, Celeste, BA
Callan, Brianna Celeste, BA
Campos, Ruth, BA
Carter, Jadyn Ryan, BA
Chandler, Megan Jael, BA
Chen, Stanton J, BA
Clark, Austin, BA
Conrad, Aumanae Beth, BA
Cook, Christopher Allen, BA
Cooper, Harrison Colette, BA
Cutler, Nathan Cade, BS
Cutler, Timothy James, BA
Dalton, Erik Adams, BA
Darrington, Jack Leroy, BS
De Jong, Franklin Louis, BS
Dehlin, Tori, BA
DeLanda, Rachel Michelle, BA
Deuel, Mckayla M, BS
Dolan, Megan Gayle, BA
Duckworth, Allie Layne, BS
Duersch, Keaton, BS
Eckman, Kassia N, BS
Elwood, Grayson Eric, BS
Emery, Gabrielle, BA
Endres, Carsyn Jane, BA
Esparza Porras, Monica, BS
Evans, Rebekah Wheatley, BS
Fairbanks, Melody Angelique, BA
Fisher, Lance Tyler, BS
Fisher, Mason E, BA
Frandsen, Nathan Todd, BS
Freestone, Amanda Jordan, BA
Fuentes, Jessica Joyce, BA
Garrett, Joseph Lyle, BA
Grigg, Dorothy Rachelle, BA
Gubler, Kennedi Leigh, BS
Gummersall, Cassidy Kay, BA
Gurr, Jordan Ty, BS
Hanks, Nathan K, BA
Harrison, McKay Nicole, BS
Haynes, McAlister Nicole, BA
Hernandez, Anna Belen, BA
Hicken, Dustin Gregory, BA
Hixson, Parker King, BA
Howell, Erica Lee, BS
Howell, Tanner Oray, BA
Huerta, Simone Nicole, BA
Huffcutt, Lauren Michal, BA
Hull, Jordan D, BA
Hulsey, Spencer Wade, BA
Idso, Connor Grant, BA
Innis, Jessie Anne, BS
Isaacson, Rachel Christine, BS
Jimenez, Grecia Andrea, BA
Johnson, Brianne Amy, BS
Kennington, Richard Skyler, BA
Kimball, Stephen Philip, BA
Kishikawa, Yuko, BA
Klaass, Brooke Nicole, BA
Knott, Samantha Jo, BS
Krebs, Jessica Stewart, BA
Larsen, Charles Jacob, BA
Larsen, Kendrick Cree, BA
Lewis, Stefani, BS
Lindsay, Cortlyn Shae, BS
Lindsey, Brittany D, BA
Lippert, Christian Walter, BA
Lisle, Julia Fay, BA
Lohmeyer, Remington Tate, BA
Lundberg, Nathan Reed, BS
Madsen, Jenna, BA
Maier, Shanley, BA
Manning, Chase James, BA
Markham, Austyn Dayle, BS
Martin, Savanna, BS
Martindale, Landen P, BS
Martini, Jaycie Gwen, BS
McArthur, Kaden S, BS
Merrell, Keilani B, BS
Milligan, Lauree Alisa, BA
Milne, Whitney Ann, BS
Minor III, Richard Holmes, BA
Mitchell, Thaddeus Kidd, BS
Moffitt, Sadie Lynn, BS
Montoya, Grant Everett, BA
Morgart, William Raymond, BA
Morris, Benjamin Lawrence, BA
Morris, Kelcie Ann, BA
Mozingo, Sara Caitlyn, BS
Nelson, Annika Margret, BA
Ngo, Bailee Kyana, BA
Nielsen, Darin M., BS
Nieman, Sarah Ileene, BA
Norton, Savanna C, BA
Nuila, Dalia Lorena, BA
Olsen, Kimberly Young, BS
Olson, Chandler Trenton, BS
Ormond, Nathan Allen, BA
Oyler, Tiffany Robbins, BS
Palmer, Courtenae Irene, BA
Perez, Linda C, BA
Petersen, Bobbi, BS
Petersen, Tanner, BS
Peterson, Casey J, BA
Peterson, Gage Thomas, BS
Pollard, Holland Joanette, BS
Pond, Sydney Lynn, BA
Pope, Elizabeth Sara, BS
Prier, Seth Stephen, BS
Purser, Jerron Calvin, BA
Ramirez-Lopez, Gorety Mayeli, BA
Rayfield, Cole, BA
Reyes, Angel, BS
Rigby, Nathan G, BS
Robbins, Chasen David, BA
Robbins, Ryan L, BA
Robinson, Arthur Bryar, BA
Rollins, Jacob Eyre, BA
Rucker, Sidney Nicole, BS
Sargent, Robert Jay, BA
Scheidel, Brandon Franklin, BA
Schraegle, Christian P, BS
Searle, Kelton Ryan, BS
Shaw, Alina Jacqueline, BA
Smart, Jaimee, BS
Smith, Austin M, BS
Sorensen, Sharol Lyn, BA
Southern, Steven James, BA
Southwick, Madeline Joan, BA
Spackman, Hayley Rae, BA
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Spencer, Nicolas Mark, BA
Steed, Jordan Tanner, BS
Stephen, Veronica Ann, BA
Stone, Jackson Dellon, BA
Straley, Brian, BA
Swearingen, Erin Elizabeth, BS
Tano, Jarem Kiyoshi, BA
Terry, Carina LeeAnn, BS
Thiriot, Megan Miner, BA
Thomas, Austin Don, BA
Thomas, Brittnie Felix, BS
Thompson, Jennilee Josephine, BA
Thurston, Brandon K, BA
Tinsley, Nathan, BA
Toronto, Jonathan William, BA
Turner, Emily M, BA
Veibell, Abby, BA
Vieyra, Jose Alfredo Jimenez, BA
Wakley, Molly Mikelle, BS
Wanner, Lyssa Jo, BA
Warnes, Brian Craig, BA
Webb, Taylor Catherine, BS
Whitehead, Amelia Crandall, BA
Willes, Caitlin Jade, BS
Wilson, Joshua Rod, BS
Windley, Maddison Haddock, BA
Winters, Lauren Victoria, BA
Wolfley, Robert, BS
Worwood, Jared Vincent, BA
Yamada, Luke Thomas, BA
 
Political Science 
Abdullahi, Kasim Issa, BS
Achiu, Spencer Edward, BS
Allen, Aline Ferreira, BA
Allen, Zachary Levi, BS
Allred, McKenna Clare, BS
Anderson, Austin Ryan, BA
Biggs, Darby Marie, BS
Bills, Danielle, BA
Bisbee, Matthew Clint, BS
Borup, Weston Cory, A
Bryant, Jocelyn A, BS
Burge, Samuel Aaron, BS
Burk, Brandee Lyn, BA
Carlson, Kamillia Kanani Talaave 
  Laulu, BS
Carlson, Spencer Joseph, BA
Cholico, Maria Alexis, BS
Claassen, Allie Elizabeth, BS
Cook, Andrew Powell, BA
Coombs, Breanna Burton, BS
Covarrubias, Paola Elizabeth, BS
Crane, Tyler Matthew, BA
Crist, Courtney Lyn, BA
Del Pozo Pena, Melanie De los 
  Angeles, BS
Driggs, Alex Nicole Singerman, BA
Durante, Eliana Monique, BA
Echard, Andrew Christian, BA
Ellsworth, Sean Michael, BS
Empey, Matthew Rees, BS
Forsberg, Brandon Michael, BS
Forsgren, Bronte, BS
Fry, Justin Karl, BS
Gagliano, Delaney Rose, BS
Garcia, Helaman, BA
Gillespie, Micala Hope, BS
Gonzales, Devon Michael, BS
Gossner, Chantelle Larae, BS
Graham, Donald Landon, BA
Graham, Stevie Renee, BS
Gray, Joshua T, BS
Gregson, Maddison Marie, BA
Hess, Braden Leonard, BS
Howell, Jackson Douglas, BA
Ingleby, Kelli L, BS
Jackson, Samuel Nathan, BS
Jensen, Erika, BS
Jimenez, Nahomi Marie, BA
Johnson, Alexander Anthony, BS
Jones, Ruth Ann, BA
Judkins, Samuel Clint, BS
Labonty, George Austin, BS
Lamp, Reilly Nealon, BS
Langley, Joseph Oren, BA
Larsen, Allison Paige, BA
Larsen, Justine Sarah Ines, BA
Larson, Zachary M, BS
Leishman, Rachel Anne, BS
Lewis, Brandon Michael, BA
Lyons, Natalie, BS
Matina, Maggie R, BA
McArthur, Kaden S, BS
McKinnon, Christian Fife, BA
Mickelsen, Dalton Matthew, BS
Moffat, Charles Joseph, BS
Mohler, Austin James, BS
Morin, Russell Jeffrey, BS
Mullins, Melanie, BA
Nissim, Alexandra M, BA
Olson, Jacob Andrew, BS
Palmer, Candice Fay, BS
Penner, Hannah L, BA
Perry, Lindsay Rebecca, BA
Petersen, Tanner, BS
Peterson, Conner S, BS
Peterson, Kenneth David, Bs
Phillips, Raymond Boyd, BA
Pigott, Peter David, BA
Porter, Sarah Joan, BA
Prier, Seth Stephen, BS
Rasmussen, Meg Elizabeth, BA
Reid, Jordan Neil, BS
Richardson, Cameron Scott, BS
Riddle, Mariah Sue, BA
Roberts, Kathleen Amelia, BA
Roberts, Trevin Zachary, BS
Rocquemore, Jontrell Jatione, BS
Rodriguez, Rebekah Lynn, BS
Schafer, Dreyton Jarrett, BA
Schafer, Holly Marie, BS
Schneider, Megan Amanda, BS
Shaum, Jake Colton, BA
Sheets, Hannah, BA
Shomo, Logan Elliott, BA
Sparks, Kennen Les, BA
Syme, Jaana Elise, BS
Taylor, Dylan Matthew, BS
Townsend, Blake Arron, BS
Turner, Emily M, BA
Varela, Jennifer, BS
Waite, Trevin Shill, BA
Wasden, Brant R, BS
Weaver, Mica Tanner, BS
West, Cameron, BA
West, Markyle A, BA
Wiese, Jacob Grady, BA
Windholz, Martin Wilson, BS
Wright, Abigail, BS
 
Sociology, Social Work, And 
Anthropology 
Aarhus, Amee M, BS
Adeoye Sr, Adewale Matthew, BS
Ahlheim, Erika K, BS
Albertoni, Alexis Ruby, BS
Allen, Ashley, BS
Allison, Hailey Anne, BA
Anderson, Alexis Alys, BS
Anderson, Erin L, BS
Arnold, Aspen Nicole, BS
Auger, Kjerstin Ann, BS
Austin, Kourtney Brooke, BS
Bagley, Amelia Ann, BS
Bailey, Madison Nicole, BS
Baisch, Tyler, BS
Barber, Teri Ann, BS
Bauck, Tasha Kay, BS
Becenti, Kelly L, BS
Becker, Aaron, BS
Bell, Justin Lee, AC 
Bell, Rosalynn Marie, AC
Benally, Clydene, BS
Berlin, Amy Marie, AC
Blakeley, Emily Ruth, BS
Blanchard, Ashley Elizabeth, BS
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Bohm, Kathryn Anne, BS
Brady, Claire S, BS
Briggs, Dakota Ray, BS
Briggs Ott, Mary Hannah, BS
Brinton, Zoe Marie, BS
Broderick, Morgan Jean, BS
Brown, Alissa, BS
Budge, Bethany J, BS
Burnhope, Roger F, AC
Carlsen, Casey F, AC
Carter, Amy Marie, BS
Carter, Jhulien Usiah, BS
Carter, Korri Rene, BS
Castillo, Adriana Paola, BA
Castillo, Sadie Marie, BS
Christiansen, Nicole Lynn, BS
Clark, Emma Myrl, BS
Clark, Jessica Lee, BS
Collins, Carly Taylor, BS
Corpac, Sabrina Da Silva, BS
Cottle, Mckenzie Maria, BS
Cowley, Trista LaRue, BS
Cox, Brittany Elizabeth, BS
Cragun, Chase Dee, BS
Cragun, Levi Ervin, BS
Critchfield, Kayla, BS
Crow, Kelly Catherine, BS
Delozier, Krista L, BS
Dickson, Sierra, BS
Draper, Rachel Marie, AC
Dubois, Kristina Michele, BS
Dudash, Cora Janese, BS
Duke, Sarah Julianne, BS
Egbert, Katie, BS
El Soufi, Mohamad, BS
Eldredge, Holly Maaren, BA
Elliott, Madison Jo, BS
Ellis, Kaitlin M, BS
Elmer, Justin R, BS
Etsitty, Machelle R, BS
Farnsworth, Jay Austin, BS
Fordham, Anna M, BS
Fowler, Nichole I, BS
Freemantle, Colton John, BS
Fulkerson, Morgan E, BA
Furner, Jessica Aimee, BA
Gale, Kelsey Dawn, BS
Gallegos, Joshua Nicholas, AC
Gamble, Skylar Christine, BS
Garcia-Perez, Jennifer, BA
Gibbons, Kierra Clothiel, BS
Gill, Julia Veniece, BS
Gomez, Viridiana, AC
Goodsell, Rebecca Jean, BS
Gray, Madison A, BS
Greenstone, Carminda Jo, BS
Grichuhin, Tabatha Ann, BS
Grimshaw, Broderick Tate, BS
Grossman, Lyda Ly, BS
Gubler, Natalie JoAnn, BS
Gulbrandsen, Rachael Michelle, BS
Haas, Madalyn, BS
Hales, Jentrie Taylor, BS
Hamblin, Jyeles Jade, BS
Hampton, Kade S, BS
Hansen, Jenna L, BS
Hansen, Rebekah Kristine, BS
Hart, Emily K, BS
Harward, Sara Ellen, BS
Hawke, Tein Daniel, BS
Hawkins, Grace Ellen, BS
Hiatt, Heidi Sarinda, BS
Hickman, Kyle Elmo, BS
Hillman, Allison Margery, BS
Holt, Alexander John, BS
Howell, Holly, BS
Huber, Amanda M, BS
Hubert, Sarah Elise, BS
Hughes, Heather J, BS
Hulce, Mason Wendell, AC
Hunsaker, Hadley J, BS
Hunsaker, Mallory Lynne, BS
Hunter, Maegan, BS
Hymas, Megan, BS
Jankowski, Hailey Nicole, BS
Jeffers, Krystal Ann, BS
Jenkins, Braedon Shane, AC
Jewkes, Jacob Tanner, BS
Joe, Ronalda, BS
Johnson, Amber, AC
Johnson, Jessica Christina, BS
Johnson, Micaela Marie, BS
Johnston, Kelsey Ruth, BS
Jones, Debra L, AC
Judd, Jordan Shea, BS
Kelley, Allison R, BS
Kener, Harrison B, BS
Kessel, Jacquelyn Marie, BS
Kropschot, Levi Christian, AC
Kuehl, Tiffani Amber, BS
Lapadat III, Arthur David, BS
Larsen, Alenka, BS
Lasley, Tomi, BS
Latu, Ofa Liahona, BS
Leavitt, Olivia Nicole, BS
Lee, Christina Rebecca, BS
Leiker, Dylan James, BS
Leishman, Rachel Anne, BS
Lyman, Jon Cortlan, BS
Mara, Kirsten, BA
Marble, Rochelle Mikala, BS
Marin, Armando Salvador, BS
Marshall, Amie Ray, BS
Martin, Erica Lynne, BS
Martinez, Brianna Jaden, BS
Matagi, Sulia Letu, BS
Mathis, Raven Christine, AC
Matson, Jordan Jae, BS
May, Michelle, BS
McClain, Morgan Jessica, BS
McDougle, Abigail Lynn, BS
Mecham, Samantha Baldwin, BS
Medlin, Chandler, BS
Mefford, Hannah Christian, BS
Merrill, Lindzee Doris, BS
Metelko, April Ann, BS
Milne, Kaylee, BS
Milovich, Alyssa Anne, BS
Molina, Carina, BS
Mondragon, Colton Blake, BA
Montgomery, Devonna Kim, BS
Moyle, Ryan Matthew, BS
Mueller, Madison Max, BS
Murphy, Brook Whitney, BS
Mythen, Josephine Allis, BS
Nabity, Samantha Marie, BS
Nebeker, Kendra Rene, BS
Nelson, Macaley Laine, BS
Nelson, Michael Richard, BS
Norton, Natalie Brooke, BS
Nuttall, Breanna Ashley, BS
Oldroyd, Kennedi, BS
Olsen, Alyssa Morgan, AC, BS
Olsen, Megan Elizabeth, BS
Osmer, Dakota James, BS
Osmond, Kalia Marie, BS
Page, Abigail Rose, BS
Painter, Derrick, BS
Palma, Dianna Belen, BS
Perkins, Jolyn Low, BS
Petersen, Hannah Corry, BS
Peterson, Carrie Rae, BS
Powers, Heather, AC, BS
Preston, Allison, BS
Prieto, Destiny Joy, BA
Rabe, Lydia M, AC
Rasmussen, Megan, BS
Raymond, Dax Berkeley, BA
Reese, Kylie N, AC
Regan, Simone Yvonne, BS
Robinson, Ashlynn Rose, BS
Rockwood, Nicole Brooke, BS
Rocquemore, Jontrell Jatione, BS
Rodgers, Kaitlin Ruth, BS
Rodriguez, Katrina J, BS
Roth, MaKaylee Shaye, BS
Sahely, Zachary R, BS
Schade, Jay Richard, BS
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Scott, Allison Dynett, BS
Searle, Nadia R, BS
Seely, Katherine Grace, BS
Sharp, McKayla, BS
Sheahan, Nicholas Paul, BS
Shiner, Devan Marie, BS
Shumway, Carly Tatum, BS
Shumway, Grady Carlo, BS
Smallcomb, Tayli Beth, BA
Smith, Sierra E, BS
Snapp, Anthony Coy, AC, BS
Sorenson, Hadli Myrene, BS
Springmeyer, Alicia Linnea, BS
Stock, Rebecca Claire, BS
Stott, Sydney Lauren, BS
Stull, Amy Lee, BS
Sweeney, Emma Anne, BS
Tache, Kenneth H, BS
Tamaivena, Suliasi N, BS
Tarver, Ron’quavion, BS
Taylor, Abby Marie, BS
Taylor Jr, Sean Enrico Frank, BS
Templeton, Jake, BS
Topham, Marissa Joann, BS
Totsoni, Nachelle Lynn, AC
Trujillo, Ricci L, BS
Turner, Brandon Riley, BS
VanZanten, Desiree, BS
Walden, Tanya Elaine, BS
Walton, Bonnie Marie, BS
Wanner, Joshua J, BS
Weber, Cheyenne K, BS
Wells, Melissa T, BS
West, Jonathan E, BS
Wilde, Maxwell Mark, BS
Wildman, Jacoby, BA
Williams, Dayley Nichole, BS
Williams, Julia Luella, BS
Windholz, Martin Wilson, BS
Woodward, Reagan Lynne, BS
Woolston, Ashley Marie, BS
Zarate, Emma, BS
Ziegler, Alexandria Ann, BA
Zinn, Meghan Anne, BS
S.J. AND JESSIE E. QUINNEY 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES
Chris Luecke, Dean
Environment and Society 
Banda, Adan, BS
Bauer, Jason Robert, BS
Bennett, Vincent Blake, BS
Blankinship, Lindsey, BS
Buhr, Terrance Patrick, BS
Bybee, Cassidy Shianne, BS
Childs, Cory Greg, BS
Clark, Holly L, BS
Clayton, Anna Mathilde, BS
Cobo, Melissa, BS
Costanzo, Sean Paul, BS
De Jong, Franklin Louis, BS
Dever, Chelise, BS
Ellsworth, Joseph David, BS
Ely, Tyler H, BS
Garfield, John Richard Keola, BS
Glackin, Ian James, BS
Hatfield, Bryce S, BS
Heaps, Brooke, BS
Hilmes, Michael Joseph, BS
Humberg, Richard, BS
Hyden, Kristene Kay, BS
Jenkins, Charles Patrick, BS
Jess, Richard Adam, BS
Jewell, Matthew Lynn, BS
Johns, Allison, BS
Kelly, Kimberly Lynne, BS
Kennedy, Colton, BS
Krumwiede, Mark, BS
Lammers, Dalton D, BS
Leidich, Kirsten Marie, BS
Long, Lorenzo Abinadi, BS
Ludlow, Zachariah K, BS
Lund, Anthony H, BS
Lytle, Stephen Hamilton, BS
Molina, Noemi E, BS
Morgan, Paige Lauren, BS
Morris, Jacob, BS
Nelson, Janelle Kuchar, BS
Nielsen, Patrick Joseph, BS
Reese, Alison Marcia, BS
Risley, Jordan Kamuela Okalani, BS
Robinson, Holly Jane, BS
Rohloff, Havaleh Rose, BS
Ross, Sarah Elizabeth, BS
Schooley, Catherine Irene, BS
Smith, Brooke Alexander, BS
Sparks, Sydnee Rachel, BS
Taylor, Aurora Kathleen, BS
Trout, Casey A, BS
Waltz, James Patrick, BS
Yoo, Kwang Il, BS
 
General Studies 
Barnes, Gypsy Rain, BS
Evans, Gerald Lynn, BS
Gledhill, Nicole, BS
Knight, Trevor K, BS
Maggard, Dillon Kyle, BS
Renae, Todd, BS
Squires, Ashley Nicole, BS
Stevenson, Matthew Lynn, BS
Yadon, Sean Kent, BS
 
Watershed Sciences 
Arnold, Tyler Lee, BS
Capito, Lindsay, BS
De Ceasar, Bryan, BS
Devey, Mark R, BS
Elkin, Colten Michael, BS
Kilmer, Justin Neil, BS
Kromanaker, Mariah L, BS
Sedgwick, Samuel Aaron, BS
Todecheene, Kyle, BS
Van Valkenburg, Audree Joy, BS
 
Wildland Resources 
Allen, Lindsey N, BS
Anderton, Wesley Jason, BS
Bailey, Sierra, BS
Barkley, Hali LuAnn, BS
Beazer, Kimberly Rae, BS
Bell, Mark Edward, BS
Benson, Connor Brooks, BS
Bottemer, Rhiannon Marie, BS
Bryan, Rayce Alton, BS
Burgess, Madison, BS
Carter, Landon Ross, BS
Cary, Jenna Louise, BS
Chesley, Morgan, BS
Cooper, Jonathan, BS
Crowley, Etta Lea, BS
Davis, Joseph C, BS
DeBerard, Cal Weston, BS
DeMasters, Thomas Ethan, BS
Dursteler, Jake, BS
Farnsworth, Rickard Jace, BS
Hallows, Ethan Glenn, BS
Hart, Anders Peter, BS
Harvell, Chloe Rose, BS
Hutchinson, Jaren Dylan, BS
Huybregts, Hattie M, BS
Iorg, Madalin McCall, BS
Irish, Todd Max, BS
Jensen, Rylee, BS
Jeppson, Talon Jason, BS
Johnson, Andrea Jo, BS
Johnson, Daniel Alexander, BS
Johnson, Jeremy, BS
Kemp, Mason Lund, BS
Kimball, Daniel, BS
Klein, Angelia Marie, BS
Kliewer, Kasy Dean, BS
Larkin, Tara Breann, BS
Lewis, Troy Justin, BS
Litster, Maribah Sue, BS
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Macriss, Nicholas C, BS
Mrak, Kyle Andrew, BS
Munson, Matthew Gene, BS
Nay, Matthew I, BS
Nelson, Cassandra Alyce, BS
Newbold, Dalton James, BS
Parkinson, Hayley, BS
Pellegrini, Kelsie Naomi, BS
Phariss, Delaney Michelle, BS
Price III, William John, BS
Saxton, Tahnee June, BS
Smith, Kristi Ann, BS
Smith, Tiffany Sabalones, BS
Solis-Stokes, Sienna, BS
Stachewicz, Jacob, BS
Stokes, Cierra Dawn, BS
Sundet, Dani Lynn, BS
Tanner, KiLee, BS
Thomas, Rebecca Jane, BS
Trogstad, Oaklee Marie, BS
Tso, Kevin, BS
Turner, Matthew David, BS
Von Zastrow, Maximilian Karl, BS
Warren, Cheyne Alison, BS
Webster, Sarah Elizabeth Grace, BS
White, Spenser Aaron, BS





Ainsworth, Hailee Ruth, BS
Al-Ajwadee, Zaid Rafea, BS
Anderson, Benjamin Mark, BS
Anderson, Taylor Brynn, BS
Arreola, Jose Antonio, BS
Austin, Mikayla Anne, BS
Baggoo, Mathew, BS
Barlow, Ellison P, BS
Bateman, Brandt Trevor, BS
Beers, Braxton Scott, BS
Bell, Hunter Bryce, BS
Bennett, Stephen Tate, BS
Benson, Katheryn Jamieson, BS
Berggren, Sarah, BS
Berry, Adam, BS
Betz, Rebecca L, BS
Bishop, Chelsea, BS
Blotter, Dallan James, BS
Bobella, Alexandra Margot, BS
Boettcher, Katelin Marie, BS
Boyle, Garrett Craig, BS
Bredthauer, Leslie Marie, BA
Brian, Douglas Scott, BS
Campbell, Kimberly Marie, BS
Chamorro, David, BS
Chase, Macquel, BS
Christensen, Tanner Elmo, BS
Christiansen, Tyler Craig, BS
Collier, Andrew T, BA
Cowan, Colton Mark, BS
Cummins, Kent Richard, BS
Dahl, Braden John, BA
Dalton, Erik Adams, BS
Dewey, Matthew James, BS
Donaldson, Walter Lynn, BS
Drury, Seth Montgomery, BS
Dryden, Chloe Christine, BS
Dutson, Tavia Lauren, BS
Eaton, Christian Willis, BS
Eck, Karlee J, BS
Elgan, Benjamin Paul, BS
Flitton, Drew Trent, BS
Froerer, Devin Louis, BS
Garn, Jake Teichert, BS
Gawrys Jr, Steven Paul, BS
Gee, Jordan Devear, BS
Gibson, Scott A, BS
Gleue, Derek, BS
Gold, Hanna Pauline-Jean, BS
Gomez, Daniel, BS
Gonter, Chade Tanner, BS
Goodnight, Kristoffer Michael, BS
Grooms, Nicholas Olson, BA
Gudmundson, Michael Kay, BS
Haggi, Wsaal Mohammedsafa, BS
Hamilton, Kelsea A, BS
Hancey, Tanner Brian, BS
Hancey, Trae J, BS
Harper, Nya Kim, BS
Harward, Brinnlie Ellen, BS
Hauck, Kurtis Gregory, BS
Haynie, Nicholas Wayne, BS
Hernandez, Karina, BS
Hoffman, Abigail Mae, BS
Hohman, Spencer Robert, BS
Holland, James F, BS
Horne, Neil Y, BS
Horning, Karissa Michelle, BS
Jenkins, Chelsea Dawn, BS
Jensen, Forrest Donel, BS
Jensen, Heidi Jean, BS
Johnson, Aaron Jay, BS
Kalt, Teal Kiley, BS
Keller, Kandyce Glynn, BS
Khamidova, Mokhinur, BS
Khan, Asfand Yar, BS
King, Kaylie, BS
Kline, Russell Marion, BS
Larimer, Alaina Lynette, BS
Larsen, Matthew Harris, BS
Lasley, Elizabeth Anne, BS
Law, Brendan Call, BS
Leavitt, Jeremy Logan, BS
Leavitt, Kailey, BS
Lindsay, Thuy Tien Thi, BS
Longaker, Abigail L, BS
Lorenc, Miranda Skye, BS
Magby, Andrea L, BS
Mansfield, Alexandra Nancy, BS
Mathis, Tyler Rex, BS
McCullough, Meghan Brittany, BS
McEwan, Brennan Connor, BS
Merkley, Jefferson Allen, BS
Midgley, Ryan Robert, BS
Muriya, Fatimah Abdulaziz A, BS
Nellesen, Dustin Allen, BS
Nelson, Michael T, BS
Nguyen, My Hoang, BS
Nichols, Gavin, M, BS
Nielsen, Taylor James, BS
Nielson, Darrin Nathan, BS
Odum, Schyler J, BS
Payne, Nathan Allen, BS
Perkes, Cody Max, BS
Peterson, Christian Michael, BS
Quayle, Casey Afton, BS
Ramos, Jose M, BS
Reid, Joshua, BS
Rice, Shannon Noel, BS
Rizzo, Erica Suzanne, BS
Rodman, Taryn M, BS
Rodriguez, Jacob Andrew, BS
Rowan, Colten Christopher, BS
Russell, Taylor David, BA
Schmid, Haley Michelle, BS
Schouten, Daniel R, BS
Schvaneveldt, Jacob Brent, BS
Scovill, Jacob Dean, BS
Searle, Nicholas B, BS
Shaw, Kaitlynn, BS
Skiby, Derek John, BS
Smith, Easton Ole, BS
Smith, Sarah Ella, BS
Smurthwaite, Ashley Michelle, BS
Sperry, Nathan Bakkevig, BS
Stassel, Allison Leigh, BS
Steadman, Jesse Nolan, BS
Steenblik, Mckenna Erin, BS
Stokes, McKinley John, BS
Swenson, Trenton James, BS
Talbot, Zachary Brett, BS
Tamashiro, Jared Sanhachi, BS
Taylor, Austin Scott, BS
Thompson, Matthew Brent, BS
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Tillmann, Nicole Elyse, BS
Tolman, Alex Dion, BS
Tolman, Nathan Tyler, BS
Tomyn, Anthony L, BS
Townsley, Alexandra Brooke, BS
Treasure, Matthew Clarke, BS
Trimble, Derek Lee, BS
Tsao, Sean Shin-Shiang, BS
Turner, David Jaden, BS
Walter, Aaron E, BS
Warren, Cheyne Alison, BS
Watsabaugh, Lindsay, BS
Watts, Alexander C, BS
Watts, Clayton Glen, BS
Westmoreland, Fredrick Mitchell, BS
White, Ryan Ronald, BS
Wilkes, Levi Lincoln, BS
Wilson, Lindsey Marie, BS
Winkler, Brennan Scott, BS




Banham, Caston Joseph, BS
Cloward, Isaac Nathanael, BS
Cox, Justin M, BS
Crapse, Stephanie Marie, BS
Demler, Hannah Jane, BS
Ditton, Thomas Rex, BS
Gallagher, Erin Caitlyn, BS
Gibson, Scott A, BS
Godfrey, Trevor Mark, BS
Gregory, Tara, BS
Heap, Katelyn Rasmussen, BS
Holland, James F, BS
Jimenez, Ricardo Daniel, BS
Johnson, Spencer Matthew, BS
Jones, Tanner Jake, BS
Loftus, Hannah Nicole, BS
Loucks, Landon C, BS
Matthews, Will Cooper, BS
Odum, Schyler J, BS
Olsen, Emily Rae, BS
Owens, Jesseca Hannah, BS
Peterson, Austin Charles, BS




Richards, Bradley Arthur, BS
Richwine, Mitchell Bryon, BS
Saunders, Sarah Anne, BS
Smiley, Robert Sean, BS
Stott, Eilene Elisabeth, BS
Thackeray, Noah Steven, BS
Wadsworth, Soren D, BS
Walsh, Brittney J, BS
Wight, Jeffrey Austin, BS
Woolf, Jacob Alexander, BS
General Studies
Androlowicz, Alexandra Colleen, BS
Chaplin, Benjamin Scott, BS
Griffiths, James Thomas, BS
Hodge, Rylee, BS
Humble, Katrina Alyse, BS
Knoll, Michael Richard, BS
Nelson, Erin, BS
Olson, Marleigh Amanda, BS
Powell, Dionne, BS
Rollins, Zachary James, BS
Seeds, Ashley Hunter, BS
Seegmiller, Halie, BS
Stosich, Clinton Van, BS
VanLeeuwen, Hannah M, BS
Winberg, Jordan David, BS
Geology
Aposhian, Kartika Janene, BA 
Barna, Joshua A, BS
Brophy, Dana Patrick, BS
Carey, Logan Jaynes, BS
Ellis, Nathaniel Robert, BS
Ferraro, Michael J, BS
Hooton, Casey Duane, BS
Jacobsen, Aaron Ross, BS
Johnson, Devin Bruce, BS
Millsap, Evan Dallas, BS
Morgan, Dustin Trevor, BS
Parkinson, Jordan Isaac, BS
Perkins, Andrew John, BS
Pulsipher, Mikaela, BS
Rowe, Fallon Eve, BS
Simpson, Cory Scott, BS
Stout, Bryson A, BS
Tingey, Gilbert Heaps, BS
Turley, Michael Bastian, BS
Interdisciplinary Studies
Hughes, Brandon Leo, BS
Hughes, Destiny, BS
Mathematics and Statistics
Ainsworth, Rachael Marie, BS
Anderson, Jacqui, BS
Ashcraft, Bridget J, BS
Bailey, Ashley Taylor, BS
Barney, Nathanael Patrick, BS
Bartschi, ShaunMicheal N, BS
Becker, Aaron, BS
Beh, Martha Jane, BS
Binti Zaini, Mahirah, BS
Blackburn, Emily, BS
Blackham, Dillon Tyler, BS
Burrell, Caden Jesse, BS
Bushman, Brandi Lee, BS
Butterfield, Collin Derek, BS
Cottrell, Zachary Earl, BS
Cutler, Monica Madeleine, BS
Durrant, Nicole, BS
Ellis, Sarah, BS
Feigleson, Joshua Ross, BS
Franks, Paige Jennifer, BS
Furman, Brandon Alexander, BS
Hansen, Hayden Rhees, BS
Hansen, Samuel, BS
Hepworth, Ammon Abel, BS
Hovey, Kyle, BS
Hunter, Derek Karl, BS
Isaac, Victoria Grace, BS
Jackson, Emily Caroline, BS
James, Ian B, BS
Johnson, Jakob Ottar, BS
Kerr, Hannah Michelle, BS
Knight, Gretchen Julie, BS
Layer, Chelsea Renee, BS
Magnusson, Courtney A, BS
Matina, Samson Olamana, BS
Maughan, David Rollins, BS
Mauldin, Allison Blythe Spencer, BS
Mckee, Allyson Alohalaie, BS
Mindrum, Braden Scott, BS
Mitchell, James Neal, BS
Nelson, Philip Gold, BS
Nielsen, Danielle Mary, BS
Noble, Alyssa Noemi, BS
Olsen, Tyler Del, BS
Peterson, Elizabeth Pearl, BS
Prinster, Samantha Lyon, BS
Quigley, Wendy Christine, BS
Ramirez, Raul Antonio, BS
Rasmussen, Neil David, BS
Rhodes, Eryn K, BS
Robinson, Molly C, BS
Romney, Claire Elise, BS
Runnels, Jason Michael, BS
Saunders, Sarah Anne, BS
Schneider, Logan Douglas, BS
Sutton, Samantha Lynn, BS
Trout, Casey A, BS
Udall, Christian Kai, BS
Vance, Jennifer Winger, BS
Wallaert, Madison, BS
Weber, Harrison Chase, BS
Weil, Camille I, BS
Welch, Katelyn, BS
Westfall, Nicole Breann, BS
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Wilcox, Scott Campbell, BA 
Wilkey, Carly Ann, BS
Zajac, Elizabeth M, BS
Physics
Bentley, Houston Dale, BS
Boman, Joshua Lewis, BS
Britt, Jonathan Edward, BS
Curtis, Andrew Pond, BS
Hansen, John Darrell, BS
Hibbard, Joshua John, BS
Koskan, Joshua Ryan, BS
Lee, Jordan Matthew, BS
Lewis, James Phillip, BS
Marks, Hope Helen, BS
Maughan, David Rollins, BS
Miller, Cole M, BS
Muhwezi, Walter Davis, BS
Quilter, Kip Elliott, BS
Rabe, Jacob Taggart, BS
Robinson, Wesley George, BS
Schulthess, Geoffrey Blayne, BS
Shaw, Benjamin, BS
Smith, Brant Kent, BS
Tingey, Kerstin Elizabeth, BS
Torres, Matthew Art, BS
Warner, Tanner James, BS
PROVOST’S OFFICE 
Francis D. Galey, Provost 
 
General Studies 
Bartlett, Mason Charles, AS
Barton, Elise, AS
Barton, Jennifer Lynn, AS
Bates, Brandan Lynn, AS
Battson, Kasey L, AS
Beacham, Mitchell Bunker, AS
Beam, Marnie, AS
Bean, Sherry Sue, AS
Beazer, Brenda Marie, AS
Behrend, Zoe Nell, AS
Bejarano, Aldo Marcelo, AS
Bell, Sharley A, AS
Belnap, Christian Brett, AS
Benally, Katia Makenna, AS
Bergstrom, Clayton Airus, AS
Berrelez, Kimra Dawn, AS
Bigelow, Cyene Rose, AS
Bigler, Alexis K, AS
Billings, Joshua J, AS
Billingsley, Tessalyn, AS
Bingham, Jonathan James, AS
Birch, Callie Anne, AS
Birchett, Kaila M, AS
Bird, Mekenna Ann, AS
Blackham, Matthew P, AS
Blain, Nikkita Arianna, AS
Blotter, Lindey, AS
Bodily, Justin J, AS
Boice, Leah Gabrielle, AS
Boisjolie, Haley Anne, AS
Bolingbroke, Victoria, AS
Bolliger, Lexis Mariah, AS
Boston, Garrett Nathaniel, AS
Boswell, Melissa Marie, AS
Bouck, Emily Lyn, AS
Bourne, Bryan J, AS
Bouwhuis, Valerie Gayle, AS
Bowden, Mary Alexyn, AS
Bowen, David Sergei, AA
Bradshaw, Aubry Ann, AS
Bradshaw, Nicholas Joel, AS
Brady, Gabrielle W, AS
Brandt, Karlee, AS
Breitenbach, Makenzie Lee, AS
Broadhead, Anniah Noelle, AS
Brooks, Marissa A, AS
Brown, Koy, AS
Brydson, Logan Calvin, AS
Bullock, Kami Rae, AS
Bullock, Rodney Lance, AS




Burton, Thomas Kyler, AA
Busby, Joseph D, AS
Butterfield, Russell Seth, AS
Bybee, Jaden Joseph, AS
Calchera, Erika Lin, AS
Caldwell, Alyssa Alana Marie, AS
Campbell, Kamri McKenna, AS
Campbell, Shaye, AS
Canann, Abigail Lynn, AS
Cannegieter, Kristen Ann, AS
Capener, AshLyn, AS
Cardon, Valerie Marie, AS
Carey, Brandi Marie, AS
Carlisle, Colby Dean, AS
Carlsen, Sarah Elisabeth, AS
Carlson, Micah Thomas, AS
Carmona, Berenice, AS
Carr, Courtney L, AS
Carr, Victoria Ann, AS
Carter, Amber Jacqueline, AS
Carver, Janica Nicole, AS





Chaplin, Benjamin Scott, AS
Chappell, Rachael Christine, AS
Charles, Joel Kiion, AS
Charlesworth, Jonathan Taylor, AS
Chee, Bryonna Kelly, AS
Cheney, Benjamin Earl, AS
Child, Kashee F, AA
Christensen, Abygail, AS




Clarida, Kevin L, AS
Clark, Alexa M, AS
Clark, Amilia A, AS
Clark, Makenna Marie, AS
Clegg, Jessica Lyn, AS
Clements, Hannah LaRee, AS




Coffin, Sara Anne, AS
Collett, Cherissa Lyn, AS
Colon, Lionel, AS
Colton, Christina Elisa, AS
Conway, Kooper Nate, AS
Cooper, Aaron Grant, AS
Cooper, Megan Marie, AS
Cordingley, Jennie Ann, AS
Crabtree, Alyssa Marie, AS
Cragun, Landon Levi, AA
Creger, Janessa, AS
Crockett, Kylee Alexis, AS
Croft, Richard Benjamin, AS
Crook, Sydney Lane, AS
Crosgrove, Emma June, AS
Crosgrove, Mitchell Shawn, AS
Crowther, Aunika, AS
Cruz, Michael Dean, AS
Cubas, Kimberly Dajabi, AS
Cummings, Ellie J, AS
Curtis, Joelle Marie, AS
Dale, Devin J, AS
Dallinga Jr, JJ Emerson, AS
Dallinga, Sarah Lynn, AS
Dalton, Amber M, AS
Dalton, Bryn Cassandra, AS
Dalton, Dalyn Mitch, AS
Dalton VI, Edward Arthur, AS
Dansie, McKenzie Katherine, AS
Darling, Jacob Austin, AS
Davis, Elizabeth Lynn, AA
Davis, Joshua Scott, AS
Davis, Katrina, AS
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Davis, Kelly Page, AS
Davis, Nixan Addie, AS
Day, Brandon James, AS
Day, Logan, AS
De Aro, Kelly, AS
DeAngelo, Matthew Franklin, AS
Denison, Christopher Luke, AS
Denney, Alaina, AS
Denny, Ali Marie, AS
Denver, Kaylee Jo, AS
Deschene, Brandon Ray, AS
Deuel, Olivia M, AS
Dikwa-Nkrumah, Chelsea Adjiwa, AA
Dimick, Vanessa Rae, AS
Dimond, Mikelle Ann, AA
Doggett, Clinton Curtis, AS
Dooley, Alexis Anne, AS
Doty, Elyse Mikell, AS
Douglass, Kendall Richard, AS
Downs, Caitlin, AS





Dutson, Rachel Emily, AS
Dymock, Baylee Christine, AS
Earl, Elise, AS
Eaton, Aubrey Sarah, AA
Ebert, McKayla, AS
Edwards, Karlee Jo, AS
Ellis, Juliann Ruth, AA
Erickson, Audrey Sharon, AS
Escalante, Melanie Nanahonua, AS
Etchegaray, Elsie Ann, AS
Everitt, Misa, AS
Everton, Elizabeth E, AS
Eyre, Swaysie J, AS
Faerber, Preston Dean, AS
Faidiga, Cooper J, AS
Fairbanks, Grace, AS
Fairchild, Josephine Connely, AS
Fancher, Eugene Logan, AA
Fano, Mason David, AA
Farnsworth, Benjamin Taylor, AS
Fatt, Benny, AS
Feichko, Tiffany Rae, AS
Feletoa, Alilia, AS
Felice, Haley Lynn, AS
Fidel, Steven Scott, AS
Finch, Malorie Rae, AS
Finchum, Dylan Ira, AS
Fishburn, Haley Nicole, AS
Flint, Rylee Erin, AS
Fluckiger, Stephanie, AS
Fonger, Kejay Dale, AS
Fontecchio, Nadia Lyn, AS
Fossat, Robert Cole, AS
Fox, Sierra, AS
Francis, Megan Renee, AS
Francom, Anna, AA
Frandsen, Aspen Kayla, AS
Frandsen, Shawn Paul, AS
Freeze, Courtney, AS
Frodsham, Megan, AS
Frost, Sydney Nicole, AS
Fullmer, Chelsea M, AS
Fullmer, Sharli M, AS
Fullmer, Shelby A, AS
Gale, Traven Troy, AS
Gardner, Bethany Rose, AS
Gardner, Haylee B, AS
Gardner, Jax Duane, AS
Garn, Tori Noel, AS
George, Hannah Rae, AS
Gibson, Morgan LaShelle, AS
Gift, Jaxon David, AS
Gillins, Sydnee, AS
Gomez, Viridiana, AS
Gonzalez Jr, Asencion Jr, AS
Goodin, Collin, AS
Goodwin, Marissa Kay, AS
Gordon, Shadleigh Kaci, AS
Gossett, Amelia Madison, AS
Gotsch, Benjamin Ryan, AS
Gotsch, Felicity A, AS
Graf, Camille Elizabeth, AS
Graves, Jillian Marie, AS
Gray, Jeremiah Austin, AS
Greenwood, Ashley Kay, AS
Greer, Kayla E, AS
Griffin, Hannah M, AS
Groll, Kierra Marie, AS
Gubler, Natalie JoAnn, AA
Gulley, Aspen, AS
Gunther, Shemay, AS
Haderlie, Steven M, AS
Haeck, Garret Ross, AS
Hafen, Hunter Glen, AS
Hailes, Laura Lynn, AS
Hale, Jesse Elijah, AS




Hamblin, Kazlie Elise, AS
Hammond, Conner Reuel, AA
Hansen, McKade C, AA
Hansen, Rebecca, AS
Hansen, Terra Nicole, AS
Hansen, Trevor Joseph, AS
Hanson, Kylie Leann, AS
Hardman, Heather Michele, AS
Hare, Mishae Lee, AS
Harmon, Preston Jenks, AS
Harris, Abbey Kate, AS
Harris, Ashley Christine, AS
Harris, Brook, AS
Hartle, Abigael Margaret, AA
Hartley, Jocelyn J, AS
Harvey, Keenen Hugh, AS
Haslem, Dexter L, AS
Hatch, Kailsy Elizabeth, AS
Hathaway, Tucker E, AS
Hauser, Aubrey Leigh, AS
Hawks, Colton Leroy, AS
Haycock, Christopher Floyd, AS
Headworth, Cierra Camille, AS
Heaps, David, AS
Henderson, William, AS
Hendrickson, Colby Ellis, AS
Hepler, Reed Carson, AS
Hess, Cassondra Lee, AS
Hill, Rachel L, AS
Hinck, Kathryn McKell, AS
Hinerman, Abigail Whitney, AS
Hislop, Carrie A, AS
Hixson, Aubrey Dee, AS
Hobson, Mackenzie Vi, AS
Holiday, Regina O’neil, AS
Holland, Emma J, AS
Holloway, Jessica Lynne, AA
Holman, Emily Anne, AS
Holman, Mykenna Aleece, AS
Holmes, Catherine Louise, AS
Hoot, Paul Vincent, AS
Hoover, Maquel Nicole, AS
Horn, Bailey Bleu, AS
Horne, Collin James, AS
Houston, Aaron David, AS
Hoyt, Lesli Michelle, AS
Huffaker, Charmayne, AS
Huffaker, Micaela, AS
Hughes, Kylee Charline, AS
Huish, Lindsey Ann, AS
Hulet, Jennifer Ruth, AS
Hulse, Karen E, AS
Hunsaker, Casey Lynn, AS
Hurst, Lindsay Kay, AS
Huston, Kaitlin V, AS
Hutchings, Paige Elise, AS
Irby, Kaitlyn, AS
Jacketta, Jada R, AS
Jackman, Kellie Dawn, AS
Jaimes, Laurie A, AS
Jake, Madison Sydney, AS
James, Lynelle, AS
Jarman, Abagail Rose, AS
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Jarrett, Tyler D, AS
Jeffery, Eliza, AS
Jenkins, Jamie Suzanne, AS
Jennings, Taylor Lynn, AS
Jensen, Aubrey Elizabeth, AS
Jensen, Cameron L, AS
Jensen, Chelese, AS
Jensen, Eva Alexandria, AA
Jensen, Jessica, AS
Jensen, Larry Chancellor, AS
Jensen, Lindsey, AS
Jenson, Rebekah Kay, AS
Jim, Tyler Jesse, AS
Jimenez, Juan, AS
Johansen, Bryce Harold, AA
Johnson, Alyse, AS
Johnson, Courtney Jean, AS
Johnson, Dylan Matthew, AS
Johnson, Jed Carleton, AA
Johnson, Katelynn Lee, AS
Johnson, Kelsey, AS
Johnson, Kendall Noelle, AS
Johnson, Krista S, AS
Johnson, Logan Lance, AS
Johnson, McKenna Angeline, AS
Johnson, Shantel, AS
Johnston, Colton Andrew, AS
Jolley, Blake Lee, AS
Jolley, Debra D, AS
Jones, McKayla R, AA
Jones, Sophia, AS
Jones, William Everett, AS
Jordan, Andrew Jacob, AS
Jorgensen, Brice, AS
Kafton, Jonathan, AS
Kelly, Carolyn Lydia, AA
Kenney, Meredith A, AS
Kessel, Julian Bosch, AS
Ketterer, Megan Jacquel, AS
Kimball, Sidney, AS
Kirk, Kathleen Leone, AS
Kirk, Nathan Erik, AS
Knight, Jessie Lynn, AS





Kruckenberg, Ellison M, AS
Kunz, Lilleann, AS
Lamb, Kaytlynn Marie, AS
Lambert, Jared Campbell, AS
Lambert, Jared Thomas, AA
Lanning, Tiffany Kay, AS
Larsen, Taylor Richard, AS
Larson, Brynlee M, AS
Lascano, Alesha M, AA
Latu, Thordan Lonohiwa, AS
Laver, Hayden M, AA
Lawson, Jessica Jane, AS
Layton, Lindsey Ann, AS
Lea, Helen Christina, AS
LeBaron, Amanda Karleen, AS
Lee, Alison M, AS
Lee, Erica, AS
Leishman, Mary Margaret, AS
Lemon, Sara A, AS
Lensch, Emily Joy, AS
Leslie, Tessa Christine, AS
Lewis, Sheldon Kurt, AS
Liddell, Jocelyn P, AS
Liese, Emily Kristen, AS
Limas, Joseph Benjamin, AS
Limb, Ashlynn Jo, AS
Lindmark, Elizabeth, AS
Lingard, Kristin Mikelle, AS
Littlefield, David Bard, AS
Lloyd, Cassidy, AS
Lockwood, Jaden Paige, AS
Loitz, Jared Mark, AS
Long, Michelle Jeanette, AS
Longman, Annie Rosdahl, AS
Lopez, Mia Elizebeth, AS
Low, Ethan, AA
Lueckler, Sarah Amy, AA
Lujan, Sylvia, AS
Lunceford, Rocky G, AS
Lundberg, Madeline Kay, AS
Lupo, Makayla Alyssa, AS
Lyon, Sheri Ann, AS
Lyons, Cayleen Ann, AS
Lyons, Isaac James, AS
Madsen, Aspyn N, AS
Maisey, Daniel Richard, AS
Malm, Dallin Michael, AS
Mann, Kambree Ruth, AS
Manning, Brendan W, AS
Manuele, Christopher Joel, AS
Mariluch, Madison N, AS
Mark, Tay Raoul, AS
Markert, KateLynn Marie, AS
Marsaw, Collin George, AS
Marshall, Logan Lee, AS
Martin, Maxwell Allen, AS
Martinez, Skyler Theodore, AS
Martinez Alvarado, Jennifer E, AS
Matheson, Carter C, AS
Mauk, Elizabeth Jane, AS
Maurer, John, AS
Mayer, Joshua Scott, AS
Mayne, Christian Doyle, AS
Mayne, Madalyn Bailey, AS
McCarty, Ashley Madison, AS
McCormick, Lexie K, AS
McCullam, Phillip Michael, AS
Mcdermott, Alexandria, AS
McDonald, Jalon J, AS
McElhaney, Janelle, AS
Mcgregor, Jentry Ann, AA
McKendrick, Madison Bailey, AS
McKibben, Robert R, AS
McKinnon, Taylor Joan, AA
McMahon, Talisa, AS
McMaster, Rachel Anne, AS
Medina, Rachel S, AS
Mehr, Connor Jay, AS
Mendoza, Rakel Natalee, AS
Meredith, Tessa, AA
Merkley, Gillian R, AS
Merrill, Jordan Mark, AA
Merrill, Tiffany Talbot, AS
Merritt, Megan, AS
Merritt, Mikel Elyse, AS
Meyer, Brooke L, AS
Michelson, McKinley Anne, AS
Mickelsen, Lindsey Kate, AS
Mickelsen, Mercedes, AS
Migliori, Tyeray, AS
Miles, Venna RaeAnn, AS
Miller, Nicole Renee, AS
Miller, Preston Scott, AS
Milstein, Jake Norris, AS
Miner, Braunte Marie, AA
Miranda, Isabel P, AS
Mitchell, Kenyon J, AS
Mitchell, Mary Eva, AS
Mitton, Carson Dee, AS
Moffitt, Keenan Gates, AS
Money, Taylor M, AS
Montgomery, Briana Mishel, AS
Montoya, Kade Chris, AS
Moon, Colton M, AS
Moore, Aspen, AS
Morley, Sara Jo, AS
Morreale, Rachel Anne, AS
Morris, Brett R, AS
Morris, Mikale Kenzie, AS
Mortensen, Erika Shay, AS
Mower, Maegen, AS
Munns, Heather Marie, AS
Munoz, Austin M, AS
Munson, Madalyn K, AS
Murray, Kameron Kae, AS
Murray, Rita Ann, AS
Nafus, Whitney Kae, AS
Nash, Shelby Meredith, AS
Naylor, Sarah-Anne Hansen, AS
Neeley, Tanner Scott, AS
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Nelson, Andrew, AS
Nelson, Angela Diane, AS
Nelson, Ashley Kay, AS
Nelson, Hannah Michelle, AA
Nelson, Jaden Brian, AS
Nelson, Kylee J, AS
Nelson, McKell Anika, AS
Nelson, William Hunter, AS




Niederer, Phillip Indy, AS
Nielsen, Ambryan R, AS
Niles, Kathy Ann, AS
Nilsson, Allison, AS
Noble, Nicholas John, AS
Normand, Noel Josephine, AS
Norton, Wendie Moon, AS
Nyre, Savannah Hope, AS
O’Berry, Gwen Leilani, AS
Oborn, Allison M, AS
O’Camb, Landon Aloysius, AS
Ockey, Kylie Lynn, AS
Oka, Kathleen Emi, AS
Okerlund, Alexa May, AS
Okerlund, Hunter Barrett, AA
O’Loughlin, Doni Rachelle, AS
Olsen, Aleisha Marie, AS
Olson, Melinda Rae, AS
Olson, Suzanne, AS
Opheikens, Skylar Anne, AS
Orgill, Rachel Lynn, AS
Ormond, David William, AA
Orth, Amiah Elizabeth, AS
Ortiz, Deidre Catherine, AS
Ostler, Anna, AS
Oswald, Star Stevens, AS
Ottesen, Kira Lee, AS
Overfelt, Chase Parker, AS
Oviatt, Nickolas Ross, AS
Page, Sara Lynn, AA
Palmer, Breanna Jo, AS
Palmer, Caden Russell, AS
Pardo-Munoz, Carlos Esteban, AA
Park, Madelyn Joan, AS
Parker, Jacob, AS
Parker, Nicole, AS
Parkin, Spencer Daniel, AS
Patterson, Grant, AS
Patterson, Michael Rayford, AA
Paxton, Hannah Elizabeth, AS
Payton, Rhendi Rae, AS
Pearson, Courtney Nicole, AS
Pearson, Sage Hannah, AS
Peart, Erica C, AS
Pelt, Toni Lynn, AS
Pena, Emanuel, AS
Percival, Cassidy, AS
Perry, Brandi Nicole, AS
Perry, Janelle Lyn, AA
Petereit, Tiahna Kalaea, AS
Peters, Dallin Grady, AS
Petersen, Alexa, AS
Petersen, Chal Thomas, AS
Peterson, Irelyn Shea, AS
Peterson, Nathan Daniel, AS
Peterson, Nicholas Chase, AS
Peterson, Taya R, AS
Peterson, Taylor Jeffrey, AS
Phelps, Christie Kitterman, AS
Pilling, McKenna Chantel, AS
Poll, Abigail June, AS
Ponath, Jennifer Kaitlyn, AS
Powell, Adam Neil, AS
Prasek, Alaina, AS
Prescott, James Rafael, AS
Price, Demetrius R, AA
Price, Michaela Lynne, AS
Primm, Sophia Rose, AS
Prince, Ashlynn, AS
Pritchard, Colter, AS
Prows, Anna Nichole, AS
Pyue, Pan, AS
Quinton, Jesse D, AS
Ralphs, Sarah Elaine, AS
Ramsay, Emma Christine, AA
Rasmussen, Carissa Marie, AS
Rasmussen, Sarah, AS
Ravsten, Deric R, AS
Rawlings, Ty Shirley, AS
Rea, Yessenia, AS
Reary, Shayla Rae, AS
Reber, Heidi M, AS
Redd, Ashlynn, AS
Redding, Allison Catherine, AS
Reed, Ambrie A, AS
Rees, Laura Kathryn, AS
Reinwand, Tennison Tenille, AS
Renn, Jacob Anthony, AS
Reyes, Sabrina S, AS
Rhea, Vanessa Marie, AS
Rhodes, Jacelyn, AS
Ricchetti, Tatum Faye, AS
Rice, John Logan, AS
Richardson, Madison Faith, AS
Richey, Andrea Elizabeth, AS
Richman, Cambria T, AS
Riddle, Alexandra Ann, AS
Rigby, Felicia K, AS
Rigby, Steffen Lawrence, AA
Riley, Elise Michelle, AS
Riter, Audreigh Marie, AS
Robb, Hailey Allyson, AS
Roberts, Preston Ray, AS
Roberts, Tyler Jay, AS
Roberts, Tyson Jay, AS
Robinette, Megan R, AS
Robinson, Ashlyn Shae, AS




Roderick, Matthew Garland, AS
Rojas Rojas, Nicolas, AS
Roos, Britian Breanne, AS
Ropek, Petr, AS
Roper, Diane R, AS
Roper, Kate Ann, AS
Ross, Makayla A, AS
Rude, Andrew Francis, AS
Ruiz Mendoza, Alexis, AS
Rupp, Lindsay, AA
Salimbene, Jonathan Taylor, AS
Saltmarsh, Tyler Robert, AS
Sanchez, Joseph Daniel, AS
Schenk, Amy, AS
Scherer, Garrett F, AS
Schmidt, Devin Mitchell, AS
Schweiger, Thomas William, AS
Scovill, Michael Dylan, AS
Searle, Kenneth Jay, AS
Searle, Shelby Lyn, AS
Seegmiller, Kelly J, AS
Seegmiller, Kimberly, AS
Seipert, Kelly, AS
Sellers, Micayla S, AS
Shakespear, Kendra, AA
Shakespeare, Megan, AS
Sharrai, Allie Katrice, AS
Sheely, Taylr Marie, AA
Shill, Corey Prescott, AA
Shore, Lydia Jo, AS
Short, Terre Kieffer, AS
Shumway, Kami Joy, AS
Silva, Brannen Glen, AS
Silversmith, Fallon Adriano, AS
Simmons, Kaitlin Melinda, AS
Simmons, Lindsey J, AS
Skalka, Jordan Bryant, AS
Smedley, Emmalee R, AS
Smith, Brittany Eleanor, AS
Smith, Camille, AS
Smith, Chase Cameron, AS
Smith, Colbi Jean, AS
Smith, Ethan Michael, AS




Smith, Kendra R, AS
Smith, Kessa Martita, AS
Smith, Levi G, AA
Smith, Madison, AS
Smith, Megan Diane, AA
Smith, Soren C, AS
Snell, Hyrum Christopher, AS
Softley, Meagan J, AS
Solomon, Megan Elizabeth, AS
Sondrup, Aaron Kelly, AS
Sorce, Jedidiah Arthur, AS
Sorge, Christina Raquel, AS
Soto III, Jose Ernesto, AA
Soto, Mariana, AS
Soucie, Katlin Janel, AS
Spackman, Megan, AS
Sparks, Emily J, AS
Sparks, Savannah, AS
Speakman, Mackenzie Michelle, AS
Spencer, Jacob Bennion, AA
Squires, Aubrey Nicole, AS
Staheli, Auria Gracelyn, AS
Stanger, Heather, AS
Stanley, Crystal, AS
Starr, Mckinlie Callista, AS
Steadman, Abriel, AS
Steinmetz, Tylyn Mangum, AS
Stettler, Amaya M, AS
Stevenson, Hannah Celia, AS
Stewart, Carli E, AS
Stewart, Keegan M, AS
Stirling, Mason Robert, AS
Stokes, Kylee Ann, AA
Stokes, Nathaniel Ryan, AS
Streeter, Hailee Blaire, AS
Stringer, Amanda Eve, AS
Stuart, Ryan, AS
Stubbs, Jessica Lee, AS
Sullivan, Hadlee Cooper, AS
Sullivan, James, AS
Sum, Vincent P, AS
Swainston, Jenna M, AS
Sweet, Shelby LeAnne, AS
Swisse, Ty Ray, AS
Syndergaard, Zachary Clair, AS
Taveapont, Melissa, AS
Taylor, Brian Joshua, AS
Taylor, Jacob Bryan, AS
Taylor, Rebecca Kay, AS
Taylor, Shelby, AS
Terry, Rashelle B, AS
Tew, Lacie Jean, AS
Thomson, Karlee Jo, AS
Thomson, Lauren Ilene, AS
Thurgood, Mckaylee Gale, AS
Tilt, Carter Douglas, AS
Timothy, Amy Camille, AS
Tingey, Kylee Emma, AS
Todecheene, Nykesha, AS
Torgerson, Abby Renee, AS
Torres, Mary Helen, AS
Tortalita, Maceo Luke, AS
Trent, Annelise, AS
Trevillian, Geri Ann, AA
Trillo, Kasha Lucia, AS
Truesdell, Kourtney, AS
Tsosie, Madison Nichelle, AS
Tubbs, Casadee Hope, AS
Tugaw, Joseph B, AS
Tuttle, Natalie L, AS
Tuttle, Tess Ranae, AS
Urie, Karla, AS
Van De Veer, Mariah Lauren, AS
Vance, Hannah Tavira, AS
Vanleeuwen, Linzi Ann, AS
VanNatter, Taylor Jade, AS
VanZanten, Shreve, AS
Vega, Madison Dalien, AS
Vega-Silos, Sara G, AA
Viehweg, Josie Elissa, AS
Vogrinec, Dylan Joseph, AS
Von Niederhausern, Joshua David, AA
Voorhees, Jessica Kristine, AS
Wachlin, Jonathan Nephi, AS
Wadsworth, Beth Anne, AS
Wagner, Caroline Lucile, AS
Wahinehookae, Ruby Healani, AA
Walker, Andrea Lillian, AS
Walker, Forrest Patton, AS




Walters, Jordan Darren, AS
Walters, Madison Nicole Loveland, AS
Walton, Koel Hall, AS
Wamsley, Makell RaNae, AS
Warner, Madison Rae, AS
Warr, Austin Daniel, AS
Warren, Holly Nicole, AS
Warren, Hunter Harris, AS
Watt, Erika Nicole, AS
Watteyne, Mckinsey, AS
Wayment, Brooke, AS
Weaver, Casey Kimberly, AA
Wellings, Jocelyn, AA
Wells, Mckenna Marie, AS
Westmoreland, Lissie Rose, AS
Whatcott, Abagail Louise, AS
White, Breanna Gail, AS
Whitehead, Jasay Ann, AS
Whiting, Lauryn Holly, AS
Widner, Paige Marie, AS
Wilcox, Catherine Alyse, AS
Wilding, Jackson, AS
Wilding, Kylee Monique, AS
Williams, Amanda, AS
Williams, Blake Andrew, AA
Williams, Rachael Saunders, AS
Williamson, Anthony Joseph, AS
Willis, Emalee Jean, AS
Wills, Chantel Lydia, AS
Winder, Journey Bree, AS
Windley, Maddison Haddock, AS
Winterton, Kendra Lee, AS
Wise, Samantha Ruth, AS
Wiseman, Sarah Paige, AS
Wiskerchen, Erica Inez, AS
Wong, Lilibeth Melissa, AS
Wood, Ashlee M., AS
Woodbrey, Robyn, AS
Woodruff, Tanner B, AS
Worrell, Dakota Skyler, AS
Worth, Hyrum Grant, AS
Wride, Makayla Lynn, AS
Wright, Elizabeth McKenzie, AS
Wright, Jana Mae, AS
Wyatt, Geoffrey Lincoln, AS
Yadon, Mckinnly Jade, AS
Yan, Jeffrey JL, AS
Yates, Cecily Chloe, AS
Yee, Shereena Michelle, AS
Yost, Sarah Ruth, AS
Youvella, Celeste, AS
Zahn, Patrick Paul, AS
Zamantakis, Steven Zachary, AS
Zarate, Jessica Ariana, AA
Zarkin, Paul Alexander, AS
Zollinger, Tailor M, AS
 
Integrated Studies 
Adamson, Kirstin Cerise, BS
Bailey, McKenzee Kae, BS
Baird, Adam Michael, BS
DelBuono, David Michael, BS
Dixon, Sarah Christine, BS
Gossard, Carissa Lee, BS
Hanusiak, Nichole A, BS
Hart, Jacob Wray, BS
Hone, Jason T, BS
Huntington, Gatlan Earl, BS
Hyde, Brett, BS
Jackson, Lyndi MaRae, BS
Johnson, Kortlandt Benjamin, BS
Knowles, Alex S, BS
Lentini, James Joseph, BS
Lutz, Amy Finlayson, BS
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Lyon, LaVoy Chevy, BS
Manning, Natalie C, BS
Moe, Amy Kristen, BS
Reynolds, Jessie Anne, BS
Scoresby, John Ozburn, BS
Sisson, Nathan David, BS
Stringham, Tiffani Monique, BS
Sutton-Liswith, Lane M, BS
Turley, Nathan Craig, BS
Violette, Tyler James, BS
Warren, Taylor P, BS
Wickhum, Carly Elizabeth, BS
Wild, Aubrey, BS
Willenborg, Emma Kathleen, BS
Winegar, Brennan M, BS
Woolstenhulme, Joshua Earl, BS
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